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Abstract 
Nowadays, with the phenomenon of online discussion, the social impact of 
virtual communities related to real life experiences and the developing notion of 
virtual idols in cyberspace, virtual communities not only contribute to the new form 
of cyber communication and mobilization, but have also become significant areas of 
enquiry for academic research. In my study, I chose to examine a virtual music 
community of an artist-making program called LIFT. 
LIFT was a project organized by the Internet media provider, Now.com in Hong 
Kong, and simulated the workings of the real music industry. The project was based 
on an online forum and blog for communication for the virtual members that 
functioned as a support and precursor to music production. It consisted of two groups 
of participants: artists and a simulated artist management company. Both provided 
young hopefuls with training for stardom and the experience of artist management. 
Four artists were recruited and given support and assistance by local professionals in 
fields such as singing, dancing, imaging, eloquence, culture and acting. Two 
simulated corporations were formulated on the Internet and each one managed and 
promoted two artists. In addition, they were responsible for expanding and building a 
substantial work force by recruiting working partners and supporters to facilitate the 
operation. 
Current studies on virtual communities focus on the practices, forms of 
interactions, imagined identities, virtual realities, communicative barriers and politics 
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with a specific interest in the impact of online communities on real social life and the 
strength of online promotion of offline issues. In LIFT, both online and offline 
interactions were essential. This research addresses the following questions: What 
kinds of cultural characteristics emerge in the virtual music community? What are 
the elements of communication that create a sense of community? This study further 
investigates the interaction between the virtual community and a commercial 
organization and examines how the virtual music community works under 
commercial force and whether it is a kind of control, resistance or negotiation. The 
implications regarding this special virtual community relates to whether or not it is 
eroded by its commercial capitalism connection. 
Throughout I acted as a researcher as well as a participant of LIFTERS through 
a simulated company that engaged in online communication with both LIFTERS and 
artists, and through joining real events with them. Ethnographic data was collected 
through fieldwork and conversations with participants. In addition, the dialogues and 
discussions on the forum were obtained for textual analysis; and the experience of 
LIFTERS and supporting staff of Now.com were derived from in-depth interviews. 
The theoretical significance of the research lies in the relationship between the 
virtual music community and commercial organizations. It suggests that commercial 
forces to a large extent do not suppress the emergence of a virtual community and 
instead, is likely to encourage their formation. The virtual community formed under a 
commercial auspex also shows the possibility of the co-existence of 
commercialization and the constitution of a special kind of public sphere in 
cyberspace. 
The LIFT program indicates that the virtual community is not just a cyberspace 
of sharing and interaction. With the rapid development of computer-mediated 
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technologies, it may be becoming the site for the composition of a business boards. 
Businesses like virtual artist management may appear in more systematic and 
organized form as newly minted e-business groups or as newly formed divisions in 
the music industry. The virtual music community, which formed under the 
commercial setting in LIFT, is evidence to support the likely emergence of more 
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The notion of community has become a construct in thinking about the way 
humans organize their lives. In the electronic age, particularly in the age of the 
Internet, human activities have become more complex. With the availability of fast, 
efficient and powerful means of communication, and no geographical and physical 
space limits, significant impacts have been made on the way communities are 
organized and the way that people live in them and interact. With the growth of 
computer-mediated communication it has produced opportunities and the possibility 
for the creation of new forms of electronic communities such as the discursive 
activities created by exchanging messages on electronic bulletin boards. Virtual 
community is a place in where people have a set of shared practices, experiences, 
languages and systems of communication. Virtual communities are social 
aggregations that emerge from the Internet. They are groups of users who engage 
with each other in formal or non-formal discussions, invest in time and emotions, and 
eventually establish webs of personal relationships in cyberspace. The communities 
are passage points for collections of common beliefs and practices that unite people 
who are physically separated. Cyberspace is relied on for knowledge, information, 
common beliefs and practices of a society which is abstracted from physical space. 
The interactions among virtual groups form important social relations in cyberspace. 
Furthermore, members are empowered to play active roles in the production of 
identity as a virtual community forms around a shared discourse. 
Nowadays, tools make it easy to publish on the Internet and this has given 
millions of people the equivalent of a printing press on both their desks and through 
mobile devices. As the popularity of online forums and discussions on the Internet 
increases, various kinds of virtual communities have formed through ongoing 
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interaction in cyberspace. There is a tendency towards the formation of online 
communities, which are established under web-based publications and online 
sharings of various dimensions of personal, professional, paid, cultural, eudcational, 
social, political, business, and various topical activities. For instance, Blog culture' 
flourishes in cyberspace as it gains successive influence and popularity. Like other 
media, blogs often focus on a particular subject, such as politics or local news while 
many of blogs also function as online diaries. Blog is a website^ that mantains an 
ongoing chronicle of information. Everyone in cyberspace can be a blogger no matter 
if you are professionals, journalists, students or even laymen. Blogging is a news 
source^, and comments from blogs can precede the regular media in reporting an 
event. Their ability to shape the story gives greater credibility to blogs as a medium 
of news dissemination. Though often seen as partisan gossip, bloggers sometimes 
lead the way in bringing key information to public light. In this sense, blogging helps 
to establish various kinds of virtual communities, which have shared political 
affiliations and opinions. 
Blog culture and virtual idols are common in Asia. Different kinds of virtual 
communities form from online discussions and from the fandom of virtual idols. 
Apart from virtual communities forming as a trend of online discussions, in Japan, 
virtual idols are a popular phenomenon in recent years. As technology advances and 
broadband services are more available to the Internet users, this helps to create new 
media forums for interactive virtual beings, hence, such culture cultivates the 
formation of virtual fan communities. Virtual idols are cyber-based virtual humans 
who use natural language and are able to do everything human beings do in their 
daily lives. In contemporary societies, as a symbol of mass culture, many people turn 
to these idols as a form of worship to find comfort and peace.^ For instance, Shiori 
Fujisaki^, Kyoko Date^ and Yuki Terai^, are well known virtual idols in Japan. 
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Most virtual idols in Japan are more like real human beings, and are created to 
be singers, actors and DJs. With advanced technologies, computer graphics help to 
provide body movement for virtual idols, which incorporates the use of multiple 
digital cameras and special reflectors to convert the movement of a live model's body 
and facial muscles into computer data. The elements of the imagination and female 
beauty ideal are used in the creation of virtual idols that are designed to be perfect 
beings that can be virtually shared by their idol lovers. Although cyber, people doted 
on them as if they were real and actual fan communities emerged. Virtual idols are 
commodities created by commercial organizations. Through consumption behaviors, 
the fans within the virtual community gain a sense of satisfaction and of collective 
belonging.9 Virtual idols publish songs, make albums and music videos, and make 
appearances in magazines, advertisements and TV shows. Accordingly, the 
relationship between the idol fan community and the sponsor commercial 
organization is clearly defined as consumers-and-producers; the autonomy of this 
virtual community is low since in order to make a purchase, fans within the 
community must rely on commercial organizations and their production of cultural 
commodities. 
In contrast to virtual idols in Japan, the fans of the Chinese entertainment 
program 'Super Voice Girls', an American Idol-style TV show, is a kind of real idol 
singing competition. The TV program was launched in China during 2005 by Hunan 
Province Satellite TV Station, and caused a s t i r � � T V viewers were empowered to 
eliminate contestants during all phases of the competition from audition through to 
the final competition and became the adjudicators of the program. The votes given by 
TV viewers via mobile phones were one of important contributions to the result of 
each session of the competition. Besides real participation, people were willing to 
engage in online discussions such as BBS, forums and on the web site of 'Super 
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Voice Girls', where TV viewers could voice their opinions. During this process many 
people were transformed into fan communities for 'Super Voice Girls'. These fans 
had been crazily supporting their idols, arguing with each other and slandering their 
competitors, hence, some scandalous stories about the competition's judges and 
gossip about semi-finalists or finalists were widely discussed in cyberspace. 
Indeed, 'Super Voice Girls' is not only a program of entertainment, but also a 
kind of business, driven by the participation of advertisements and sponsors." In the 
case of 'Super Voice Girls' in China, the relationship between the fan community and 
various commercial organizations is clearly visible, the higher participation of TV 
viewers in this program and the more discussion of those candidates either in 
cyberspace or in real life, the higher the commercial returns. 
In Hong Kong, online discussions and sharings in cyberspace have also become 
popular. Apart from the chatting tools ICQ and MSN Messenger, in particular, blogs 
are very common for many teenagers and college students, who regard online diaries 
as part of their daily lives. They use blogs to communicate with each other, keep each 
other up-to-date with events and thoughts in a non-intrusive manner.'^ There are 
many popular online destinations for personal blogs including social networking sites 
such as Bloghk, Hompy, Msn Spaces, My Sina Blog, Yahoo Blog and so on. By 
random calculation and informal obversation to some extent most teenagers in 
secondary schools and universities have a blog in their daily lives. They use it to 
form a daily record and for inter-communication. As ongoing interaction is taking 
place within blog space, it helps to build up a large virtual community among 
bloggers. 
Blogging also plays a role in solidifying the real community in some sense. In 
Hong Kong, there are different kinds of virtual communities forming in cyberspace -
some that serve political purposes and others entertainment. Furthermore, its social 
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significance and virtual community impact is increasing in society at large. 
1 o 
Roland Soong's political blog, 'EastSouthWestNorth' produces social and 
political influences on the press industry by locally and nationally covering Chinese 
news. Started in 2003, it is one of the most influential Hong Kong and mainland 
media sources, and is regarded as an authority on China for reporters in Hong Kong, 
China and foreigner c o u n t r i e s . " The popularity of this cyberspace keeps rising and 
more than 8,000 readers a day clicked on Roland Soong's blog in 2005.^^ 
Another example is the web site of ‘Rebuild Hong Kong'^^ established in 
October 2005 by 25 legislative councilors who are affiliated with the pro-democratic 
camp. The forum provided the Internet users with an open and free discussion 
platform for current political issues.'^ Apart from expressing the political desires and 
attitudes virtually, this virtual community mobilizes users and encourages citizens to 
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take part in real social movements such as protests and demonstrations. Chung and 
Chan (2004) concluded that the potential of online discussion and information 
exchange in cyberspace is being explored and led to the cyberactivism in the July 1 
demonstration in 2003. Virtual communities which help to advance the online 
discussion of political issues may also have a positive influence on the development 
of democracy in Hong Kong. 
For entertainment purposes, some artists create blogs, which can be regarded as 
a bridge for communication between performers and their fans.'^ Meanwhile, the 
virtual community forming among bloggers helps to aggregate fans who can share 
feelings and opinions under the same context in cyberspace, and may move their 
interaction and discussion into real communities. Furthermore, the blog culture has 
started extending into the broadcasting industry in Hong Kong. In September 2005, 
the newly minted program 'Village Blog' on RTHK targets youth audiences who are 
also the Internet users as well as bloggers. There is enormous vogue for blogs in 
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society and online discussion is trending upwards. 
Green Coffee was formed by a group of popular philharmonic musicians in 
2002, and aims at promoting local musical production^^ and enhancing the creativity 
of youth . To encourage people to develop their talents and provide them with a 
space to share and bring together ideas, Green Coffee serves as a sharing virtual 
platform for musicians and music lovers; and makes available to those who are 
enthusiastic about show-casing their musical talents in virtual space a chance to 
exchange their creations and articulate experience. Some local singers have 
performed songs created by virtual music community of Green Coffee. In addition, 
some creations made within the Green Coffee virtual music community have been 
used by four artists in LIFT Now.com (examined later in this study). As such, Green 
Coffee is not only a real popular music group in Hong Kong, but also a virtual music 
community which helps to promote local music culture. The community was 
developed from a project organized by the Internet media provider, Now.com in 
Hong Kong. Now.com is an added service to Netvigator, which is the largest Internet 
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service provider in Hong Kong, and operated as a brand of PCCW. Now.com was 
launched in September 2001, and is Hong Kong's premier broadband service, 
offering a spectrum of rich, locally relevant content including news, movies, music, 
online games, and more. The interactive service features streaming-focused content 
within a format designed specifically for Netvigator access subscribers. It is free of 
charge for all Netvigator users to register as Now.com members (alias Now ID) who 
are possessed with services of Now.com. Under Now.com, there are five major 
platforms, namely 'MEDIA' ^^  , ‘AVATAR, 25, ‘HOMPY, 26, 'FORUM' ^^  and 
‘GAME,28. LIFT-Virtual Artists Management Scheme^^ was a project organized by 
Now.com, which aimed at enhancing the publicity of the brand of Now.com and 
broadening the scope of its users. 
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The project was based on online forum and blog for communication within the 
virtual members, and then proceeded and advanced the collective actions of real 
activities. LIFT was a three-month users-oriented program, which was a simulation 
of a real music industry while at the same time uplifting the participants during the 
whole experience.30 The project consisted of two groups of participants: artists and 
simulated corporation of an artist management company, both were provided with 
the young hopefuls with training for stardom and experience for artist management. 
Several targets for artists and simulated corporations were set by Now.com. For 
example, the artists were judged by their performances in terms of their training, 
enhancement progress, participation and feedback from the simulated corporation. 
Each simulated corporation had to attain the required corporation size in terms of 
target numbers of working partners and registered members. Four artists were 
recruited and given experience and assistance by some local professions in different 
fields of training such as singing, dancing, imaging, eloquence, cultural aspects, 
acting and so forth. Two simulated corporations, namely Loud Music and Brainwave, 
were formulated on the Internet and each one managed and promoted two artists. In 
addition, they were responsible for expanding and building a substantial work force 
by recruiting working partners and supporters with the provision of 
computer-mediated infrastructure including the communication platform, happenings, 
tools and promotion to facilitate the operation. Meanwhile, the corporations also 
participated in the process regarding artist recruitment, selection and management. 
Under commercial concerns and promotion strategies, Now.com exposure could be 
enlarged through enhancing two groups of participants in LIFT. As a result, 
Now.com could gain either hardware or software benefits from this event. 
Another phenomenon is the story of Kelly-Jackie.^' It is regarded as virtual 
music myth in Hong Kong. One of her songs ‘Dating with him at Disney Land' was 
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widely discussed and promulgated on the forum, with many Internet users in various 
blogs showing their support for the song and some even suggesting the establishment 
of a fan club. As time went by, her virtual fans community and the popularity of 
her song increased and eventually she also aroused media interest.^^ This example 
demonstrates the strength of virtual mobilization and online discussion taking place 
within the virtual community and then subsequently helping to enhance the publicity 
of a cultural commodity. The actual influence of a virtual community forming in 
cyberspace is getting more important for real life experiences. 
As the popularity of online discussion increases worldwide and the social 
influences of virtual communities on real life experiences begin appearing in widely 
disparate fields it has also become the focus of academic research. My study is 
informed by the fans of virtual community and the phenomenon of virtual idols in 
Japan and at the same time it is also informed by entertainment programs as 
represented by the ‘Super Voice Girls' in China. In addition, the study includes the 
virtual music community of the artist-making scheme as an example of co-managed 
real artists, who were chosen from the auditions, both in the virtual and in the real 
world. Furthermore, as a special type of virtual music community formed under the 
commercial setting in LIFT, my study examines the relationship between virtual 
community and a commercial organization. 
My study aims at examining the strength of mobilization and interaction within 
the virtual community. In addition, the research further investigates the relationship 
between the virtual music community and commercial organizations. The theoretical 
significance of the research lies exploring the relationship between the virtual music 
community and commercial organizations. The LIFT project can be regarded as a 
forerunner of the simulated virtual artist management company for Internet media 
providers in Hong Kong. The study suggests that the virtual community is not just a 
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cyberspace of sharing and interaction; with the rapid development of 
computer-mediated technologies, it may become much more commercially oriented. 
Such kinds of businesses, like virtual artist management, may appear more 
systematic and organized as a new form of e-business group or as a new division in 
the music industry. 
The structure of this study is as follows. Chapter 2 is a literature review on four 
aspects of cyberspace and virtual community, including cyberspace and its activism, 
communication in virtual community, virtual community and public sphere, and 
virtual community and commercial control. Chapter 3 is an elaboration of theoretical 
framework and research design applied in my study. Chapter 4 is a briefing on LIFT, 
which explains the program of LIFT in detail such as the concept, participants and 
main events. Chapter 5 discusses the interaction in the virtual music community in 
LIFT; the structure and cultural characteristics of the virtual community, and 
accomplishments of cultural commodities under ongoing communication and its 
difficulties in interaction within the virtual community are also discussed in this 
chapter. Chapter 6 deals with commercial intervention in LIFT, the relationship 
between the virtual music community and commercial organization are further 
elucidated in the last section of this chapter. Chapter 7 is a summary of the study of 
the virtual music community in LIFT and restates the relationship between the virtual 
music community and the commercial organization. The limitations and 
recommendations for further research are also included in this chapter, and the 
further development of the virtual music community after LIFT is alluded to in the 
epilogue of this chapter. 
Notes 
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1 Before blogging became popular, digital communities took many forms, including Usenet, e-mail 
lists and bulletin board systems (BBS) and chat room. Blogs have become ubiquitous for many people 
who treat blogs as their personal websites. This culture originated from the term ‘weblog’ in 1997, and 
its short form 'blog' was coined in 1999, which is intrepreted as to edit one's weblog or to post to one's 
weblog. However, the first personal 'blogging' was traced back to 1994 where a student was generally 
recognized as one of the earliest bloggers. After a slow start, blogging rapidly gained in popularity: the 
site Xanga, launched in 1996, had only 100 diaries by 1997, and over 50,000,000 by December 2005. 
Blog usage spread during 1999 and the years following and is being further popularized by the 
near-simultaneous arrival of open diary, electronic journals and several blog hostings. Wikipedia, the 
free encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blog [assessed date: 1 May 2006] 
2 A typical blog combines text, images, and links to other blogs, web pages, and other media related 
to its topic. Blogs are the user-friendly Internet tools, which allow for easy creation of new pages, data 
or articles entering into a simple form, usually with the title, category and body of the article. 
Furthermore, it allows for easy filtering of contents for various presentations, such as by date, category, 
author, or other attributes. Besides, the authors of blogs can invite and add other authors by giving 
permission. 
3 The first broadly popular American blogs emerged in 2001 such as Andrew Sullivan's 
AndrewSullivan.com, Ron Gunzburger's Politicsl.com, Taegan Goddard's Political Wire and Jerome 
Armstrong's MyDD. All blogging primarily on politics. In 2002, Jerome Armstrong's friend and 
sometime partner Markos Moulitsas Zuniga began DailyKos. With up to a million visits a day during 
peak events, it has now become one of the Internet's most trafficked blogs. Since 2003, blogs have 
gained increasing notice and coverage for the roles in breaking, shaping, and spinning news stories. 
The Iraq war saw both left-wing and right-wing bloggers taking measured and passionate points of 
view that did not reflect the traditional left-right divide. Blogging established by politicians and 
political candidates, functioned to express opinions on war and other issues, which cemented the role 
of news source for blogging. 
In 2004, the role of blogs became increasingly mainstream, as political consultants, news services 
and candidates began using them as tools for outreach and opinion forming. Even politicians not 
actively campaigning, such as MP Tom Watson of the UK Labour Party, began to blog to bond with 
constituents. Minnesota Public Radio broadcast a program by Christopher Lydon and Matt Stoller 
called T h e Blogging of the President', which covered a transformation in politics that blogging 
seemed to presage. Anthologies of blog pieces reached print, and blogging personalities began 
appearing on radio and television. In the summer of 2004, both America's Democratic and Republican 
parties' conventions credentialed bloggers, and blogs became a standard part of the publicity arsenal. 
Mainstream television programs, such as Chris Matthews' Hardball, formed their own blogs. 
[Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BLog (assessed date: 1 May 2006)] 
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4 'Virtual Idol', http://pages.emerson.eclu/courses/Spring03/ma663/virtualidol/index.htm [assessed 
date: 23 April 2006] 
5 The video character came from the love simulation game of 'Tokimeki Memorial' in 1994. 
Although she was not a real character, this video icon became a celebrity as Shiori and had an official 
fan club with 10,000 members and a newsletter. Some players had been so absorbed in their pursuit in 
the animated game that the girl became as real to them, as if they had given their hearts to a virtual girl. 
Many teenagers, especially young males idolized her and went to nearly every event at which she 
appeared, and bought calendars, posters, watches and mugs with her picture on them. She was one of 
the animated characters in the game, who talked to the players but they could not respond. Rather, the 
players use the video game controller merely to pick a topic of conversation or a multiple-choice reply. 
[Andrew Pollack, 'Japan's Newest Heartthrobs: Are Sexy, Talented and Virtual', 25 November 1996, 
http://www.tcp.com/~prisoner/tokimemo/nytarticle.html; Andrew Pollack, 'Japan's Newest 
Heartthrobs: Are Sexy, Talented and Virtual', 25 November 1996, 
http://www.tcp.com/~prisoner/tokimemo/nytarticle.html (assessed date: 23 April 2006)] 
6 A computer-generated character created by the Visual Science Lab in Japan in 1996 was a virtual 
teenage idol singer, who has become very popular in Japan. As an unreal idol, the Internet teenage 
boys from Japan, Italy, Malaysia, and around the world had been flooding Kyoko Date bulletin boards 
with postings, and scouring the web sites for graphics of her cyber beauty. Young males all over Japan 
were falling in love with her, wrote to her, downloaded her video clips from the internet, and some 
even plastered their computers with her wallpaper. Her interviews have been on her web pages and 
she could be found on the cover of magazines. 
She was a cyber idol created by humans with computer graphic techniques. Like any other idol in 
Japan, except Kyoko Date was not real, she was a fabricated being who had a history and produced 
songs. Kyoko's first CD single, "Love Communication" was released in Japan in 1996. The CD 
featured the title song plus a data track for Macintosh and Windows computers. The data track has a 
MTV video of the song, which showed scenes of Kokyo walking through the streets of Tokyo and 
New York City. She not only got her own record deals, but also had her own radio show and videos to 
boot. Furthermore, she hosted a late night radio program with a mysterious real life woman giving 
voice to the virtual star. [W. Dire Wolff, 'Kyoko Date - Virtual Idol: A Retrospective View', 1996, 
http://www.wdirewolff.com/jkyoko.htm; Xavier Bensky and Usman Haqu, 'And They Call It Puppy 
Love', 1997, http://www.virtualpet.com/vp/farm/lleg/neotam.htm [assessed date: 23 April 2006 ] 
(assessed date: 23 April 2006)] 
7 She was also a well-known virtual idol in Japan, who engaged in singing and dancing. Yuki was a 
virtual figure, she was real in not a physical sense, but in an emotional one, who was worshipped and 
cared for due to her imperfections and frailness. Her celebrity status had produced appearances in 
magazines, advertisements, TV shows, photo books, CDs, videos, DVDs, videogames and all kinds of 
other products. She even has her own producer and agency managing her appearances. ['Yuki Terai: 
Tokyo Labyrinth’，http://idolmink.tripod.com/; Jodi Heard, 'Virtual Idol: A Pocket History of the 
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Virtual Idol ' , 6 December 2003 http://www.akadot.com/article.php?a=99 [assessed date: 23 April 
2006 ] (assessed date: 23 April 2 0 0 6 ) ] 
8 W. Dire Wolff, 'Kyoko Date - Virtual Idol: A Retrospective View', 1996, 
http:/ /www.wdirewolff.com/jkyoko.htm [assessed date: 23 April 2006 ] 
9 'Virtual Idol ' , http://pages.emerson.edu/courses/Spring03/ma663/virtualidol/index.htm [assessed 
date: 23 April 2006] 
10 This program has sparked a nationwide mania. According to Beijing News on August 20 2005, 
'Super Voice Girls ' has attracted more than 150,000 young female participants while more than 20 
million people watch the program every week. More than 100 newspapers have written extensive 
stories about 'Super Voice Girls ' ; Google returns more than a million results for a search on the 
program's Chinese name. [Jeremy Goldkorn, The final week of TV sensation 'Super Voice Girls', 
August 24, 2005, http://www.danwei.org/media_and_advertising/the_final_week_of_tv_sensation.php 
(assessed date: 1 June 2006)] 
11 According to 2005 advertising rates for Hunan Satellite TV, TV commercials during the 'Super 
Voice Girls' typically cost US$ 9,058 for 15 seconds of airtime, while the same airtime during the 
final hit a record high of US$ 13,587. According to Meng-niu Milk Group, the sponsor of 'Super 
Voice Girls' in 2005, this investment was excellent value for money, its corporation spent US$ 
1,722,000 to get exclusive naming sponsorship rights, 15 seconds of advertising per program and 
other promotional opportunities. Besides, it increased Meng-niu's brand awareness and exposure, and 
raised sales of Meng-niu yoghurt by 270 percent. 
Another source of revenue for Hunan Satellite TV was SMS charges. In Chengdu competition alone, 
a southwestern province of China, the best three singers received 307,071 message votes, each 
message cost fans from RMB$0.5 to RMB$3. According to the 21st Business Herald, income from 
message charges might account for 30 to 50 percent of the total profits of the TV program, even after a 
15 percent cut for the telecom suppliers was removed. These figures showed the high returns could be 
made by commercial participation with the process of capitalist expansion. [Jeremy Goldkorn, The 
final week of TV sensation 'Super Voice Girls', August 24, 2005, 
http://www.danwei.org/media_and_advertising/the_final_week_of_tv_sensation.php (assessed date: 1 
June 2006)] 
12 The appeal of this form of communication is that recipients can read whenever it is convenient, 
and writers don't need to remember who needs to be updated with certain pieces of information. The 
virtual texts have been put on cyberspace, which can be read by people at anytime. 
13 The blog of ‘EastSouthWestNorth‘, http://www.zonaeuropa.com/weblog.htm [assessed date: 8 
May 2006] 
14 The web is popular with journalists who cover China because such web features prolific 
translations of Chinese-language news articles; meanwhile, many foreign reporters in China keep up 
with the web for story ideas as it helps to break the silence in China. The web is essential reading for 
reporters, ranging from the New York Times, Washington Post, the Guardian, the Standard and China 
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Daily. Soong's blog provides a good interface between the Chinese online world and the 
English-speaking online world as the obviously distinct representations in Chinese and Western 
newspapers in terms of the usage of languages and the political affiliation of newspapers. In this sense, 
the blog becomes the virtual news community of journalists and a place where they share opinions 
regarding the articles posting by Soong in his blog. This blog aims at examining the media and 
differences between Chinese and English-language media, publishing English translations of 
Chinese-language articles with commentary in addition to photos, readings, brief comments and blog 
posts. [Justin Mitchell, 'Between East and West', The Standard, 14 November 2005, 
http://www.thestandard.com.hk/news—detail.asp?ppcat=U&art—id=5573&sid=5396554&con_type=l; 
Andrew Leonard, 'The Sino-blogospheric Conversation', Permalink, 13 December 2005, 
http://archive.salon.eom/tech/htww/2005/12/13/sinoblogosphere/; John Ruwitch, 'HK Blogger Fills 
East-West, North-South Gaps', Reuters, 1 March 2006, 
http://go.reuters.co.uk/newsArticle.jhtml?type=intemetNews&storyID=l 1381250&section=news&src 
=rss/uk/internetNews (assessed date: 6 May 2006)] 
15 John Ruwitch, 'HK Blogger Fills East-West, North-South Gaps', Reuters, 1 March 2006, 
http://go.reuters.co.uk/newsArticle.jhtml?type=intemetNews&storyID=l 1381250&section=news&src 
=rss/uk/internetNews [assessed date: 6 May 2006] 
16 Rebuild Hong Kong, http://www.rebuildhk.com/ [assessed date: 8 May 2006] 
17 By aggregating collective action through this web, the organizers cosigned a declaration of 
determination for universal suffrage or the position of chief executive and legislative council in 2007 
and 2008. Besides, a petition to guard against any degradation of democracy and universal suffrage 
(bearing nearly a 4,000 signatures) was taken. 
18 For instance, this community virtually mobilized the demonstration, and appealed to a great 
variety of citizens to co-invest in the production of a large-scaled banner in which those investors 
could express their political desires with the signatures for the 4 December 2005 demonstration. In the 
mean time, it also inspired the Internet users to forward the news of the demonstration jointly with the 
creation of yellow braid, which produced a sense of in-group cohesion in the virtual political 
community. 
19 See Appendix 1. 
20 The program links up the online blog and offline program together; the articles written on blogs by 
well-known guests would be introduced through the program; and some people who engage in 
computer-mediated composing, lyrics drafting and fiction creation, are also invited to share their 
experiences in the program. Radio audiences would trace back from program archives from the 
Internet and read full texts of the articles introduced in the program, and leave comments in the blog. 
[ChowYat-fat, 'Entering into Blog's World', Mingpao, 28 September 2005, 
http://lifestyle.mingpao.com/cfm/trendy2.cfm?Category=20050928/dgj; RTHK, 
http://publicaffairs.rthk.org.hk (assessed date: 6 May 2006)] 
21 Green Coffee regularly organizes concerts and publishes its creations; meanwhile it usually 
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collaborates with local music recording companies for album publication, music composing and 
concert performances. In addition, it also provides a virtual platform of communication and discussion 
on popular music. [Green Coffee, http://www.greencoffee.com.hk/aboutus/aboutus.asp (assessed date: 
8 May 2006)] 
22 Two types of membership are in Green Coffee, which comprises performance members and 
common members. The former are the professional lyrists, composers, musicians and singers who are 
invited as performers by Green Coffee whereas the latter refer to the music lovers who are willing to 
share their own production and other creations within its virtual space. [Green Coffee, 
http://www.greencoffee.com.hk/aboutus/aboutus.asp (assessed date: 8 May 2006)] 
23 The company specializes in broadband Internet connections. Netvigator has a coverage of over 90 
percent of Hong Kong and maintains its market leading position as a result of its stable speed, reliable 
connection and excellent customer service which is more surperior to the other service providers. 
[Background of Netvigator, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netvigator (assessed date: 1 June 2006)] 
24 This platform provides video centric services such as TVB archives, music videos, movie trailers, 
the making of, web drama and so forth. Users have to join a monthly video subscription scheme if 
they desire to watch all videos; otherwise, users are provided with selected programs only. The videos 
LIFT video series produced by Now.com.hk was under the subscription program and so users had to 
pay extra fee to enjoy those videos. 
25 Avatar is an online image of each user ID. This platform is like a shopping mall and changing 
room, which provides mix and match with different items on avatar. See Appendix 2. 
26 Hompy is a kind of blog (web log), for instance, online diary or personal homepage. Each user can 
post text, image, video, comment, bookmarks, pictures and avatars. See Appendix 3. 
27 It is the online communication platform for users and non-users. Each user is provided with rights 
of messages surfing, posting and replying while the non-user is just limited to message browsing and 
reacting. The discussions are sorted by various issues such as common topics on latest songs, movies, 
games, special subjects and casual talks. Through virtual open discussion, the forum is also a 
gathering place for hardcore groups. 
28 It is a virtual place of playing games for single or multiple players. 
29 LIFT'S website, http://now.com.hk/lift 
30 See Appendix 4. 
31 She is a secondary school student who usually engages in music composing and uploads songs on 
the Internet; in the mean time, many songs' creations were produced under the collaboration with the 
virtual music group, the Royals, whom she knew in cyberspace. 
32 'Local Song:, "Dating with him at Disney Land" Defeats Mainland Song, "Mice Love Rice" and 
Becomes Hit Song on the Internet', East Touch, 31 May 2005. [assessed date: 6 May 2006] 
33 There was strong media coverage of the story of Kelly-Jackie and her music production in 
newspapers, magazines and radio. According to local media, Kelly-Jackie and her song was rated 
number one on searching records of the Yahoo Site, and over two hundreds thousand Internet users 
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have downloaded her songs over past six months. In addition, her song is quite a hit on Mainland 
China and has been introduced in Canada, the United States and Australia. She has signed a contract 
with a real artist Management Company, and Kelly Chan, a famous singer in Hong Kong, joined her 
in performing a chorus version of the song. ['A Song Wins Popularity by a Girl in Cyberspace: 
Sleeping Beauty is the Inspiration from Drafting the Song ,， Singpao, 1 June 2005, 




Virtual communities are social aggregations that emerge from the Internet. They 
represent groups of the Internet users who engage each other in formal or non-formal 
discussions, invest in time and emotions, and eventually establish webs of personal 
relationships in cyberspace. The communities are passage points for collections of 
common beliefs and practices that unite people who are initially physically separated. 
Cyberspace is relied on for knowledge, information, common beliefs and practices 
by a society abstracted from physical space. The interactions among virtual groups 
represent important social relations in cyberspace. One area that is representative of 
this virtual community is part of an emerging virtual world related to music. LIFT is 
an artist-making program located at the portal Now.com. 
LIFT is a Hong Kong program that simulates the real music industry and acts to 
develop and support participants. The project consisted of two groups of participants: 
artists and two simulated corporations representing an artist management company. 
Both were provided young hopefuls with training for stardom and experience in artist 
management. Four artists were recruited and given assistance by professionals in 
singing, dancing, imaging, eloquence, cultural aspects, acting and so forth. Two 
simulated corporations were formulated on the Internet and each one managed and 
promoted two artists. In addition, they were responsible for expanding and building a 
substantial work force by recruiting working partners and supporters to provide 
computer-mediated infrastructure including a communication platform and the tools 
and promotion to facilitate the operation. Meanwhile, the corporations also 
participated in the process that included artist recruitment, selection and 
management. 
Current studies on virtual communities rest on practices, forms of interactions, 
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imagined identities, virtual realities, communicative barriers and politics. The impact 
of online communities on real social life and the strength of online promotion of 
offline issues are also of particular concern. My study mainly concerns four parts: 1. 
cyberspace and its activism, 2. communication in the virtual community, 3. virtual 
community and the public sphere, and 4. the virtual community and commercial 
control. 
2.1 Cyberspace and its Activism 
Online activism or cyberactivism, is defined as social and political movements, 
which are motivated by the Internet. Online activism comprises proactive actions to 
achieve a certain goal or actions against controls and the authorities imposing them. 
In a concrete terms this includes, either smaller or larger networks of wired activists 
who are involved in creating online petitions, developing public awareness web sites 
connecting to traditional political organizations, building spoof sites supporting and 
propelling real life protest, designing web sites for citizens information, and creating 
online organizations for expansion to the real life activities (Gurak and Logie, 
2003:1). Vegh (2003) discussed three categories of online activism: 
awareness/advocacy, organization/mobilization and action/reaction. Activism in 
cyberspace creates mobilization that encourages net users to participate in collective 
actions. Three kinds of mobilization in cyberspace have been suggested: by calling 
for offline action; by calling for offline actions but with online dissemination of news 
and by calling for online action. Although cyberactivism originated from political 
activism on the Internet, it also creates social and cultural activities which increase 
support for the formation of virtual communities afterwards. 
The possible effects of computer-mediated communication (CMC) on social 
movements were widely discussed by Diani (2001). As an unusual form of 
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communication, CMC was expected to affect collective action in both instrumental 
and symbolic terms by improving the effectiveness of communication and creating 
identity and solidarity. It transformed people who shared the same condition into a 
social network and thus into a more easily mobilisable group. CMC also provided a 
powerful boost in establishing contacts, in the promotion of collective action and in 
generating virtual extensions. 
The role of mobilizing social movements in virtual space is relevant to LIFT 
Now.com. In LIFT, the collective experience of social action was expressed in the 
form of the artist management company in which members had to operate their 
virtual corporation and manage their artists. Through their virtual capital that 
included virtual networks and computer-mediated knowledge, cyberactivism 
encouraged their participation and the interactions of members in the virtual music 
community. With the speed of and lower costs of communication in virtual space, the 
size of the corporation grew and became successful. 
Pickerill (2001) examined how computer-mediated communications influenced 
organizations, the mobilization of participants, identity formation and changing 
repertoires of actions. He looked at three environmental organizations in Britain,-
Save Westwood, Lyminge Forest Company, McSpotlight and Friends of the Earth 
UK. Three case studies showed that CMC was able to mobilize participation and 
structure their form of organization. Lyminge succeeded in raising the profile of the 
campaign, attracted some new visitors, and established international links through 
CMC. McSpotlight lured international media attention, generated participation of 
others to distribute information and reached a wider audience than non-CMC 
methods would otherwise have done. Friends of the Earth UK was able to encourage 
online activism and recruit new members to join via its website. The virtual 
community was formed within Friends of the Earth UK, where members would act 
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electronically when requested to do so. However, they were not very willing 
participants as the potential for offline collection action was limited. In contrast, both 
Lyminge and McSpotlight attempted to use CMC to reach sympathetic and standing 
members of the environmental movement to mobilize their participation. 
For the virtual music community in LIFT, the forum provided by Now.com was 
not only an online discussion platform, but also the space for sharing of real outputs 
such as lyrics, logo designs, CD album covers and songs. The online forum acted as 
a virtual conference room where members had to promote their corporation and 
artists through the virtual discussions. In other words, the conversations were not just 
dialogues; on the contrary, participants would put electronic interaction into practice 
in their real life actions. This attracted strong levels of participation in LIFT where 
the members of this virtual community were mobilized into real participation. 
There were some criticisms about the lack of overall co-ordination of the website 
of Friends of the Earth UK since much of requested information was not available in 
electronic form and some newly created posts were slow in getting up to speed. 
Owing to this problem, the rules of establishing email etiquette and protocol were 
imposed which enforced boundaries on its use effectively encapsulating it within 
policy guidelines. Insufficient and inappropriate co-coordination by the organizer 
restricted CMC potential. However, in my study of LIFT, the commercial force of 
Now.com might be regarded as a coordination, which helped to motivate the 
formation and operation of the virtual music community 
The study of Brunsting and Postmes (2002) examined online and offline activism 
of the environmental movement in the Netherlands. The research findings gave 
insights into the Internet influences on motives for collective action and on the 
participation of peripheral members. By a comparison between online and offline 
participation, participation in online actions was slightly more motivated by 
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self-efficacy and less by affective factors of identification. The Internet could 
establish a strong sense of common identity or common purpose within the online 
groups while maintaining the anonymity of individual identity; and it empowered the 
formation and definition of a social platform via the online platform, and mobilized 
people and stimulated collective action. In this sense, the Internet served as a vehicle 
for collective action, with social influence in online groups people were able to 
overcome personal barriers to social aggregation by accentuating the social 
dimension of their online activities. Hence, the Internet offered a potential for 
activism, which provided a platform for communication and mobilization. 
In the case of LIFT, the forum performed as a platform for activating and 
mobilizing the participation to the artist management scheme. However, unlike the 
anonymity of the online groups in the Netherlands, most of the active members 
among the virtual music communities in LIFT were known to each other. Despite 
this lack of anonymity among the relationships, a strong sense of community was 
manifest that was exemplified by the verbal arguments between the two corporations. 
Furthermore, the closed social ties were based on real identities, which were treated 
as virtual capital for the hard-core members in LIFT and helped to mobilize virtual 
members as real friends. 
2.2 Communication in Virtual Community 
Communication is something imparted, interchanged and transmitted, and it is 
closely related to community. It is described as a process that created, modified and 
transformed from a shared culture, and it is not only an extension of messages in 
space but also the glue which maintains society over time. Without ongoing 
communication among the people, a community dissolves, thus communication is 
essential to communities both online and offline. (Watson, 1997: 103-104) 
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Community does not rely solely on communication and shared interests but also 
requires communion, which is the human feeling that comes out of communicative 
coordination. Rheingold (1993b:5) also defined virtual communities as social 
aggregations that emerged from the Internet where people carried on public 
discussions with sufficient human feeling to form webs of personal relationships. 
Virtual community was based on the emergence of a social formation in cyberspace 
where friendship, community, interaction and public life were created. Cyberspace 
provided a medium for expression and offered a medium for the formation of shared 
multiple realities and identities. In simple terms, ongoing communication in 
cyberspace brought into being the formation of a virtual community. 
A study by Shaw (1997) analyzed the virtual communication by deconstructing 
the computer-mediated communication of gay men, who used the Internet Relay 
Chat (IRC). It illustrated that most of men in this online gay community found IRC 
through another member and most had also introduced at least one other friend to the 
community. By participating and communicating in such a community, the virtual 
experiences of IRC and real-life experiences of the gay members shared a symbiotic 
relationship. The virtual connection was being developed by several dialogues such 
as political talks, gossip about gaysexers, GIF exchanging, advice seeking and so 
forth. After communicating via net, all men had met at least one other IRC gay man 
in person. Thus, the extension and enrichment of real social experiences was 
developed by the interaction in the online community. 
This interesting experience relationship between the virtual and real life in the 
online gay community was manifest in the case of the virtual music community in 
LIFT. Online and offline interactions were both essential elements of communication 
for LIFT with virtual connections established first and real relationships following 
afterwards. The virtual community created the corporation names, logo design, lyrics 
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and virtual advertisements. The online participations were based upon discussions 
and inter-exchange while the offline participations were mainly the aggregation of 
real events. Through the online and offline interaction in the virtual community, both 
virtual and the real social experiences were consolidated which in turn helped to 
boost the formation and operation of the community in cyberspace. 
Fung (2004) notes the linkage between virtual and the real life by analyzing the 
online game culture of youth in Mui Wo. Before the Internet came to the community, 
public spaces including farms, households, temples, streets and open village squares 
provided formal and informal communication opportunities. The development of the 
village and emergence of the Internet seemed to replace the previous public spaces 
for communication among youths. The Internet provided an alternative space for 
students and youth to discuss content that was not allowed in any other medium, for 
example, gossip, gaming and other consumption matters. The close-knit community 
in Mui Wo, with its strong internal groupings, was mesmerized by online games. 
This study demonstrated that the virtual community in online games not only created 
virtual space for communication, but also helped to re-crystallize physical space lost 
from the community. In this sense, the virtual community among the youths in Mui 
Wo was not independent of the physical space and real life experience helped to lead 
to the formation of a virtual community and strengthen online communication. 
The linkage between virtual and the real life incarnated in the virtual music 
community in LIFT. Some of virtual members in the online community were known 
to each other as they had established social ties in other cyberspaces and real 
relationships had already been established. As well, some of them built up 
relationships with the project coordinators of LIFT at previous events. With closer 
ties and real relationships participating in such a community, the virtual members 
intensified their belonging to the community, (i.e. the virtually simulated corporation 
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in LIFT) and helped to enhance the communication within the group. 
Fung (2003) also investigated the extension of real social relationships in 
cyberspace via the study of the online game Jinyong. With the setting of the online 
game environment replicating real life, online communities could not exist virtually 
without referencing and anchoring some aspects within real daily life. Based on 
illustrations of Jingyong gaming communities, this study conceptualized the link of 
the online communities to real life channels, identity and resources. Online gaming 
can create an extended social network. On one hand, the extended relationship was 
developed through the networking activities of the fictional characters with other 
warriors in the Jingyong game and took place in the form of chatting, trading or 
group missions for fighting a common enemy to share the treasures left by rivals. On 
the other hand, the practical need of coalition necessitated offline discussion among 
the players sitting in the cyber cafes, school's computer labs and at home. Besides, 
exposing real life identity in the gaming environment not only helped to build 
relationships in and outside cyber life, but also made it possible to gain confidence in 
collective actions. In online game space, it converted virtual capital with real daily 
life capital. 
It is true that real life identities were unknown in many online discussion groups. 
However, exposing real identities in LIFT, like the Jingyong online community, 
helped to reinforce the relationship between the Internet use and social relationships. 
In the online culture of Now.com, users blamed the hidden identities on the forum. 
Users had to recognize the wrong avatar they chose during the registration, to admit 
using others' accounts for discussion or to choose visitor identity if they intended to 
mask identity. Interestingly, the virtual identities also carried over to real life 
experiences as the virtual names of many members were used to communicate in 
face-to-face meetings and telephone conversations. The communication cyber culture 
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in LIFT was interwoven with real daily life. 
Jones, Q. (1997) focused on virtual community and its computer-mediated 
communication messages to demonstrate the relationship between a series of 
group-CMCs and the existence of a virtual community. A cyberspace with associated 
group-CMC was labeled a virtual settlement, and had to meet a minimum set of 
conditions such as level of interactivity, variety of communicators, level of sustained 
membership and a virtual common public space where a significant portion of 
interactive group-CMC occurred. The existence of the virtual settlement was proof of 
the existence of a related virtual community. The characteristics of virtual 
community and virtual settlement as noted by Jones, Q. deconstructed the virtual 
music community in LIFT. The interactive communication took place in which a 
series of CMC messages were exchanged within the virtual community. Within this 
group, up to several hundred users posted their messages to the communicative 
platform, i.e. the forum of Now.com, which was named as the public cyberspace, and 
coexisted with the virtual community. The virtual music community enhanced 
interactive discussions, and helped to intensify the formation and operation of the 
virtual community in LIFT. 
Porter (2004) proposed a typology of virtual communities that includes two 
categories. For the category of the first level, it reflected a community that was 
member-initiated and organization-sponsored. Member-initiated communities are 
established and managed by members. Organization-sponsored communities were 
sponsored by either commercial or non-commercial sources such as government and 
non-profit organizations. At the second level of the typology, virtual communities 
were categorized based on general relationship orientation of the community. 
Relationship orientation refers to the type of relationship fostered among members of 
the community. Member-initiated communities fostered either social or professional 
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relationships among members. Organization-sponsored communities established 
relationships among customers, employers and the sponsoring organization. These 
two levels of typology apply to the case of LIFT. The establishment and relationship 
orientation of the virtual music community reflects both levels. The virtual 
community formed under a commercial setting was managed by members 
themselves and was sponsored by Now.com. In the meantime, social relationships 
were built up within the virtual community, and the service provider-and-consumers 
relationship was formed between Now.com and its users. As such, the typology of 
virtual community illustrates the contribution of members and organization to the 
formation of a virtual community and its relationship construction. 
Porter also discussed the attributes of virtual communities, as summarized by five 
Ps: purpose, place, platform, population interaction structure and project model. 
Purpose was content of Interaction, which described the specific focus of discourse 
or focal content of communication among community members. Place referred to the 
extent of technology mediation of interaction, which meant the location of 
interaction, where occurred either completely virtually or only partially virtually. 
Platform was design of interaction defined as the technical design of interaction in 
the virtual community, which took place as synchronous communication, 
asynchronous communication or both. Population was pattern of interaction among 
community members as described by group structure, such as small group or network, 
and type of social ties. Profit Model meant return on interaction within the 
community, which created tangible economic value. These five Ps helped to illustrate 
LIFT. With shared common interest on artist management, supporting and promotion 
of their artists by a group of people who were the net users of Now.com, the virtual 
community formed and operated the interaction mainly on online forum. The CMC 
communicative platform extended to real life experiences. Within the group, users 
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gained recognition and pleasure from their participation, and they helped to enhance 
the publicity brand of Now.com through the extension of scope of participants and 
exposure of the event. In other words, the virtual music community in LIFT created a 
number of intangible rewards. 
2.3 Virtual Community and Public Sphere 
Virtual community and public sphere are widely discussed in current studies. 
Whether interactions in the cyber community can create a public sphere, or if any 
outcomes created a virtual community as a public sphere have been examined. The 
role of computer-mediated communication was to facilitate participation in politics 
and provide access to democratic deliberation, and as such discussion space was 
regarded as a public sphere in which citizens could deliberate on political issues in a 
rational and critical way. Diani (2001: 120-121) discussed the most successful virtual 
community where people are expected to disclose their personal identity and where a 
core group of committed individuals was willing to engage in some form of real as 
well as virtual interaction. In this sense, public sphere is a space where information is 
exchanged and opinions debated and where actors are prepared to take responsibility 
for their stances. 
Tsaliki (2002) examined online political forums in Greece, the Netherlands and 
Britain, which contributed to the enhancement of public deliberation as the 
emergence of a new form of public space. Those discussions originated from the 
categories of online forum political sessions, however, many participants did not 
approach the forum to engage in conversation and exchange opinions on political 
issues; they just wished to express their own views. In this sense, there was no 
difference from dialogical communication in real life. The online discussions 
sometimes strayed from the original issues and developed a life of their own. In a 
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narrow sense, cyberspace as public sphere might not function as Habermas referred 
to as sphere in which citizens within a space could deliberate on political issues in a 
rational and critical way, and be influenced on social processes, events and directions. 
In virtual space like online political forums, the emergence of a new form of public 
space expresses multiple micro public spheres resembling the everyday politics of 
the participants. 
Without any political discussions on the online forum by the virtual music 
community in LIFT, it expressed a new form of public space for the open exchange 
of views and discussion about the promotional strategies of their corporation and 
artists. However, the virtual community formed through a commercial organization 
that projected economic constraints and commercial considerations that replenished 
the discussion of virtual community. 
Johnson and Kaye (2000) discussed the influence of the Internet on political 
attitudes and behaviors. The paper reviewed the claims of the Internet supporters that 
it would reinvigorate the democratic system and by the critics that it was a threat to 
democracy by its over responsiveness to the public will. By examining the statistical 
findings of political attitudes and behaviors of Web users, the linkage between the 
Internet use and political interest did not mean people were transformed from 
apathetic to engage simply by using the Internet. Instead, the political information 
acted to amplify political interest that was already there. To some extent, the Internet 
can boost political interest and activity among the politically lethargic group. 
However, it was admitted that the Internet acted more as a platform where various 
ideologies could come to air the views. Although there is no evidence showing that 
the Web engaged more people in the political process overall, as an unregulated 
forum for anyone to express themselves, cyberspace could be acting as a new form of 
democratic participation. 
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In contrast, in the virtual music community in LIFT, participation was mainly 
given to its exclusive membership once they registered and non-users could air their 
opinions as visitors and could attend activities such as auditions, street shows, songs, 
promotions and other promotional creations. Since that time, the interactions in LIFT 
created a new electronic public sphere where members could directly connect with 
each other and to the organization. 
Bolin (2000) illustrated the alternative cultural public sphere that was informally 
established around fanzines and amateur video festivals. Bolin looked at the use of 
video "nasties", as a kind of social communication and the resulting cultural sphere 
that formed around this activity. Within alternative public spheres, fanzine editors 
and fanzine readers shared the same experience, and closer relationships were 
established. Fanzines were mostly ordered directly from the editors, and those 
distributors were often producers of media texts themselves. This online group 
emphasized an alternative taste for film content and criteria for evaluation. This open 
discussion resulted in a wide range of online publications. 
Like the virtual music community in LIFT, it was formed under a scheme 
organized by a commercial organization. The communication among the group did 
not concern political issues. According to the criteria by Bolin, this online cultural 
community could be regarded as an alternative cultural public sphere where cultural 
commodities were conducted and opinions exchanged and discussed freely and 
independently. 
Kleunstuber (2001) analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of Habermas' theory 
of the public sphere. In this perspective, the changing of the press political function 
and the decline of the public sphere was closely related to the commoditization of the 
media. However, the reversal situation in Europe could be found from European 
media policy. The need for a common audiovisual space was formed with the policy 
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of 'Television without Frontiers' in mid 1980s. Its introduction was based on 
economic considerations and the profit motive. They followed national and 
trans-border language markets and they had less impetus to create a public sphere 
that served political and cultural functions. This sits well with Habermas' argument 
that commercial activities were a threat to the critical function of a public sphere. 
However, markets grew along language spaces, and larger and economically stronger 
countries tended to produce offensive and critical programs in order to dominate the 
market. Furthermore, this policy led stronger media actors or media moguls to 
establish national companies, and seek arrangements with national governments and 
the political elite. This refuted the notion that the common public sphere was 
somehow beyond the scope of commercial interests. In this sense, the European 
media policy had the potential to form the platform, i.e. the public sphere within 
national broadcasters and foreign broadcasters in Europe. 
In LIFT, the virtual music community was formed within the commercial 
organization, where most of members freely aired opinions on promotion strategies 
to its corporation and artists, and shared creativities on several kinds of productions 
and designs. Indeed, commercial intervention existed and did have some influence on 
the discussions; however, the positive effects of having versus not having a site 
outweighed these concerns. Established within the constraints of the cultural public 
sphere this online group produced a number of cultural commodities. 
Papacharissi (2002) discussed how political uses of the Internet affected the 
public sphere. Currently, the Internet may not be accurately described as a public 
sphere since the public space was created for politically oriented conversation and 
enabled discussion between people but under the inequalities of information 
accessibility and the existence of new media literacy. As mentioned by Jones (1997: 
22), cyberspace acted as a new public space, where people conjoined traditional 
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mythic narratives or progress with the strong modern impulses towards 
self-fulfillment and personal development that provided another forum for political 
deliberation. At the very least this virtual sphere might to some extent enhance the 
public sphere via online democratic expressions. Furthermore, since elites dominated 
online discussions public policy formation continued to remain mostly outside the 
public sphere. In addition, many net users brought together by common interests and 
the discussions would engage in cultural issues, and thus a common virtual public 
space could be formed. 
Without any political issues for discussion, the virtual music community in LIFT 
could be a cultural virtual space where members could share opinions and participate 
directly in offline activities with their authorized memberships and because 
discussion was equally and independently shared a public sphere was brought into 
being. By examining the participation in the virtual community, many members 
eagerly shared opinions through the online discussions and became actively involved 
in the offline events; a strong sense of community appeared in LIFT. In these 
circumstances, it is not an exaggeration to describe the virtual music community 
performing as an expression of a cultural public sphere as a whole. 
Dahlgren (2001) made a general discussion of the public sphere and discussed 
whether the Internet was likely to promote or undermine a more vibrant public life. 
The Internet offered users various communicative platforms to participate in and led 
them to generate cyber groups and the Internet networks which could be regarded as 
virtual communities. Through the discussion and access to free information, the 
Internet contributed to opening public spheres in virtual space. In addition, through 
the discussion of political issues in cyberspace, virtual communities served to 
generate more counter public spheres and deepen the dominant and mainstream 
public spheres - even though they had less power to affect present constellations and 
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political engagement. In other words, the Internet truly helped to develop new 
communicative space as well as alternative public sphere. At the very least this 
public sphere was able to open the possibility of introducing new issues. 
The communicative space within the virtual music community in LIFT could be 
regarded as a public sphere since it had a communicative practice, where all 
participants spoke freely and independently around the issues of artist management, 
the promotion works and casual talk. As a special type of virtual community formed 
under a commercial setting, the commercial force did not suppress these interactions; 
the commercial organization also welcomed all kinds of speech about artist 
management issues and even negative opinions and critiques of the program and its 
organization. In some sense, such this commercial force was likely favorable to the 
formation of the virtual community. 
Stromer-Galley (2002) conducted a survey analysis of online and offline political 
conversation. It indicated that the Internet might provide a new context for political 
conversation for those who seldom engaged in face-to-face activity with friends, 
families and acquaintances and instead preferred to talk politics on the Internet with 
strangers. On one hand, the political discussions took place in cyberspace, which was 
accessible by a heterogeneous group and constituted a public sphere. On the other 
hand, talking politics on the Internet in a chat space when sitting at home could be 
regarded as a kind of public sphere activity. Thus, a group of conversationalists in 
cyberspace might finally form a virtual community for political issues and 
represented an activity that was likely to bring new and alternative voices into the 
public sphere. In my study, the public sphere under cultural dimension could be 
derived from the communicative platform of LIFT as participants among the virtual 
music community exchanged their opinions on artist management and other relevant 
issues. Apart from the participants, outsiders and visitors were freely to enter into the 
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discussion, thus, those voices could be added to the constitution of public sphere. 
Schneider (1996) examined a Usernet discussion group about the issue of 
abortion. After reviewing tens of thousands messages posted on the site, he showed 
that the actual involvement and contribution to the issue of abortion was quite low. 
Some active users dominated the discussion because their messages were highly 
related to the topic whereas the majority of users were considered off topic. The 
equality dimension of the public sphere was considered to be quite low, and despite 
the great potential for online discussion it was deemed to be poor. 
However, in contrast to the ‘abortion, discussion group, many participants in the 
virtual music community in my study highly contributed to the topic of artist 
management through their discussion. In addition, under the equality of access to the 
communicative platform, every participant had an equal opportunity to voice 
opinions regardless of actual content and usefulness. 
2.4 Virtual Community and Commercial Control 
Virtual community as a virtual sphere in cyberspace, consists of words, human 
relationships, data, wealth and power. Users constructed social identities through 
ongoing interaction and free expression. However, some might argue that free speech 
in a virtual community is affected by the commercialization of the Internet and its 
political affiliations. As a virtual community established in a commercial setting, 
organizational control operated under definite economic constraints. The 
organizational arrangement and its commercial considerations however simply 
presented a form of interference, but functioned as boosters to the community. 
Furthermore, the different values as represented by the community and commercial 
organization would sometimes produce a negotiated goal. In this sense, virtual 
community and commercial organization were inter-dependent, the innovation and 
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creativity in practice in the virtual community could integrate into the organizational 
process, and pleasure, recognition, publicity and profit was derived from the 
inter-relationship. 
Fung (2002) examined an electronic discussion group on Hong Kong Net, which 
was accessed by a group of Hong Kong Chinese in the United States during the 
period after June 1989. It concluded that users used the Internet to construct 
self-identities in cyberspace. While constructing their identities, it revealed that the 
minority group constituted a form of resistance to the pressures of national 
domination 一 in the post 1997 transition period and for the everyday domination 
exerted by American society for those who chose to escape the People's Republic of 
China sovereignty. This resistance was enhanced by Hong Kong Net policy of 
openness and the absence of an editorial committee and a selection process. The 
organizers never refused any single posting contributing to the network, and did not 
care about the content of the conversation. However, a very different conclusion 
might be drawn about the potential of new media technologies following the 
commercialization of the Internet that subsequently took place in the late 1990s. The 
decline of Hong Kong Net in the late 1990s demonstrated that it was very hard to 
survive and retain users for a newly formed website that was essentially 
non-publicized and non-commercialized. Sites which did survive tended to be sites 
which leaned towards the commoditization and commercial acquisition of political 
and cultural practices by capital-rich corporations. It had been postulated (but as yet 
unconfirmed) that e-groups like Hong Kong Net have ceased to exist under the 
pressure of external political-economic constraints on websites. 
Unlike Hong Kong Net, Now.com was formally inaugurated in September 2001, 
as an added service to Netvigator and operated without political discussions - the 
conversations among virtual members covering issues on artist management, the 
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operation of their simulated corporations and promotional strategies. However, under 
commercial consideration and its some kinds of control, it boosted the formation and 
operation of the virtual music community in LIFT. 
0 ’ Donnell (2001) applied the public sphere perspective to look at Womenslink, 
which was a form of alternative media on the Internet. The mailing list of 
Womenslink was an e-group discussion in which emails sent to the central server by 
each member would be distributed automatically to all members. It was set up by a 
Dublic City University server computer and co-managed by the researcher and the 
Women's Resources and Development Agency in Belfast. The member organizations 
of this link included several women's organizations and networks in Northern Ireland 
and border countries of the republic of Ireland and all members were paid staff on 
professional premises. Later on, the link was moved to a commercial server as it was 
taken over by the Women's Resources and Development Agency. The memberships 
were enlarged under the commercial operation. In the meantime, the discussion by 
members on topical issues diminished and the content became increasingly 
impersonal and detached. Users were less willing to express their personal opinions 
freely under the institution affiliation because their sharing would be perceived as the 
position of the organizations they worked for and official statements from their 
organizations thus this inhibited a more discursive and open forum. In addition, 
under commercial managment, advertisements were sent out once every Womenslink 
message was produced and distributed. This highly disturbed the discussions via this 
link and members became indifferent to the online interaction afterwards. Such 
commercial influences weaken the public sphere explorations. 
However, in contrast to my case study of the virtual music community in LIFT, 
the virtual community had to broaden the scope of participation to attain the 
expanding target set by the organization under its commercial considerations. On one 
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hand, the commercial arrangement and intervention existed in such cyberspace. On 
the other hand, the higher autonomy in managing the corporation by the virtual 
music community truly assisted LIFT in advancing the formation and development 
of the music community in cyberspace. 
Bohman (2004:140-141) distinguished hardware and software possibilities in the 
transformation of the public sphere in cyberspace. Hardware referred to network 
technical properties, which enable the conveyance of information over great 
distances with near simultaneity. It sometimes is embodied in software that 
configures the participants. Software was not only the variety of programs, but also 
how it improvised and collaborated to create interaction. The mediation of 
organization in cyberspace always took place in a software setting. Many Internet 
corporations created inaccessible and commercial spaces in cyberspace by 
reconfiguring firewalls and other devices for commercial and monetary interactions 
between the organization and users. In this sense, economic corporations interfering 
with the virtual community might alter the freedom and openness of the cyber public 
sphere. As the online public sphere constituting among the virtual music community 
in LIFT, the freedom and openness of the communicative platform were remained 
under commercial force. The interaction among the participants took place 
successfully regardless of the contents and critiques to the project coordinators and 
the organization. In this sense, the commercial force did not lead to the suppression 
of some kinds of speech, and it helped to boost the formation of the virtual 
community and advance the interaction in public sphere among the participants 
within the community. 
Mitchell (2002) discussed whether women had opportunities of accessing, 
training and managing in community radio. With several cases of women's radio 
stations and projects in Europe, radio had the potential to contribute as a feminist 
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public sphere and be a tool for women's empowerment. However, the women's radio 
communities in the studies were located in short-term or experimental settings, run 
by women and aimed at women. Among five cases, one of them belonged to an 
unlicensed station where women could speak freely without any control, as they 
could be in charge of every aspect of the station such as broadcast frequency, 
programming, scheduling and decision-making about who got on air. For the 
remaining cases, women in community radio under licensed stations still had some 
restrictions in programming and management, particularly with regard to the 
requirement to seek alliances with male managers and policy-makers, and with 
regard to commercial considerations. The programming was designed and made by 
negotiation, but the most important concern was audiences' response and preference. 
As such, the issue of the viability of women's radio stations as long-term and 
permanent entities was highly related to their survival in a commercial media 
landscape. 
Extending from real community into the virtual community, the commercial force 
for European women's community radio was also embodied in the virtual music 
community in my study. As a special type of virtual community formed under a 
commercial setting, the commercial force to the virtual community was likely to act 
as a booster who helped to motivate the formation and operation of the virtual 
community and its interaction within the group. 
O'Brien (1999) discussed the role of the public sphere as a forum for debate and 
information sharing. By examining the mass medium of television, this paper pointed 
out that the increasing influence of corporate consumerism led to the decline of the 
public sphere and civic engagement. This commercial force controlled the public 
agenda and transformed people's role in society from consumer to citizens as the 
corporate promoted a plurality of choice in the marketplace through advertising. 
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However, O'Brien illustrated that the Internet was a new medium, which might 
function as a renewed public sphere as a cooperative, non-hierarchical 
communications system, that was designed to facilitate the sharing of information 
and the fostering of multi-party discourse on public issues among different members 
of various cultural communities. 
My study is a focus on the interaction among the virtual music community in 
LIFT, and the communicative platform among the participants would be considered a 
public sphere where the discussion and multi-party discourse on artist management 
and other issues could be shared. In O'Brien's paper, it presented the relationship 
between the commercialization and the decline of public sphere by using the medium 
of television, but there was no further discussion on the relationship between 
commercial force and the public sphere in cyberspace. My paper investigates further 
along this dimension and examines the communicative platform when considered as 
a new form of public sphere. 
Dahlberg (2001) examined whether online discourse was able to extend the 
public sphere. This paper indicated that the Internet was able to facilitate an 
expansion of the public sphere when people could enter into deliberation on political 
questions. However, one of the concerns about autonomy from state and economic 
power was that discourse was based on the concerns of citizens as a public rather 
than driven by commercial force and administrative power that facilitated the 
operations of the market and state. The increasing commodification of cyberspace 
threatens the autonomy of public interaction online and thus limits the expansion of 
the public sphere in cyberspace. As the rapid commercialization of cyberspace takes 
place, many major corporations have increased the control of the Internet 
infrastructure and content. This tends to marginalize online public discourse or 
incorporate it within privatized and individualized forms of interaction such as online 
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commerce, entertainment and business communication. Furthermore, 
non-commercial sites find it difficult to compete for the attention of online 
participants under conditions of commercialization. 
In my case of LIFT, the virtual music community was formed under commercial 
setting, and its communicative platform could be regarded as online public sphere 
where the interaction among the participants took place successfully regardless of the 
contents and critiques to the project coordinators and the organization. In this sense, 
the commercial force did not lead to the suppression of some kinds of speech, instead, 
the project coordinators on behalf of the organization were pleased to say in 
explanation of the misunderstanding raised by members. As such, the commercial 
force was not likely to threaten the autonomy of online public interaction among the 
participants. 
Poor (2005) studied the website Slashdot, an online community of computer 
enthusiasts. The mechanisms of the site helped it to function as an online public 
sphere. It was originally a news site and was expanded and then bought by a large 
computer company. Slashdot fulfilled four criteria for constituting an online public 
sphere. They were a space of discourse; a space for a wide range of computer 
enthusiasts who were previously excluded from discussions of governance and other 
issues to come together and discuss many issues; a space of discussion that was 
political in nature, where ideas were judged by their merit instead of the social status 
of the speaker. Slashdot was a site with a column of stories and an advertisement 
along the page. The stories on the web were written by Slashdot users who could also 
post ideas and responses about the story and about each other's posts. As the site was 
operated by commercial corporation, users were allowed to have a control of filtering 
content via the mechanism of moderation, which was designed for users to judge 
comments, determine who could view comments and allow them to moderate them 
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up or down by using a ranking score. There was a group of permanent moderators, 
and every user who logged in by account had the chance to moderate the content. For 
a web site built under the control of a commercial corporation, users could discuss 
freely and equally and they were given the autonomy of filtering content posted by 
the other users. 
In my study, the virtual music community was formed under commercial setting, 
and the discussion among the participants could be considered as public sphere, 
which had mostly fulfilled the criteria except the political discussion in nature for 
constituting an online public sphere mentioned by Poor. The interaction among the 
participants in LIFT was a space of discourse; a space for a wide range of people to 
come together and discuss issue on artist management; ideas and suggestions were 
judged by their merit, instead of age, social status and educational level of the 
participants. As a special type of public sphere establishing from a particular event of 
commercial organization, the interaction among the virtual music community took 
place successfully regardless of the contents and critiques to the project coordinators 
and the organization. In this sense, the commercial force did not lead to the 
suppression of some kinds of speech; instead, interaction and some accomplishment 
were successfully conducted within the public sphere among the virtual community. 
The literature review informs me of the formation of a number of virtual 
communities and the activism and communication within these communities. An 
online public sphere has emerged in some virtual communities and the relationship 
between virtual community and commercial organization was examined. 
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Chapter 3 
Theoretical Framework and Research Design 
3.1 Theoretical Framework 
By reviewing current studies on virtual communities, I found that virtual 
community and public sphere were clearly related under this dimension: the free and 
independent discussion within virtual community and free and equal expression in 
public sphere. Based on the perspective of the impact of commercialization on the 
1 emergence and constitution of public sphere in previous studies, my paper extends 
j the examination of the relationship between the formation of virtual community and 
the presence of a commercial force (Figure 1). 
I Figure 1: Interaction in Virtual Music Community in LIFT Now.com 
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Interactions between virtual community and commercial organizations have been 
less discussed empirically, and influences on virtual community from 
commercialization and organizations are often presented as a kind of prediction. 
Apart from online and offline interactions within the virtual music community, the 
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interaction between the virtual community and the organization is examined in this 
paper. As well, in order to acquire a broader understanding of the community in LIFT, 
the interaction between outsiders and the virtual community is discussed. Virtual 
community is often simply presented as a form of public sphere where it provides a 
medium for ongoing communications with free and independent discussion by 
various kinds of participants. In this paper, the concepts of free discussion, equal 
expression of public sphere and its relationship with commercial organizations are 
supplementary references for studying the virtual music community. 
Virtual community refers to a group of people communicating or interacting 
with each other by means of information technologies, typically the Internet, rather 
than in person. According to Jones (1997), the Internet could enhance communicaion 
and result in a society free of the constraints of space and time and free for people to 
engage with fellow humans. Schuler (1996) described electronic communities as 
having a high degree of awareness, principles, purposes and as being focused around 
actions, where, people sought to achieve particular goals. Rheingold (1993) defined 
virtual communities as social aggregations that emerged from the Internet when a 
group of people carried on some public discussion long enough, with sufficient 
human feeling and form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace. A cyberspace 
is a kind of ultimate flowering of community where individuals shaped their own 
community by choosing which communities to belong to. Rheingold, (1994) also 
stated that a group of people within a virtual community might or might not have 
face-to-face meetings with one another, and exchanged words and ideas through 
CMC communication. Furthermore, Effrat (1974; Jones, 1995) developed the 
concepts of community which are categorized as having solidarity, primary 
interactions and as having institutionally distinct groups. 
Participants in LIFT shaped their own virtual music community by selecting the 
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specific simulated corporation they belonged to through their preferences and by 
early registration. The virtual community in my study is defined as participants 
within the community independently exchanging opinions on public dicussions 
regarding artist management and doing so by promoting the endorsement of 
openness, freedom and non-conformity. Social interactions took place in the virtual 
music community where participants shared common interests and were involved in 
artist development and management; and as a by product the virtual music 
community produced solidarity. In addition, the primary interaction was based on the 
Now.com forum, which provided the major communicative platform for all virtual 
members within the community. The membership of Now.com shared a range of 
activities on the basis of belonging to their own virtual music community, where the 
members were the actual participants who established the virtual community event. 
The interaction within the virtual community in LIFT was investigated as a 
public sphere which had free and equal expression on artist management and 
promotion for participants. The concept of public sphere was derived from Habermas 
(1989), who described the practice of open exchange of views and discussion about 
issues of general social importance. The IRC chat room, Usenet groups and other 
CMC technologies served as institutionalized forums for public exchange and debate 
on various kinds of issues. (Fernback, 1997: 38) Furthermore, Bohman (2004) 
argued that the Internet could provide the basis for a new and effective form of 
public sphere. In Habermas's perspective, with regard to the openness for discussion 
and accessibility to the forum for everybody, the public sphere was created or made 
manifest in the virtual music community in LIFT. The nature of public space is 
partially determined by the social development and changes mentioned by Habermas, 
thus, cyberspace can serve as a public sphere of sorts and is comparable to the 
seventeenth century coffee houses of Britain and salons of Paris or to the eighteenth 
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century press in England and the United States. The communicative forum in my 
case was certainly a public sphere; participants expressed their views to others, who 
also gave back responses and raised opinions and concerns. In addition, this forum 
was able to provide freedom and equality in the communicative interaction. 
However, Habermas pointed out that the development of mass media was 
influenced by commercial forces which affected the bourgeois public sphere. On one 
hand, it profited from the expansion of media, but on the other hand, it deteriorated 
later under the influence of commercialization, which changed the political functions 
of the press, because private journalism was perverted in a structure in where the 
sales and publishing of advertisements became the leading function. In other words, 
the decline of the public sphere was caused by the commercialization of the media. 
As such, commercial activities are a threat to the critical function of the public sphere. 
(Kleinstuber, 2001: 105-106) In this sense, the free and independent interaction of a 
virtual community forming under a commercial setting might deteriorate, and 
economic corporations interfering with the virtual community in LIFT might alter the 
freedom and openness of this cyber public sphere within the virtual community. j 
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Additionally, the varieties of power control might emerge to manage financial 
transactions. In this sense, the interaction within the virtual community as a public 
sphere might be threatened by large-scale economic enterprises. Capitalist patterns of 
production may commodify new technologies, which transform them into 
commercial-oriented media. They help by connecting, motivating and expressing 
dissent, but they may also limit expression due to economic constraints. The 
privatizing forces of capitalism created the mass commercial culture that replaced the 
public sphere. (Papacharissi, 2002:12, 20) By applying this perspective, one might 
expect the organization to bring negative influences to bear on a virtual community 
and the emergence of the public sphere in such a setting would be questionable. 
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However, the interactions under examination reside with the participants in this 
virtual community, and the relationship between the virtual community and 
commercial force in my study of LIFT suggested the emergence of public sphere. In 
this special type of virtual community in a commercial setting, the inter-dependent 
relationship between the virtual community and commercial organization has a 
positive influence on the formation and operation of the virtual music community. 
As a result, three research questions are proposed. 
Interaction within the virtual community in LIFT is the essential aspect of 
communication in my study. To explore the interaction of the virtual community, the 
cultural characteristics of this community such as usage pattern, demographics, style 
and jargon used among the participants, had to be investigated, hence, Research 
Question 1 was asked. 
What kinds of cultural characteristics emerge in the virtual music community in 
LIFT Now.com? 
The conversation of participants in cyberspace among members of the virtual 
music community helped to establish virtual identities and maintain the community 
and also created a sense of that community and of belonging. In the mean time, the 
community also advanced the discussion in the virtual community. Through their 
interactions and expression, a sense of solidarity and collectivity were built up, thus, 
Research Question 2 follows. 
What are the elements of communication for LIFTERS which led to the creation 
of a sense of community? 
The relationship between the virtual community and commercial organization 
were important to investigate, especially the degree of autonomy in speech and 
operation of the community in the face of commercial force regarding control, 
resistance and negotiation. In my study, 'control' was defined as a kind of 
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commercial force, which suppressed the participants of the virtual community, 
particularly their freedom of speech and autonomy in evaluating others' opinions and 
values. ‘Resistance’ referred to the participants of the virtual community challenged 
by the commercial force and the power of organization with either online or offline 
struggles. The online resistant behaviors meant the oppositional texts and language 
by the participants in the cyberspace whereas the offline resistant behaviors alluded 
to the face-to-face critiques presented to the commercial organization during real 
activities in LIFT. ‘Negotiation’ was the process of compromise agreement worked 
out by the virtual community and its commercial organization. In the process of 
negotiation, on one hand, the participants could struggle with their opinions and 
stands, especially for oppositional expression. On the other hand the commercial 
organization was likely to change and adjust its proposals and ideas. Given these 
three dimensions of autonomy, Research Question 3 was asked. 
How does the virtual music community work through the commercial aspects of 
LIFT? Is it through control, resistance or negotiation? 
3.2 Research Design 
This study aims at studying the virtual music community in LIFT Now.com. It 
addresses the formation and operation of the community under a commercial setting, 
its participation, the online and offline interaction within the community, and the 
relationship between the community and the commercial organization. Three 
research methods including the participant-observation, in-depth interview and 
textual analysis were used to investigate the community. During my 
participant-observation in LIFT, fieldwork was conducted; conversations examined 
for ethnographic data such as common beliefs among participants, jargon used in 
cyberspace, interactions within the virtual music community and other discursive 
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practices were acquired for analysis. 
3.2.1 Participant-Observation 
LIFT was a project organized by the Internet media provider, Now.com in Hong 
Kong. It was a simulation of the real music industry. It acted to provide support to 
the participants during the whole experience. The project consisted of two groups of 
participants: artists and artist managers of a simulated artist management company. 
Both provided young hopefuls with training for stardom and experience in artist 
management. Four artists were recruited, selected, and given experience and 
assistance by professionals in different fields of trainings such as singing, dancing, 
imaging, eloquence, cultural aspects, acting and so forth. Two simulated corporations 
were formulated on the Internet and each managed and promoted two artists. 
My participant-observation was conducted for seven months from May to mid 
December 2005. LIFT was a three-month program that was launched in early June 
and as one of the core members I took part in the event beginning from its inception. 
Furthermore, although the scheme officially ended in early October and when 
i 
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Now.com withdrew support and guidance, users were still allowed access to the 
forum as a communication platform until mid December. During the seven-month 
participant-observation I was able to focus on include the development of the 
community after LIFT support formally ended. 
Owing to the membership-oriented nature of LIFT, I was given Now.com virtual 
accounts from the project and thirty avatar tokens per month for dressing up the 
avatar. Meanwhile, I was freely provided with Netvigator broadband service to enjoy 
videos that recorded progress including artist training segments and artist manager 
participation. 
Both online and real ethnographies were conducted. In LIFT, I acted as a 
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researcher as well as a participant LIFTER, i.e. as one of the artist managers engaged 
in online communication and real meetings with other LIFTERS and the artists. 
Moreover, I took the post of CEO among core members of the simulated company, 
i.e. Loud Music, and had frequent connections with the other two CEOs and core 
members in order to brainstorm promotional strategies and make the tasks more 
systematic for open discussion. Through participation and observation, I looked 
through the formation, operation, cultural characteristics and their interaction within 
the virtual music community, and the relationship between the community and 
commercial organization in LIFT. During my ethnographic study of several months, 
other LIFTERS and participants did not know my researcher's identity. Accordingly, 
I believe participants behaved naturally and had natural conversations with me. 
However, late in the LIFT process, I informed them of my identity in preparation for 
the required interviews. 
3.2.2 In-depth Interview 
In order to have a deep understanding of the virtual music community in LIFT, 
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in-depth interviews with the participants and supporting staff of Now.com were 
carried out. Ten in-depth interviews were conducted in October and included four 
staff and six users in LIFT. 
Two interviews of LIFT project coordinators were completed. To LIFTERS, 
these individuals represented the authority that conceived and distributed tasks. They 
set various targets, provided support, guidance, and encouragement to two 
communities. They also arranged training courses for artists and accompanied them 
on different uplifting experiences. The interviews addressed certain issues such as 
concept of the event and its arrangement, interpretation of cyber mobilization, virtual 
strength and limitations, online and offline interaction with users, comments on two 
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virtual music communities, the expectation of users and the event, and opinions 
about virtual artists. 
Two additional interviews were conducted with LIFT project assistants. These 
were student helpers providing security at the two simulated corporations at 
Now.com. These individuals were coordinators who made news announcements and 
gave out task arrangements, and helped to communicate between users and Now.com. 
The interviews concentrated on the bridge for communication between users and the 
organization, interpretation of cyber mobilization, virtual strength and limitations, 
online communication with users, difficulties in interaction and managing the 
community. They also dealt with solutions, comments on two virtual music 
communities in terms of their creativity and activeness and the expectation of users 
I 
and opinions of virtual artists. 
Apart from representatives of the organization, I had also interviewed several 
participants in Loud Music, including two CEOS from the Director's Board (DB) 
(core member group), with whom I had frequent connections and discussion with 
regard to arrangements and organization. Two other core members from the DB were 丨 
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also interviewed. One acted as the division-in-charge, and was picked from the first 
round core member selection and another one was initially an active member within 
the community and later chosen as core member from the second round selection. 
One common member, who had joined two divisions and attended many activities in 
the event but enjoyed the participation with the non-core identity of the community 
was also asked. Several interviews focused on various dimensions, including the 
purpose of participation, motivation for engagement without monetary rewards, 
obtainment of information about the event, expectations of their role and the event, 
freedom in involvement under the commercial organization, establishment of a 
relationship within the community, online and offline interaction with each other, and 
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any difficulties encountered. 
As well one of the Loud Music artists was invited to talk to me. Our 
conversation centered on the purpose of participation, obtainment of information 
about the event, relationship and interaction with artist managers, comments on the 
artist management group in terms of effort, creativity and activeness, the 
interpretation of cyber mobilization, virtual strength and limitations, self expectation, 
users and the event, and opinions of virtual artists. 
Figure 2 shows the oral interview list, in-depth interviews highly contributed to 
my study since such first-hand oral information of LIFTERS and organizers of LIFT 
were derived from their participation and experiences articulating in the event. 
Figure 2: Oral Interview List 
Interviewee Role/ Identity in LIFT Role in Now.com (Real Identity) 
(Virtual Identity) 
Jane LIFT God Now.com Staff, Project Coordinator 
Sai Tsai LIFT General Manager Now.com Staff, Project Coordinator 
Siu Ming LIFT Security (Loud Music) Now.com Helper, Project Assistant 
Ching Yeung Sai LIFT Security (Brainwave) Now.com Helper, Project Assistant 
Meng-zhu CEO, Director Board (Core Now.com User , 
member group) | 
Fantasy CEO, Director Board (Core Now.com User 
Member Group) 
Francis Division in-charge, Director Now.com User 
Board (Core Member Group) 
Ar Ki Director Board (Core Member Now.com User 
Group), Active Member of 
Artist Management Group 
ArYiu Common Member, Active Now.com User 
Member of Artist Management 
Group 
Crystal LIFT Artist Now.com User 
3.2.3 Textual Analysis 
In LIFT, online interaction was the essential method of communication and 
mainly took place on the forum of Now.com. It consisted mainly of procedures 
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regarding the operation of the virtual community and discussions regarding tasks and 
other promotional materials. The contents of online conversations and 
communicative texts on the forum were considered for analysis. There were three 
virtual communication platforms in the event. One of the three was regarded as a 
public forum as well as the virtual headquarters of LIFT and could be shared by all 
registered members of the two virtual communities. The remaining two forums were 
the independent virtual offices of two corporations where the affiliated members 
could only enter into specific platforms with their registered virtual identities. As 
I 
such, I concentrated on LIFT'S public discussion forum and Loud Music's private ‘ 
forum to analyze the interaction within the community. 
Some postings required high response rates and required participants' opinions 
and ideas while other postings were just notices or announcements that refused any 
reply. A large number of replies per each post were created according to the nature 
and importance of the posts, and preferences and availability from users — these 
varied from just a few to thousands of replies. With reference to the public forum, 
196 posts were produced with 82 posts made by Now.com, and members from two 
I 
corporations responsible for opening the remaining 114 posts. The conversation [ 
contents of the public forum made by the organization were mainly the public 
announcements about LIFT such as the information regarding official activities for 
all members, official promotions of the four artists, notice of updated video clips, 
voting on certain sessions, introductions by four artists and so forth. This type of text 
was mainly chosen for background information for the event. Besides, the online 
texts produced by two virtual communities were not only the inquiries from members 
to Now.com, but also a kind of inter-expression from two corporations which showed 
off what products and creations had already accomplished and arranged for their 
artists. 
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Regarding the private forum of Loud Music, 149 posts were produced with 120 
posts opened by different members within the community, and Now.com taking part 
in making 29 posts. The online expressions on this forum were regarded as virtual 
community conference materials. The discussion about corporation structure, 
division of labor, sharing of works and accomplishments, core member selection, 
promotional strategies and planning for its corporation and their artists were chosen 
for deep examination in further chapters whereas the posts of news announcements, 
photo sharing, songs sharing and simple questions were used as background 
I 
information for the event. \ 
i 
I 
The written texts on the forum were very crucial to my study as they provided i 
an online platform for participants of the virtual community where the interactions 
took place. Apart from analyzing online conversations on the forum, the media 
coverage from Milk was considered as supplemental data for illustrating the virtual 
music community in LIFT since it was the major magazine partnership of the event 






Briefing on LIFT 
4.1 The Concept of LIFT 
Netvigator is the largest Internet service provider in Hong Kong, operated as a 
brand of PCCW. The company specializes in broadband Internet connections. 
Netvigator dial-up Internet Access Service was first launched under Hongkong 
Telecom IMS Limited on April 18, 1996. Their broadband service was launched as a 
value-added service of the InteractiveTV (iTV) in May 1998. Subsequently it 
launched their standalone broadband service under the service name ‘Netvigator 
1.5M Ultraline', in July 1999. In the late 1990s, Netvigator Broadband was known as 
'Super Netvigator'. Nowadays, even with the Internet services provider competitors 
such as HGC and HKBN offering fiber and ethernet Internet at faster speeds, and for 
a fraction of the cost, Netvigator has a coverage of over 90 percent of Hong Kong 
and maintains its market leading position as a result of its stable speed, reliable 
connection and excellent customer service which is thought to be surperior to the 
other service providers.^^ 
Now.com was launched in September 2001, and is Hong Kong's premier 
broadband service, offering a spectrum of rich, locally relevant content including 
news, movies, music, online games, and more. The interactive service features 
streaming-focused content within a format designed specifically for Netvigator 
access subscribers. Now.com operates from a localized content delivery platform, 
which enables its members to enjoy full-screen high-quality streaming media when 
accessing the service. Now.com is an added service to Netvigator. It is free of charge 
for all Netvigator users to register as Now.com members (alias Now ID). Under 
Now.com, there are five major platforms, namely 'MEDIA', 'AVATAR', 'HOMPY', 
‘FORUM’ and ‘GAME，，which are controlled by Now.com. LIFT-Virtual Artists 
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Management Scheme was a project organized by Now.com, which aimed at 
enhancing the publicity Now.com brand and broadening the scope of its users. 
Now.com is a commercial organization. It regularly organizes different kinds of 
music events for its promotion. According to the staff, Now.com usually organizes a 
large-scale event during the summer holidays. In 2004, an online detective game was 
a very successful activity that lured many users to participate. In this virtual event 
players became students in a detective school and were responsible for answering 
questions with hints and guidance provided by the school. ^^  The criteria for 
continuously playing the game were to complete various tasks and missions regularly, 
just like a student who had to finish an assignment and pass examination. 'Forum' 
was the virtual school and 'Avatar' provided detective dressing by Now.com. Apart 
from major online tools, the detective objects were sometimes physically placed in 
the headquarters of Now.com and users were invited to find real objects according to 
the clues given out during virtual discussions. After the event, a graduation ceremony 
was held under un-expectation. Furthermore, Now.com tried to accompany users 
who requested real graduation gowns for the ceremony. With the experience and 
great success of its online detective game in 2004, LIFT was chosen as the promotion „ 
for the summer of 2005. 
LIFT was a three-month users-oriented program that was a simulation of the 
real music industry. The project consisted of two groups of participants: artists and a 
simulated artist management company. Both were provided with young hopefuls for 
training in stardom and experience in artist management.^^ Now.com set several 
targets for artists and the simulated corporations. For example, the artists were 
judged by their performances in terms of their training, enhancement progress, 
participation, feedback from the simulated corporation and so on. Each simulated 
corporation had to attain the required corporation size in terms of target numbers of 
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； working partners and registered members. Four artists were recruited and given 
I experience and assistance by local professionals in singing, dancing, imaging, 
eloquence, cultural aspects, acting and so forth. Two simulated corporations were 
formed on the Internet and each one managed and promoted two artists. In addition, 
they were responsible for expanding and building a substantial work force by 
‘ recruiting working partners and supporters and providing computer-mediated 
infrastructure including a communication platform, tools and promotion to facilitate 
the operation. Meanwhile, the corporations also participated in the process by 
exercising artist recruitment, selection and management. With commercial concerns 
and promotional strategies, Now.com assisted two groups of participants in LIFT. 
Some advertisements about LIFT were conducted through radio stations, magazines 
and on the Internet such as the site of Netvigator and Now.com, and other searching 
engines including Yahoo, Sina.com and Msn Messenger. As a result, Now.com 
gained both hardware and software benefits from this event. The whole structure of 
LIFT and its participants is shown in Figure 3: 
Figure 3: Structure in LIFT of Now.com 
God of LIFT , ‘ . • , ‘ ‘ ‘‘ 
[Project Coordinator] 
General Manager of LIFT (GM) 
[Assistant Project Coordinator] 
i i l i i i ; $ i a i l M 
__, , , I … , . . ： … i 二 „ 
,SecurityMUFT \；/； M ^ ^ K f L l i T p ： 
[Project Assistant] [Project Assistant], - - . ： --：-'. , I iYr---v^ Y'^  “、： h…"'�忽 
Simulated Corporation A (Loud Music) Simulated Corporation B (Brainwave) 
t. 
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LIFT comprised four platforms of 'MEDIA', 'AVATAR', 'HOMPY' and 
‘FORUM,, which exemplified the distinct commercial forces of Now.com. HOMPY 
was home to the simulated corporation and individual members and functioned as the 
virtual headquarters and individual virtual workshops respectively while FORUM 
was used as a virtual conference room which provided a communication platform 
among the director's board, division-in charge personnel and common members. In 
addition, AVATAR was treated as a virtual identity, which was a representation of the 
corporation. The avatar corporation logo was freely provided to all members of each 
corporation. It was a kind of signification, which was shown with the message 
senders once they sent or replied messages on the forum. However, apart from the 
corporation logo, several sets of icons about LIFT such as the layout of LIFT, the 
LIFT logo, the artist manager, the divisional branch of the corporation and 
encouragements for team of artists had to be paid for by using tokens at the avatar 
shopping mall - each costing between one to seven tokens.^^ Through LIFT, I found 
that many users were willing to purchase either two or three accessories for their 
avatars. In other words, the AVATAR shopping mall could also be regarded as a 
medium of profit earning. MEDIA was a visual output, which recorded the process of 
LIFT, especially for the training segments of the four artists, and was made into a 
video format under subscription videos in MEDIA. There were ten series made 
through LIFT. Users had to pay additional fees to enjoy these clips. In this sense, the 
records of the progress of several segments of LIFT were also transformed into a 
profit generating form for Now.com. 
Furthermore, the professional partnership in LIFT including Silly Things^^, 
Green Coffee and the official magazine partner Milk, housed certain functions such 
as the judgment panel, training tutors, recording advisers and the activities progress 
reporting. Apart from professional concerns, well-known mentors such as singers, 
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recording companies and artist managers could themselves be regarded as a 
promotional sales gimmick which helped to lure participation from youngsters in 
Hong Kong. 
4.2 Participants as Artist Managers in Virtual Music Community 
The purpose of the event was to gain publicity for Now.com and enlarge the 
number of net users. All participants registering within the virtual music community 
were net-users of Now.com. 
In early May 2005, CUHK students were invited to attend the LIFT program. 
The three-month event was advertised as a kind of reality show that conducted artist 
management such as running a company, recruiting shareholders and members, 
image making, promotion and so forth. Each company was responsible to manage an 
artist and the most successful company and the best artist would win the game 
according to several criteria. Besides, we could recruit helpers virtually, and promote 
our artist in order to enhance the probability of winning. Our CUHK core group was 
formed in mid May, and included one of the simulated corporations, which managed 
two artists in LIFT. 
LIFT was launched on 9 June 2005; several topics about LIFT were posted on 
the forum such as an event page, LIFT Hompy, simulated corporation Hompy, 
recruitment and video promo. Every participant, including our CUHK core group and 
other net users were required to register as LIFTERS first and selected one of two 
simulated corporations we preferred^^. Meanwhile, two simulated corporations were 
established and authorized by LIFT after attaining 500 to 600 members respectively 
within a week. During the period of establishment in June, the corporation was 
responsible for recruiting members to enhance the scale of the corporation. Besides, 
affiliate members had to write a resume or profile in their workshop, i.e. Hompy and 
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choose which divisions they preferred. 
All members were required to share ideas and participate in creating a 
company's title and its logo design on the forum. Simultaneously, our core group had 
to promote our corporation through the online forum. We kept communicating with 
others, and solicited more participation. Furthermore, we tried to encourage the users 
as LIFTERS40 to go to audition if they were interested in singing, and showed them 
how they could promote themselves through personal introductions and the 
presentation of a songs demo. Moreover, we discussed promotion strategy such as 
the dispatch of leaflets about our corporation in the first audition on 25 June. This : 
was a kind of advertisement in enhancing our exposure, particularly for applicants. 
During this time, members had used virtual workshops to develop a brief 
introduction about themselves and regularly update their Hompy. The director board 
as well as core members were created from their activeness and efforts as members. 
There were two selection periods for core members' recruitment. The criteria for 
being core members were judged from their activeness on the forum. Under each 
avatar, levels of speech with different quotes were indicated which was measured by 
the number of messages posted on the forum as shown in Figure 4. For instance, 
'Quite Silent' (0 message), 'One Word Speaking' (1-2 messages), ‘Introvert，(below 
10 messages), 'Junior' (below 150 messages), 'Just Skilled' (200-300 messages), 
'Medium' (over 400 messages), 'Capable' (around 1500 messages), 'Senior' (below 
4000 messages), 'Advanced' (around 5000 messages), ‘Venerable’ (around 15,000 
messages), 'Pillar', ‘Core’ (around 20,000 messages), 'God' (around 30,000 
messages) and ‘The One’ (over 50,000 messages). Activeness was also the 
representation of virtual status at Now.com, was used as a reference for recruiting 
core members for LIFT. 
Figure 4: Avatar of Different Now.com Users 
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According to the activeness of members on the forum and personal networks 
from LIFT God and LIFT General Manager, ten core members for each corporation 
were elected, and were given two weeks probation. Based on these criteria for 
recruiting core members, three people including myself from the CUHK group could 
be chosen as core members in the first round. However, one of three soon quit owing 
to a personal problem; another one left the program because her CUHK classmates 
had already been eliminated from the first round of core members selection leaving 
eight core members in our corporation. During more than a month's observation, in 
late July, some new core members had been enlisted after the discussion among the 
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original core groups. In total, there were fourteen people acting as core members. 
The core members were responsible for managing Hompy and the forum where we 
had to answer inquiries from other members, update news and distribute information 
regularly. We also promoted our corporation and the artists. 
After two simulated corporations officially formed and the core members 
chosen, a private forum for each corporation was set up as their own headquarters. 
July and August were the crucial months of operating and managing the corporation. 
Within this period, the corporation and its members were in charge of certain duties 
such as composing music and lyrics, designing a CD cover, making a music video, ！ 
designating images for artists and arranging other promotion strategies through their 
communication platform. However, very little training was accomplished during this 
time which should have included for example the process of imaging i.e., hair styling 
and fitting, and meetings with professional artist managers whose duties were to take 
care of artists and to practice interpersonal media communication skills with them. 
During the initial three-months of training members could receive a letter of 
recommendation and dividends'^' if they fulfilled certain requirements'^^. Finally, it 
should be noted that the four artists did not actually release their records and no 
relevant product was sold until the end of the project. In addition, certain members of 
corporation who were very outstanding could be awarded the ‘Best Lyrics Writer', 
'Best Copywriter', 'Best Graphic Designer', 'Best Photographer', 'Best Creative' 
and ‘Best Artist’43. However, owing to budget concerns no awards were conferred. 
4.3 Participants as Artists in Virtual Music Community 
The LIFT advertisements and artist recruitment were covered on Netvigator, 
Now.com and the forum. In order to broaden the scope of its users and enhance the 
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publicity of its brand, all Hong Kong Identity Card holders who were 15 years old or 
above were entitled to join the audition (candidates aged below eighteen had to 
submit the agreement of custodians with their application). The top 20 candidates 
were chosen in the first audition, and the final four were recruited and selected in the 
second audition. Each was assigned an independent song and recorded an album 
during the event. Meanwhile, they were managed by two simulated corporations and 
provided with different kinds of promotional work. The final four artists in LIFT, 
including two boys and two girls, were students. They were highly experienced in 
various kinds of singing contests. Brainwave's artists chose the two boys whereas | 
two girls (Candy and Crystal) joined Loud Music. ? 
t % 
During LIFT, besides attending several kinds of training sessions, four artists � 
had to communicate with their artist managers on the forum and frequently update 
their Hompy in order to gain higher publicity and enhance the understanding from 
and for their members in LIFT. Ultimately all four artists were recommended by 
Now.com to take part in a 'Singing Contest for Freshmen-Hong Kong District', 
which was organized by the Eastern Broadcasting Company (EBC) of Taiwan with 
Now.com acting as a supporting partner. Four youngsters out of hundreds of 
applicants got into the competition semi-final with two of them being awarded the 
champion and runner-up. They then went on behalf of Hong Kong district to Taiwan 
for the final singing contest. Subsequently, one LIFT performer was invited to be one 
of emcees for the Christmas Shov/A at Portland Street in Mongkok in December 
2005. This individual was also voted 'Best Artist' of the LIFT program. 
4.4 Main Events for all Members in LIFT 
Apart from a number of activities arranged for net users in LIFT, some events 
such as the audition, post-audition dinner, artist management talk, mini show and 
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Street show were organized by Now.com and were open to all users. 
4.4.1 Audition 
There were two auditions in total for recruiting artists. The first audition was 
held at Neway Karaoke Box at Causeway Bay"^ ^ on 25 June 2005，Among 180 
applicants, the gender proportion was equal and they were mostly students. Most of 
the candidates applied online while a number were walk-ins from the karaoke 
establishment itself. By investigating intentions with regard to the audition, I found 
that most of the applicants hoped to be singers and artists, some joined the game 
impromptu and some just accompanied others to attend the audition. 
During the first audition, some of our members had gone to the site to circulate 
the handbills47 to promote our corporation. In the meantime, we had to mark down 
our preferences among 180 applicants. These preferences were then used in a forum 
discussion. It was also the first time for the corporation's members to meet each 
other face-to-face and discuss our desires for the candidates. During the evening 
many participants posted conversations including pictures and videos about the 
applicants, and the core groups had to follow up their discussions and express our 
views at the same time. By my observation of the audition, the audition site was very 
open. It implied that the site selected for commercial considerations. A largely 
private karaoke room was not chosen for auditions and instead a lobby located on the 
ground floor with open space was used. The coverage of LIFT project and its 
audition could spread out under the glass layout of lobby surroundings. It lured many 
passers-by who stayed outside the lobby to watch the audition or to comment to their 
friends about the banner of the program: 'LIFT-Audition Day of Virtual Artists 
Management Scheme'. The audience groups were fairly diversified and included 
youths, elderly males and middle-aged women. 
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Among 180 applicants, the performances were average in general, with some 
exceptions. Many candidates were Netvigator users and some of them were even 
quite active on the forum. They shared the audition experience with others and 
commented about the other applicants in cyberspace. As well our core and non-core 
members made comments and discussed the audition in the forum. However, the 
adjudicators for the first audition was based on two project coordinators from 
Now.com, and the comments from the users on the forum were just for reference. 
Finally, 20 applicants were chosen to get into the second audition on 27 June. By 
talking with four artists afterwards, each candidate met the judge panel individually 
after they sang songs. The process was like an interview, candidates were asked their 
intention, interest, ability, expectation and so forth. Under their adjudication, four 
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candidates were eventually selected to be artists . 
4.4.2 Post-audition Dinner 
The dinner, which was arranged after the four artists were chosen in the second 
audition on 27 June 2005, was organized by Now.com. It was the first official 
meeting within core members of each corporation as well as the corporations with 
the four artists. During the dinner meeting, we talked with the artists directly and 
asked about their hobbies, expectations and the image they desired. Furthermore, 
each core group as well as the corporation had made decisions on selection of two 
artists after the conversation with them. We made a selection proposal of one boy 
plus one girl while the other group preferred two boys instead. However, two girls 
became our artists after a written ballot was taken. 
4.4.3 Artist Management Talk 
The Artist Management Talk was organized by Now.com on 12 July 2005. This 
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was a cost-free seminar on experiences and hosted by veteran professionals in Hong 
Kong49, such as Miss San-san Lam, the artist manager and Managing Director of 
BMA Records Limited and Mr. Leslie Au, the artist manager and Director of 
Smartpeople Limited. This event welcomed all members to join was posted on the 
forum for signing up. There were 30 members for each corporation attending the talk 
and this gave them a better understanding of the field of artist management including 
job duties, difficulties and problem-solving skills. During question-and-answer 
session, the participants, including members of corporations and artists, 
enthusiastically raised questions about communications between artists and their 
managers, criteria for recruitment and their views on virtual artist management issues. 
This seminar was not only a part of LIFT, but also a promotion of LIFT and 
Now.com to the local music and artist management industry. Through the event 
guests from the artist management industry and recording companies were made 
aware of the launch of LIFT and its virtual artist management scheme. 
4.4.4 Mini Show 
The Mini Show at Cat Store^^ was co-organized by Green Coffee and Now.com 
on 12 August 2005.This was the mini concert for Vicky Fung, the director of Green 
Coffee, and four artists from Now.com were invited to be guest performers. This was 
also the first time they gave a live presentation of their own songs.^^ The show was a 
self-paid event, which cost HK$90 to HK$120 per head. It welcomed all members to 
join and was posted on the forum for registration)�. In contrast to the attendance for 
the artist management talk, fewer members went to the show this time, as there were 
around 30 attendants in total. However, more members from Loud Music were 
present than from Brainwave. Nevertheless, this activity was a hardware promotion 
of the participants and helped to publicize the event and its organization. 
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4.4.5 Street Show 
The street show of four artists was organized by Now.com on 25 August 2005.53 
The details for the show including date, time and venue were disseminated on the 
public forum of LIFT, and all members were invited to support their favorites. Many 
users from two corporations indicated their willingness and expectations about the 
event. The show was originally held in three districts; Tsim Sha Tsui Pier, 
Causeway Bay and the pedestrian zone in Mong Kok,)4 and would be last for 45 to 
60 minutes at each venue. However, Tsim Sha Tsui Pier was suddenly called off, 
and there was not enough time to inform the users on the forum. Thus, some of them 
only found out about the show's cancellation once they arrived. This is evidence of a 
communication problem in the virtual music community. 
During their street show, four artists performed solos and chorused with each 
other, and they endeavored to introduce themselves and describe the LIFT program 
to passersby via distributing their handbills. The show's was held in the two most 
populous areas of Hong Kong and attracted a large audience. Some of our members, 
including members from artist management division and other working members, 
waived supporting plaques and cheered which also created a scene of bustle and 
excitement. Organizing the event in a crowded and highly-populated space 
represented the real promotion of the four artists involved and also real and direct 
advertising for Now.com itself. 
After the show, many users hurried to upload photos of the event on the forum 
and discussed the excitement and enjoyment of the show. Now.com would like to fix 
up the sequel of street show as the success of the first street show, and the response 
rate was very high as this proposal raised on the forum. However, the second street 
show in Avenue of Stars in Tsim Sha Tsui had been postponed twice owing to the bad 
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w e a t h e r ; s i n c e t h e n , it w a s e v e n t u a l l y c a n c e l l e d as n o a v a i l a b l e s c h e d u l e c o u l d b e 
a r r a n g e d a f t e r w a r d s . 
T h e w h o l e e v e n t w a s o r i g i n a l l y a t h r e e - m o n t h g a m e , b u t it w a s e v e n t u a l l y las t 
f o r f i v e m o n t h s i n s t e a d in L I F T . D u r i n g t h e las t t w o m o n t h s o f L I F T , it j u s t 
a u t o m a t i c a l l y o p e r a t e d b y t h e v i r t ua l m u s i c c o m m u n i t y i t s e l f a n d s o m e o f m e m b e r s 
st i l l c o m m u n i c a t e d o n t h e f o r u m a n d h e l p e d t h e i r a r t i s t s t o a r r a n g e f u n c t i o n s o u t s i d e 
t h e L I F T , h o w e v e r , N o w . c o m n o l o n g e r p r o v i d e d g u i d a n c e a n d o f f e r e d e v e n t s to 
p r o m o t e f o r L I F T . In m i d D e c e m b e r , t he L I F T f o r u m w a s f i n a l l y c l o s e d a n d s u c h 
e v e n t w a s e n d e d in g e n e r a l . T h e e v e n t o f L I F T w a s n o t o n l y a g a m e to t he 
p a r t i c i p a n t s , b u t a l s o t h e f r u i t f u l e x p e r i e n c e s to t h e m in t e r m s o f d i f f e r e n t k i n d s o f 
u p l i f t i n g p r a c t i c e s . F u r t h e r m o r e , u n d e r c o m m e r c i a l c o n s i d e r a t i o n a n d i n t e r v e n t i o n , 
t h e e v e n t h e l p e d t o e n h a n c e t h e p u b l i c i t y a n d p r o m o t i o n o f N o w . c o m in s o m e sense . 
Note 
34 Background of Netvigator, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netvigator [assessed date: 1 June 2006] 
35 Oral Interview with Now.com staff, Jane and Sai Tsai, 10 October 2005. 
36 See Appendix 5 and 6. 
37 Avatar tokens are virtual coins on the Internet. However, they are regarded as real money as users 
have to exchange them with real money, for example, one avatar token equals to HKDl. The avatar 
tokens spent on buying avatars on Now.com would be charged accordingly on users' monthly 
payment. 
38 Silly Things is one of local recording companies in Hong Kong in which the young mentors are 
Ng Yat-yin, Juno Mak, Bliss and I Love U Boyz, who are young and popular performers in Hong 
Kong. They would be the hosts or trainers in various training programs for four artists, which were 
organized by Now.com. See Appendix 7. 
39 The online registration and the selection of simulated company were just some kinds of procedure 
for our core group as we had been already assigned to be simulated corporation A. However, the 
participants, who would like to join to be virtual artist managers, had choices to join either simulated 
corporation A or B. The two simulated corporation were come from different core groups and there 
were varied styles, strategies and plans between them. Once registered, they could not change 
decision. 
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40 The artist could not have two identities through the project, however, participants could accede to 
our company to be virtual artist managers first before the audition. Once people won from the audition, 
the winners had to quit the post of virtual artist managers and put them in the hands of our corporation 
automatically. On the contrary, the losers from audition could join either one of corporations to 
become virtual artist managers if they still wanted to take part into the project. Nevertheless, the 
corporations had rights to choose whom they managed if the winners had not acceded to any one of 
corporation before. 
41 Regarding to the project planning, the dividends were counted from sale of records and relevant 
products. The members who got all the right qualifications would share the revenue on those products. 
42 With reference to Now.com, bonuses for members were depended on four criteria. (1) Working 
performance, it was based on numbers of weekly writings published on their personal Hompy for six 
weeks or above. (2) Participation, it was expressed in terms of responses on the forum. (3) Supporting 
and promotion for artists, they were referred to the possession of avatars of LIFT accessories that six 
avatars would be the minimum standard for judgment. (4) Supervision and assessment on artists, the 
frequency of watching training series for six weeks or above were counted. 
43 According to Now.com, 'The Best Artist Award' was judged by three assessments. (1) Popularity 
index of artists, it was expressed in terms of quantities of adding them as 'My Friend' into users' 
Hompy and avatar gift of receiving from users. (2) Professional index of artists, it was based on 
comments from professional panels. (3) Supporting index for artists, it was expressed in terms of 
frequencies of watching training series by members of corporation and numbers of working members 
of corporation, especially for numbers of writings publishing in personal Hompy. The best two artists 
would be arranged to meet some professions of music industries in Hong Kong. 
44 The show was a kind of pop music show, which arranged by Now.com. 
45 Causeway Bay is one of popular and busy shopping areas in Hong Kong. 
46 See Appendix 8. 
47 The leaflet was created by our core members. Under the situation of no sponsorship provided by 
Now.com, it was a simple work, but it conveyed very clear message on promotion of the LIFT and our 
corporation. See Appendix 9. 
48 See Appendix 10. 
49 See Appendix 11 and 12. 
50 Cat Store is a popular restaurant with cats around, which located at Causeway Bay in Hong Kong. 
51 See Appendix 13. 
52 Online registration for the concert cost HK$90 (including a drink) per head whereas walk-in 
participants cost HK$120 per head. 
53 See Appendix 14. 




Interaction in Virtual Music Community 
In LIFT, online and offline interactions were essential aspects of communication 
necessary to operate the corporation and coordinate tasks and promotional materials. 
There were three virtual communication platforms in LIFT. One was regarded as a 
public forum as well as being the virtual headquarters of LIFT, and was shared by all 
registered members of LIFT. Public announcements, information about official 
activities for all members, official promotions for the four artists, notices of updated 
video clips and voting on certain sessions took place on the public forum. The 
remaining two forums were the independent virtual offices of two corporations 
where only the affiliated members could enter with a registered virtual identity. As 
such, the Loud Music forum provided by Now.com was our communication platform. 
Interactions pertained to information exchange, disclosure and discussions of mutual 
interest. As well friendships were developed within the community and people could 
go directly to the space where their favorite subjects were being discussed, and 
where they were acquainted with people who shared their passions and used words in 
a way they found attractive. (Rheingold, 1993: 27) 
Online interaction in LIFT referred to the discussions on the forum and several 
MSN meetings held either collectively or individually with core members. In the 
early stages of LIFT, as one of CEOs in Loud Music, I had to go on the forum very 
frequently for casual chats and to answer questions from common members. Besides, 
regular virtual meetings with core members and different division-in charges were 
always held through MSN as we had already made the engagement on the forum in 
LIFT and brought the virtual discussions to other cyberspaces. Offline interaction in 
LIFT appeared in two forms of expression. We had organized certain face-to-face 
core meetings during the LIFT, as it was more convenient and efficient for us to 
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converse about task arrangement, division of labor, promotion and operation 
strategies. Furthermore, some functions such as auditions, artist management, mini 
shows and street shows organized by Now.com, could be regarded as a kind of 
offline interaction whose real activities were indispensable. Through communication 
within the virtual LIFT community, community was created on other online 
discussion platforms such as the forums of Now.com, MSN, and ICQ. Real meetings 
via the continued interaction of participants also occurred. However, the 
communication technologies did not create the conditions of community - this 
depended not only upon communication and shared community, but also upon 
communion. (Watson, 1997:104) This concept could also be derived from Rheingold 
(1993), who described one of the elements of virtual community as human feelings 
that came from the communicative coordination of oneself with others and the 
environment. (Watson, 1997:104) The interchange and sharing of opinions on artist 
making and promotion, and participation by virtual members formed an intimate 
communication. Within the community, they co-created a sense of communion and 
solidarity, for example, several accomplishments were achieved through collective 
effort and action. Virtual arguments did arise from misunderstandings in cyberspace 
but in the end, they had created several products which eventually proved that the 
virtual music community could be successful when operated in this manner. 
During a week before the launch of LIFT, our CUHK group had started surfing 
on the forum to communicate with other online users that Now.com virtual accounts 
provided. However, given commercial considerations, we had to play roles as normal 
users and chatted casually with others until Now.com officially launched the event. 
Later, we were required to register as LIFTERS and entered into one of the 
corporations, which was assigned as Corporation A, the temporary title of the 
company. Simultaneously, our group had to communicate with other members, and 
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solicit for more participation in our corporation. During this time, we tried to 
encourage the users to go to the audition. We also developed the operating plan for 
our corporation, which will be examined in the following paragraphs. 
5.1 Structure of the Corporation (Virtual Music Community): Loud Music 
The virtual community had set up several divisions. The proposals for the 
formation of different departments were suggested on the forum and some members 
undertook to contribute to certain branches. We organized a face-to-face core 
meeting in early July to confirm the division of labor and to devise strategies for 
promoting our corporation and artists. During the meeting, 11 divisions and the 
division-in-charges including Production, Imaging, News Group, Artist Management, 
Music, I.T., Design Group, Planning Group, Marketing & Promotion, Logistics and 
Contact Group were eventually confirmed. As shown in Figure 5, the structure 
indicated that the staff of Now.com took a leading role in the virtual music 
community. Now.com users took part in the director's board and division-in-charge 
of the corporation. 
I 
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The LIFT God and the LIFT General Manager were the representative of 
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Now.com, who were the organizers of the event. They were responsible for giving 
out the instructions and distributing the tasks during several periods in LIFT and they 
sometimes answered enquiries from the members; but they always kept in touch with 
core groups, especially the CEOs. The two securities from Now.com acted as 
coordinators who helped to communicate with users in Now.com and answered 
questions from users. For instance, they would help to direct users' requests to 
Now.com. Besides, they guided the discussions by introducing specific themes and 
relevant topics on the forum. As the bridge for communication between Now.com 
and the net users, the securities in two corporations were liable for news 
announcements and task arrangements. 
To have better management in LIFT, the securities usually discussed issues with 
the core members first and suggested some proposals to them. Members probably 
followed the instructions afterwards. This situation was mostly found in "Brainwave", 
as the majority of their members were teenagers who demanded a great deal of 
guidance and assistance from others.^^ In the case of Loud Music, members were 
quite self-motivated and they reported what they had done and asked permission to 
pursue proposals for their promotional strategies.^^ For the core group members, it 
functioned as the board of directors of the corporation. There were around 15 people 
selected as core members for each corporation. The existence of core group members 
helped to organize and arrange the tasks for the virtual community after the targets 
were assigned by Now.com. In addition, over 2,000 members registered to each 
simulated corporation, but only around twenty to a hundred members actively 
participated in the event. The core group functioned as activity-organizer, which 
assisted to coordinate and operate the corporation efficiently and effectively. Among 
the core member group, CEOs acted as leaders and kept connections with Now.com 
as they regularly reported the progress of the corporation, expressed difficulties and 
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made requests from their working members and common members to Now.com. The 
structure of the simulated corporation in Figure 1 showed clearly the existence of a 
hierarchy between different divisions and the selection of core members and 
common members within the virtual community. However, they were probably not 
wedded to this model and operated the corporation on a free-entry-free-exit basis 
with little regulation. Moreover, although there were differentiated roles for core 
members, common members and leader roles among core member group within the 
virtual community, it was certainly no barrier to free and independent expression and 
discussion on the forum. Accomplishments were dependent on the degree of their 
activeness and participation in the event. 
Production Division was mainly responsible for the photography and video 
making; Imaging Division was accountable for choosing image and style for the 
artists; News Group Division was in charge of artists' interviews and news releases. 
Artist Management Division was responsible for caring and accompanying their 
artists at different functions. Music Division created songs and lyrics and I.T. 
Division was liable for Hompy updating. Design Group Division presided over the 
CD album cover, Hompy and the logo. Planning Group Division directed the ideas 
proposed and operation of the corporation; Marketing & Promotion managed the 
promotional strategies of corporation and artists; Logistics Division handled several 
kinds of sundries and Contact Group Division took charge of liaison of members in 
the corporation. Under each division, a division-in-charge was arranged, who was 
responsible for leading the operation of its department and fulfilling the relevant 
tasks, and he/ she was usually the core member in "Loud Music". There were many 
working members under the division-in-charge of each department who had already 
chosen the specific division with their preference after registration in "Loud Music". 
Indeed, there was requirement to join only one division and initially they could take 
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part in several divisions according to their preference and capabilities. From my 
point of view, some of divisions in the company underperformed and had a lack of 
functions and contributions, for example, Imaging Division, Logistics Division and 
Contact Group Division. However, the structure of the simulated corporation was 
agreed to and they were unable to close down non-performing divisions. 
5.2 Virtual Status on the Forum: How did the Virtual Members Build Up? 
Apart from regular virtual and face-to-face meetings among the members during 
the LIFT, the interaction in the virtual music community depended on the 
establishment of virtual status on the forum, which was a kind of representation and 
online empowerment in cyberspace. Meanwhile with use of mobilizing power and 
networks the virtual status of the users also helped to spread the news and 
information of the event more efficiently. Virtual status was important in LIFT. It was 
built up on virtual relationships and connections with other users on the forum apart 
from the adornment of the avatars. This was very dependent on the frequency of 
chatting on the forum. Once a person spent time on casual talks with others or 
appeared on the forum, the virtual relationship could be built up gradually and virtual 
status could be solidified afterwards. 
I had just such an experience during the early period of LIFT. In mid June prior 
to the election of core members a proposal was made by a user to elect a temporary 
leader (CEO). The user volunteered for the position and the LIFT Security opened a 
specific post based on this suggestion. However, another user voiced a strong 
objection to the proposal. Within a few days of dissent I felt that I knew her quite 
well. She recommended me for the position and proposed to have an election for the 
position. According to their responses, some users I knew from the forum supported 
me. Others I did not know well agreed with me because of the virtual status of the 
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original user who supported me. In addition, some agreed with the planner and some 
agreed with both. As one of the nominees I gave my thanks to all supporters and I 
indicated that the most crucial concern was to get an elected person who endeavored 
to manage the corporation and help to operate and coordinate the corporation during 
our early establishment. At this time, the volunteer for the position no longer replied 
on that post and he seemed to disappear on the forum. Since that time，I acted as 
temporary CEO and led our members to accomplish the early tasks on deciding the 
company title, logo and slogan. Later, three people, including two active virtual users 
of the forum of Now.com as well as me, acted as CEOs, and helped to coordinate the 
operation. 
This evidence showed that the intercommunication skills as used through 
personal networks in the LIFT virtual music community were very important and 
helped a small group to mobilize the virtual force. As quoted from the LIFT General 
Manager, the execution of running a corporation started entirely from a small group 
of people and it did not matter if the industry was either real or virtual.^^ 
Miscommunication was a common phenomenon in the virtual community as 
there was no commitment and people could join and leave the program at any time. 
The attractiveness of the solved part of this problem and it drew large numbers of 
people in a short period of time. As well, the corporation's core identity was given 
two terms to alleviate the commitment concerns. For core members it was a kind of 
sweetener to acquire the symbols of superior identity. 
5.3 Cultural Characteristics in Virtual Music Communities 
As a participant of Loud Music in LIFT, I focused on the community and its 
structure, characteristics, interactions, accomplishments and virtual arguments in the 
study whereas the details of "Brainwave" was just slightly discussed and there was 
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little comparison between the usage pattern between the two communities. 
5.3.1 Usage Pattern 
"Loud Music" including core members and common members, had little 
connection with "Brainwave" except for virtual conversations on the forum. 
However, the post-audition dinner organized by Now.com, was the first official 
meeting that gathered the core members of both corporations. During the dinner, 
each corporation had conversations with the four sponsored artists and it was at this 
time that we noticed the core-combination at Brainwave. 
The style of two communities was as different as their core structures. There 
was a much greater variety of members in Loud Music than could be found in 
Brainwave. The core group of our corporation consisted of secondary and university 
students as well as working groups; but senior primary and secondary students made 
up the major composition of the core group of the other corporation. New comers 
came to our group so we had to spend time practicing our communication tools on 
the forum. 
After the withdrawal of the Breakthrough and CUHK groups during the early 
stage of LIFT, the composition the remaining two groups produced differently in 
terms of quality and quantity. The Loud Music productions were high quality and 
exemplified photography and Hompy design. However, the time spent on creations 
in Loud Music was much in pursuit of this professional standard; in other words, it 
affected the quantities and diversifications of outputs, for instance, only one 
newsletter was released. On the contrary, Brainwave made better use of virtual 
capability, and was skilled in catching up with the events and schedules. They 
produced 12 online magazine issues. Moreover, they created various kinds of 
promotional materials regardless of quality, such as online radio programs, online 
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magazines, video production, drafting a fan club application form and so forth. 
Furthermore, I found that the average age of the participants was around 14 to 
16 years old, who were mostly secondary three to secondary five students. According 
to their own classification, private forum users who were over 25 years old had been 
regarded as the ‘elder community' and deemed the ‘old alliance', - titles derived from 
the 2004 detective game. As such, most of the users in LIFT from either Loud Music 
or Brainwave had already known each other, which was an advantage for a virtual 
group to accomplish certain duties in LIFT and encouraged the communication 
among the working groups and active users in LIFT. This helped to manage the 
virtual users on the forum as some users could take leading roles. Moreover, those 
active users had already established a relationship as well as friendship with the 
project coordinators of LIFT, i.e. the LIFT God and the LIFT General Manager. 
Meanwhile, the LIFT project coordinators had realized the dependability and 
activeness of those users from the previous game and used them accordingly, (see 
Chapter 4.) 
Regarding usage patterns among the virtual groups, during several months of 
virtual communication with the users, Brainwave thought that they were extremely 
frequent users. The forum was active 24 hours a day since most active users were 
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students who were on summer vacation. Furthermore, the online patterns on the 
forum of some users were extremely like office hours since they regarded LIFT as 
their summer job. 
5.3.2 The Use of Language 
Through virtual communication on the forum in LIFT, users applied several sets 
of language and jargon. In general, they favored Cantonese on the forum, but most of 
them were accustomed to mixed uses of the text in Cantonese and English used 
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simultaneously. However, users were not very keen on replying to those who 
presented ideas in English. Furthermore, users employed interjections to end 
sentences that were shaped in the form of colloquial dialogues, but such 
exclamations were usually written in English by transforming them from the 
vocalization in Cantonese�For example, 'Ga La’，‘Bor,, ‘Lei’，'Ke', ’D’ and ‘Jar’ 
often appeared from their virtual discussion on the forum. 
They also used abbreviations in conversation. For example, ‘Hompy’ would 
be written as ‘Wu-pi，（屋皮)；‘Add Oil' would be presented as '+011'; 'Support' 
would be expressed in ‘Shi-bu’ ( “十卜”），which converted the pronunciation of 
the word in English into the Cantonese form. The character T was sometimes seen 
as the text of ‘he,(禾），which come from the same phonation of T in Mandarin. Due 
to these language patterns, I had difficulty in communicating with them very early on. 
According to the literature responses originally typed on a computer keyboard and 
shared and postings for a computer conference experienced by those who read and 
wrote them are considered to be a form of conversation and a form of publication and 
performing art. (Rheingod, 1993: 61) 
Moreover, a lot of people enjoyed attaching emotional icons in the 
confabulation to accentuate their sentiments. 
w m m m m , ^ A A ^ s ^ r ^ « 
Meanwhile, they also took pleasure in double uses of punctuations for expression. 
For instance, the double or triple uses of tildes ( ) often represented an agreement 
and recognition with joy fulness. Such uses of question marks were an expression of 
doubtfulness and misunderstanding, which strongly questioned the users on the 
forum. Several exclamation marks (!!!) emphasized emotions. It was also regarded as 
a kind of presentation style for the use of successive quotations of ellipsis ( ), 
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which were always put between several sentences, but with no meaning implied. 
Linguistic interactions were able to cement the social bonds between users and 
messages reflected shared history, understanding or misunderstandings about the 
evolving local norms for their interactions. Besides, the interaction and its 
cyber-language used within the virtual music community in LIFT as a feature of 
emergent cultures and practices could be regarded as a kind of speech community in 
which participants shared rules of speaking and interpretations of speech 
performance and frequently interacted. Within such a community, language played a 
significant role in marking the community's boundary. Specialized languages and its 
usage helped to unify the members and excluded others. (Cherny, 1999: 22-23) 
5.4 Accomplishment through Interaction in Virtual Music Communities 
Through the interaction in LIFT there were many creative users who did not 
treat it as a game. They put a lot of effort into developing ideas for promoting their 
artists. In the self-motivated virtual community in LIFT, there was no regulation, 
commitment or rewards offered by the organization and so it was the attractiveness 
of the event itself that kept users going. However, the most crucial factor may have 
been external recognition. The satisfaction of seeing their outputs became 
irresistible.59 
5.4.1 Company Name of the Virtual Music Community: How did the Virtual 
Members Make it? 
Once LIFT launched on 9 June, users who enrolled in a register for Corporation 
A, had to report duties and send greetings to the corporation and other members as 
required by the LIFT Security. I acted in the key response role and gave greetings of 
‘Hi Hi', ‘Nice to meet you', 'Welcome to our corporation', 'Hello, I am Little Rice 
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Girpbo and so forth to all new comers. Our CUHK core group came to the page for 
greetings and brought up corporate tasks but we pretended not to know each other as 
virtual users were not required to understand the core group arrangement. 
Meanwhile, we had discussed the company title with the users. At the very beginning, 
I tried to suggest what we had already discussed the company titles with CUHK core 
group on the forum, for example, 'Tangerine Music' and 'Sesame & Mung Bean 
Music', but there was no comments from other users about these suggestions. 
Discussing this with the users some suggested using 'fruits' or "plants' as a main 
concept of the title as it was full of fun and cuteness, for example. 'Cherry Music', 
‘Strawberry Music’ and ‘Leaves Music'; some proposed various grand titles such as 
'Pearl Oriental Recording Company', ‘Royal Entertainment Group' and ‘Power 
Entertainment Recording Company’. Some advocated different common names, for 
instance, ‘Red Music', 'Loud Music', ‘Super Star' and ‘Red Bean'. In addition, the 
name could be derived from ‘A’ as we were first assigned to be Corporation A by 
Now.com, ‘Admiral,, 'Asia Music', ‘A-List,, ‘Amazing Music', ‘Musical 
Antecedents', 'Smart A' and ‘Star A，were recommended. 
Through discussion, many users gave opinions and criticisms on proposed 
names, for example, 
'Funny names were some kind of gimmick but they were not professional 
as we needed to print them on all promotion materials.' 
‘It was too imitative as it looked like the title of a local recording company, 
bad work!' 
'Oh, it was outdated and too pro-China, no good.' 
'Why always fruit names, they all made me hungry.‘ 
‘Those fruits names were creative, the characteristics of fruits such as 
orange, tangerine, cherry and strawberry implied our artists could get popular^' 
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under our management.' 
‘The most important concern about the company title should that it is easy 
for remembrance.' 
Based on successive discussions on the title, ‘Loud Music' got the highest voting 
rates among several proposals, and it was declared the winner. 
Meanwhile, some users revealed that they desired to be artists, so we had to 
encourage them to apply for the audition and asked for auditions and requested the 
demos for our reference. We also showed our support to those who auditioned. Since 
then, some independent posts were opened for certain candidates and were regarded 
as the communication platform between the members in Loud Music and the 
candidates. These helped formulate the supporting groups and fans if they passed the 
audition. 
5.4.2 Company Logo of the Virtual Music Community: How did the Virtual 
Members Create it? 
The task of company logo design was announced on the forum once the 
company was established. The notice for enlisting members for drafting the logo 
designs was posted on 16 June; disregarding the qualities of the designs, 23 outputs 
from members of Design Group Division and other members were collected within a 
few days as shown Figure 6. 
Figure 6: Proposed Logo for the Virtual Music Community 
Design 1: Design 2: 
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By calculating numbers of creations and the posting schedule it indicated a 
strong mobilization of the Internet force with 17 out of 23 design works uploaded on 
the forum on 17 June one day after the proclamation was issued. The remaining four 
designs were mostly re-posted after the modification and revision, and two were new 
creations from later drafters. 
Referring to several designs, they were mainly created by paintbrush in 
Microsoft Windows, and a few of them were drawn by hand. In general, most 
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composers submitted one design work, but some produced several outputs. Many 
drafters and other members shared their ideas and gave opinions, for example, 
‘The drawing was over cartoon-like and it was better to improve the design 
by adding up other elements.' 
‘The plagiarizing of the logo design from Silly Things was very obvious 
and it was unnecessary to do so even though it was one of the partnerships in 
LIFT; the company logo should be designed as simple as it could., 
‘It was not essential to have very complex design and it would be seen a bit 
of a mess-up once the logo size was reduced for printing on the output.' 
‘As a company logo, it must be simple in shape and its theme clear. 
However, some logos were not suitable for the company and some designs were 
like a sticker rather than a logo, and it just looked like an assignment work of 
students.' 
‘The characters of "Loud Music" should be strongly emphasized which 
helped to express the signification of the corporation.， 
'The design would be very good fit if a speaker was added into the design 丨 
instead of the flower. ’ j 
‘I like that design as it gave the feeling of explosive force' 
'Regarding the design, it was better to change the word ‘Loud’ into the 
drawing of volume bar, and I thought it was necessary to put the slogan into the 
logo.' 
'The logo design was very professional after modification and the graphic 
of the speaker could make it vibrate if we used the logo in an animation or 
video.' 
Based on other criticism, some of them modified their designs at once and re-posted 
for comments; and some of them insisted on their own creations with the 
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explanations of concepts and meanings. For instance, 
‘The concept of the design came from the logo of Silly Things as it was 
one of the important partnerships in LIFT.' 
'The icon of speaker was highly enlarged in my design since our 
corporation was named “Loud Music", which is expressed in terms of strong 
representation.' 
‘I think in the logo design it was not essential to include the slogan, but it 
might add up under the logo once we used it for promotion materials.' 
After a few days a new post for voting on the company logo was issued. All members 
from Loud Music could give their votes virtually among 23 design works; however, 
this was not compulsory and there were just around 50 active members who 
implemented their voting rights on logo designs for the company. The Design 19, 
mentioned above got the highest voting rate and eventually became our company 
logo and was used in all promotional events. 
5.4.3 Company Slogan of the Virtual Music Community: How did the Virtual 丨 
Members Generate the Ideas? j 
Apart from designing the company logo of Loud Music, we had to produce 
slogans for promotion after the establishment of our corporation. Once the task was 
distributed within a day, many members put forward various proposals as in Figure 
7: 
Figure 7: Proposed Slogans for the Virtual Music Community 
1 • Play it Loud 
2. Loud Music, Love Music 
3. Turn It Now! 
4. Music Go On! Loud! 
5. Free Dreamland! Loud Music! 
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6. Get Hot In Loud Music! 
7. Hot Music! Loud Music! 
8. Loud It NOW 
9. To be Wide, Let's Get Loud! 
10. Loud Music, Love Music 
11. Let's Play It Loud 
12. Loud Music!! Love Music!! Let's Play It Now!! 
13. Turn It Now! Play It Loud! 
14. To Be Wild, Let's Play It Loud! 
15. To Be Wild, Let's Get Loud 
16. To Be Wild, Let's Go Crazy 
17. Music Is Around You 
18. True Music True Heart 
19. Lyric • Orchestra • Upbeat • Diatonic 
20. Stand Up, Swing Your Body 
21. Play It Loud, Loud It Now 
22. Be Proud, Be Loud, Play It Now 
The task of slogan making produced fewer comments and discussion on the forum. 
All proposals mentioned were understandable as most drafters just pasted their 彳 
I 
slogans on the forum without explanation and interpretation. A few members 丨 
expressed their views, for instance, ‘The slogan was too short', ‘It was not creative 
enough and the idea just came from the title of the CD album', 'Good Work, it is 
closely related to our corporation name' and so forth. Finally, ‘Be Proud, Be Loud, 
Play It Now’ got the highest voting rate, and became our slogan. 
In the very early stages of LIFT, no real meetings and interactions had been 
made by the group however, through successive communication in cyberspace, the 
title, logo and slogan of our corporation were produced cooperatively. This was a 
crucial step in the establishment of this virtual music community since it identified 
LIFT and was used for further promotional purposes. 
5.4.4 Lyrics Creations for Our Artists: How did the Virtual Members Draft and 
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Collect them? 
In mid July, four artists were assigned different demo songs^^ for recording. 
Each corporation was distributed two song-demos for composing lyrics by the 
provision of music scores. Lyric-writers were from either the working members of 
the music division or common members of our corporation. Many works were posted 
on the forum for sharing, evaluation and revising, for instance, 
‘The story was good but the wording should be modified a bit.' 
‘It should be highly addressed on chorus as it was the most important 
section of remembrance for listeners.' 
‘Oh, all lyrics were about love affairs.' 
'Great, it was the only one not talking about love, which was a song of 
encouragement.. 
The contents of the lyrics were mostly about love and were derived from imagination, 
personal experience and the feelings of the lyric-writers. They also originated from 
the characters and images of the two artists who showed preferences for some 
particular lyrics. 丨i 
There were about 20 lyrics drafted for two songs. A few of them were also 
Mandarin versions and five lyrics for each song were finally chosen by the core 
group to be semi-finalists. The final two lyrics were 'After Passion In Love' (Sang by 
Candy)63 and 'Let It Go, [Mandarin Version] (Sang by Crystal)^"^ and resulted in the 
highest ratings, which then given to music director for finalizing and recording. Lyric 
composing was not a simple task; however, the qualities of those works were 
acceptable, especially considering the short period of time allotted for the creative 
process. It indicated that virtual groups could authentically accomplish the outputs 
and achieve a laudable standard. 
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5.4.5 CD Album Cover for the Artists of Virtual Music Community: How did the 
Virtual Members Conduct? 
Regarding the LIFT plan, each artist was responsible for a song, and a CD 
album that consisted of four songs with four different CD cover patterns that would 
be released in August. Two corporations were asked to design a CD cover for their 
artists; the portraits of artists, cover layout, resolution criteria and related 
requirements were provided on the forum. All members from design division and 
others could submit their design works to the forum. 
As to the style of the CD cover, some designers had already asked the artists for 
their preference. Candy preferred to have a close-up with decorative grains, which 
j 
) 
presented a youthful style whereas Crystal favored a plain design with a middle shot. ‘ 
Based on the predilections of the two artists and designer imagination, several 
designs were submitted and five CD patterns for each artist were selected for final 
judgment as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. ；丨 
i: 
Figure 8: Final Five CD Covers for Candy 
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Figure 9: Final Five CD Covers for Crystal 
Design 1: Design 2: Design 3: 
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In contrast to previous voting on the company name, logo and slogan, the 
polling on CD covers was organized by Now.com, which highly restricted the 
eligible voters. Each member within the corporation could give a vote on each design 
and everyone had to enter into the polling system by passing through the LIFT forum. 
No voters could change their decisions once submitted. Besides, each vote would 
recorded automatically in the system and any repeated vote would be declared 
invalid. The final result in Figure 10 showed Design 4 for Candy and Design 2 for 
Crystal respectively scored the highest among other proposals which got over 30 
percent of ratings as calculated by Now.com. The two designs were given to the 
music director for finalizing and printing afterwards. However, the CD album was 
not released until the end of LIFT, as such; those CD covers were only used virtually 
for promotion in LIFT. 
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Figure 10: Final Results of Designs for CD Album Cover 
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Cover designing was a complex task; however, the quality of this work was 
commendable, again produced under clear time constraints. Moreover, some drafters 
were also real designers or worked in the fields of graphics and sketching. 
5.4.6 Virtual Advertisement in Hompy of the Virtual Music Community: How did 
the Virtual Members Conceive this Idea and Put it into Practice? 
As the virtual headquarters of Loud Music, the corporation's Hompy was the 
most autonomous space for us to conduct promotions. As well as designing several 
promotional materials, we had undertaken a series of advertisements in Hompy that 
helped gain momentum in LIFT and over our competitor. The idea of publication in 
Hompy was advocated by one of our core members who was a long-term user in 
forum and quite skillful in Hompy. This promotion required a great concentration of 
the virtual energy of our members, who had to make personal publications on 
Hompy on the same topic simultaneously.^^ The virtual aim was to create a record of 
the dissemination of Loud Music in the Latest Topics Updated Hompy List on 
Now.com. This gave us tremendous momentum. 
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We had performed three advertisements, which were released on 28 June, 3 July 
and 8 July 2005. On 28 June we had posted the announcement and asked members to 
come to a forum at that night. During the discussion, the CEO as well as the 
originator presented his idea and the purpose of advertising in Hompy. However, he 
had a hard sell to make at the first promotion as many members were concerned 
about the intention and the procedures of the publication. Provided with simple 
written guidance, we had accomplished the first production of a Hompy 
advertisement. However, it could be just regarded as a small achievement with about 
11 publishers in the first production with this small number blamed on insufficient 
planning. We had no control of the members as this advertising scheme was optional 
and highly dependent on the activeness of participants. Some complained that they 
got the announcement late and requested we inform them earlier in order to enlarge 
participation. The second trial was better. We sent the news out a day before and 
reminded them the morning of the event. The conceiver listed several steps to 
publication with graphics (Figure 11) on the forum. With previous production 
experience and the provision of instructions many participants made it easily this 
time. The goal was achieved and over 20 issues participated in this scheme (Figure 
12). 
Figure 11: Several Steps of Publication in Hompy 
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Step 2: 
跟住就 copy 上面內容果一段文字同 code 
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Figure 12: The Latest Topics Updated Hompy List 
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j The third production was made on the birthday of Crystal on 8 July. We had 
posted this message since 5 July, and attached the publication guidelines in Hompy 
i 
I on 7 July. The production this time was not only a kind of promotion in Hompy, but 
i 
also a virtual celebration for the artist. Apart from the promotional purposes of the 
� last two productions, it took a lot of time for the third production since it was also the 
I., 
； presentation of a birthday blessing from the managers. Similar to the previous two 
1 
I productions, the top ten of the Latest Topics Updated Hompy List (Figure 13) 
I recorded the same title created by our brand of Loud Music. 
I 
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Figure 13: The Latest Topics Updated Hompy List 
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Regarding the contents of the three advertisements in the Hompy, the first two 
productions were about the promotion of LIFT and Loud Music. The themes 
emphasized the mobilization of virtual participation in LIFT, and encouraged users to 
enter LIFT and join our corporation. The main differences between the first two 
publications were the form of presentation. The first one (Figure 14) was produced in 
the form of written texts whereas the second one (Figure 15) was the combination of 
written texts and the pictures of two artists. The third production (Figure 16) was 
based on the previous publications that amplified the birthday messages and a flash 
icon of a birthday cake created by the members of the Design Group Division. 
Figure 14: The First Publication in Hompy: 28 June 2005 












Figure 15: The Second Publication in Hompy: 3 July 2005 













Figure 16: The Third Publication in Hompy: 8 July 2005 
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Although these three publications were conducted within LIFT and Now.com, the 
ideas and its practices were derived from endeavors of a group of virtual users. The 
LIFT General Manager and the LIFT Security praised the scheme. However, this 
promotion was still restricted to LIFT and Now.com as our resources were limited. 
5.5 Difficulties of Interaction in Virtual Music Community 
Several tasks and promotions were fulfilled using online and offline interactions 
in LIFT, however miscommunication was a common phenomenon. The problem of 
digression and the inactiveness of users influenced the interaction among the virtual 
members. Often virtual arguments arose somewhat unconsciously on the forum. In 
the mean time, a sense of community was co-created by the virtual members through 
their solidification towards the criticism from others. 
5.5.1 The Concern of Off Topic Discussion and the Problem of Inactiveness 
According to the LIFT Security (a university student) at Brainwave, it was 
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difficult to communicate as there was a generation gap between the younger 
members and the LIFT Security. Role substitution was used to solve this problem. 
LIFT was an event, which was based on a forum; however it was not just a chat room 
- t h e forum was not an appropriate place for communication as it was just a virtual 
space for leaving messages. For the higher frequency replies on the forum, it was 
hard to trace back the discussion once I had left the forum for a few hours. It would 
be a scene of chaos where several users would reply to one question at different 
periods but other kinds of follow up issues had already been raised by another group 
of users. Furthermore, the forum was not a one-to-one dialogue, but a cyberspace, 
which could be shared by a huge group of people. As such, there was a lack of 
coherence and continuity for online interaction on the forum. Sometimes I did not 
have the conclusion even though I had read several pages of responses of a post. As 
such, the forum was workable for news announcements once the schedule had been 
fixed, hence, the core members and the proposals always discussed things in other 
virtual spaces like MSN and ICQ and face-to-face meetings before posting messages 
on the forum. 
As it is free time entry to the forum, users could go on the forum according to ； 
their preference. It was sometimes a bit hard to keep track as core members and the 
working group could not be expected to be online when other participants were 
online on the forum, hence, it was not easy to reply promptly，Furthermore, 
referring to the informant who was the division-in-charge of Design Group Division, 
there was no control on users' pattern of assessing the Internet. He sometimes had 
difficulties in managing members who had already consented to follow the task but 
in the end reneged.^^ The lack of immediate response on the forum resulted in the 
problem of not knowing whether those working partners had undertaken duties or 
who had received messages and understood the tasks. Thus, the other communication 
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tools such as MSN and ICQ were sometimes used to solve the problem. 
As a cyberspace for discussion, we had no right to forbid any speech on the 
forum regardless of content and relevancy. The problem of digressions influenced the 
interaction among the communities in LIFT. For example, during the post of 
discussing the company title, someone asked suddenly to have a head count when we 
had not yet proposed all company titles. Besides, someone asked irrelevant questions 
such as gender and educational level. Moreover, during the post about the unfairness 
of auditions, a user abruptly asked the LIFT General Manager about the 
arrangements of the post audition dinner. 
We had no control of such problems even when a specific post of casual chat 
was opened. Furthermore, we could not control the discussion easily. Once when we 
thought that two people were in an argument we tried to settle them down only to 
discover that they were not in dispute after all. Such an immoderate dialogue was just 
their communication style as they were real classmates. In addition, many users on 
the forum make meaningless replies to issues, the informant pointed out that it 
remained nothing when ten respondents replied to the question with ten similar 
answers, for example, 'Good idea', ‘Very nice picture，，‘I liked the design', 'Very 
good suggestion', ‘Agree’ and so forth. She said that she herself was not an active 
user on the forum as she was not very frequent in replying to messages and she 
would only make her constructive suggestions to certain issues, for example, 
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proposing slogans, suggesting a company name and voting. Since then, the LIFT 
securities offered some virtual questions-and-answer sessions on the public forum for 
all users who were provided with a platform focus for discussion about the issues of 
the music industry and artist management. 
In general, all of us were free to post on the forum no matter what the topic was. 
However, in order to have better management of the forum, the project coordinator 
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suggested that the core members make some regulations about post opening. 
Subsequently we announced that only core members could open a new post and it 
was necessary to get permission from other core members. However, the efficiency 
of such control was quite low, as some of users still opened the post according to 
their own preference. 
Besides, it was also a very arduous task to get some users to be more active. At 
the very beginning, the LIFT Security replied to new users' questions frequently and 
so they would not feel left behind, and later used core members to help them in 
answering questions and got the new people involved. In a virtual community, some 
of the tasks required skills that did not generalize to the whole population of users. 
The organization also imposed less skill-demanding work and presented many 
straightforward and user-friendly tasks such as voting and polling which could be 
done by all kinds of users.^^ 
LIFT involved many offline sessions that invited the users to participate in 
reality. However, some net users were very active on the forum and passive during 
real events. It was strenuous for the LIFT Security to get people to offline events 
such as shooting activities and the artist management seminar. The first thing was to 
try to brief users that there was not just online activities in LIFT and that it also 
required many offline activities. The major contribution of long-term users of 
Now.com put much effort into LIFT that helped to spread the word and draw 
attention from their social networks 
5.5.2 The Occurrence of Virtual Argument 
Regarding the language practices on the forum by different virtual members, the 
problem of misunderstanding among virtual users easily arose. As interactions 
among the users mainly relied on written texts words on the computer screen were 
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capable of hurting people and easy for misunderstandings to become conflicts due to 
the lack of social cues. (Rheingold, 1993: 216) For example the evidence showed 
that virtual conflicts among members proceeded from their discussion about a photo 
of the artist taken by Loud Music. Loud Music proposed that the photo-taking 
activity for artists for the purposes of producing online portraits, also be used as 
promotional gifts for the CD album. To maintain confidentiality, Loud Music 
photographers could only upload a few pictures at a time. 
Brainwave: ‘Why have such a close-up on Candy's arm?' 
Brainwave: 'Yes, I agree' 
Loud Music: 'We just showed you a few pictures here first even though the 
concurrent photos were not very perfect, we were all 
looking forward to the precious portraits for our artists.' 
Brainwave: 'I was just talking about the particular photo only, any 
misunderstanding you had?' 
Loud Music: 'Right, all the best creations would put at the end. Besides, it 
was no good to have further discussion about a photo, and 
our photo-taking scheme was none of your business!!' 
Sequential squabbles began by a phrase ‘none of your business' with double 
exclamation marks, the replier quoted freedom to comment on anything posted on 
the forum, and pointed out the impolite attitude of the sender in previous 
conversation. Since then, many members from Brainwave actively gave responses on 
this issue. Some criticized that the thick arm in picture was like a leg; some thought 
that the problem came from the inappropriate angle of the photo that caused the bad 
image. Some even described Candy's picture as being like a pig. 
However, many members from Loud Music argued using disrespectful 
expressions and discourteous wording which seemed to be a kind of personal attack. 
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Meanwhile, another artist. Crystal responded to the post in order to settle their score. 
She also expressed appreciation to Loud Music photographers as they had put much 
effort into the photo creations. Moreover, she indicated everyone should be 
concerned about others before making a speech; and it was meaningless to debate on 
such matters as people had various judgments about beauty. She went on to describe 
herself as ugly as a pig and asked forgiveness from all readers who saw the photos. 
Some users pointed out that it was a matter of misunderstanding and they 
expressed apologies after Crystal's response. Some said that their speech might 
present in an improper way and some thought that they were too sensitive to 
criticism. Unfortunately, some people from Brainwave were aggravated by Crystal's 
response; and challenged her, they even suggested that Crystal quit the program if 
she had no courage to bear negative comments as all artists had to. Besides, they 
retorted that it was not a problem for their speech and wording, they just gave 
suggestions, but not criticism in order to improve the work. As such, members from 
Loud Music counterattacked virtually and reproved those speakers from Brainwave 
who made speeches without thinking and evaluated without fairness and sense. 
Two groups of people had an altercation about a trifle. Under these 
circumstances, the LIFT General Manager played the role of mediator and adjusted 
the virtual disorder in two virtual groups by making a speech. 
‘We should deeply appreciate the devotion of time and effort of Loud 
Music on this photo-taking scheme which had conducted very good job for 
arranging the photo studio, imaging and getting the photographers. However, I 
realized that many photographers might not have better control this time as they 
seldom experienced in taking photo in studio. Didn' t you know it was a 
complex task to have photo taking in studio? Didn' t you know how long reset 
the spotlight in studio? I felt very sorry for my sickness, as they had already 
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asked for my help... Of course, it was open to all for discussion once the post is 
made on the forum. It was obvious that the misunderstanding was come from 
endeavors to your belonged corporation. Let us try to decide next promotional 
strategies la. Or, I offered you all a photo-taking course la, hahahaha.' 
Meanwhile, the photographer of the contentious picture was back to the forum and 
gave a long reply, and concluded the virtual wrangles. 
‘Wow wow wow it was very boisterous here once I was back to 
LIFT. The argument was based on Candy's picture; members from Brainwave 
criticized it very much whereas members from Loud Music were discontented 
with others' violent critiques...This facial expression was suggested by Candy 
as she would like to cast a sideway with high-heeled shoes. This picture was a 
trial to me as it was taken by using of another camera lens. I just had fun on 
testing the lens since there was almost seven photographers on photo-taking 
day...it was very subjective to make evaluations on photos as photography was 
an art, which highly depended on one's mood and feeling ’ 
'From my point of view, it was not necessary to judge a photo with 
commercial and professional standards as it did not equal to perfect. Besides, I 
thought such picture was an expression of a baby-fat of Candy, which was a 
form of natural and reality...To be honest, I just regarded it as a photo-taking 
event and glad to accomplish it by a group of people. We had built up our team 
sprit during the photo-taking activity, as the task was fulfilled under our 
direction and arrangement only. Furthermore, the successive criticism on the 
forum implied that we achieved remarkable and unexpected success in our work, 
which attracted attention to our members and neighbors of Brainwave.' 
'I gave my apology to you if anyone cared about the politeness of the 
speech of our members. Sorry., 
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The evidence showed that misunderstanding easily induced virtual conflict. 
According to Crystal, she was very distressed by the dispute as she tried to settle 
down the disagreement. She sometimes disagreed with the wording and language 
applied by the users and this made her depressed and uncomfortable.^' A user 
revealed that she often typed words without using interjections and exclamation 
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phrases. 
5.5.3 The Existence of Troublemakers 
Apart from virtual arguments in the virtual music community, troublemaking 
would occur on the forum in LIFT, as evidenced by the virtual quarrel about unfair 
judgment in the first audition. A person, who represented himself or herself as a 
visitor on the forum opened a post over injustice in the audition and raised certain 
doubts for discussion. 
‘1. I heard from others that it was unfair to night time candidates who 
would have less chance to win from the first audition under the tiredness of 
judgment panel. 
2. My friend and I had applied for audition, but I saw someone might ask 
several candidates for their numbers in a hidden place, which meant some of 
them were internally decided, was it true?' 
3. Among 20 winners in the first audition, some of them sang not very well 
and some of them had bad pronunciation. I just wondered what the judgment 
criteria were?' 
4. Like many organizations, owing to fairness, it was inappropriate for staff 
to join the competition but candidate #181 seemed to be the staff of Now.com. 
Moreover, it was unfair to have such judgment, particularly to the applicants 
who had internal background of organization.' 
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5. I was doubt the function of the judgment panel as there was an 
adjustment of the result. Furthermore, it was inequitable for the applicants who 
did not realize the existence of virtual evaluation, which might affect the final 
result.' 
6. I thought such event targeted on students and hobos, and its schedule 
was very tight as I heard that the staff asked a candidate for the availability of 
the second audition, which was held on two days after the first audition. Such 
candidate replied that she could skip the class to attend the second audition. I 
wondered how an organization could act in this way? Did you encourage such 
kind of practice?' 
‘The above questions were just based on my personal views, there was no 
use to topple the final outcome as the result had been finalized, however, I just 
wanted to show my discontentment with the organizer and raised the problem of 
injustice.' 
Many members and losers in the first audition made supportive speeches to 
LIFT. Some suggested this person present verified evidence and challenged why 
he/she would not make such kinds of inquiries during the audition. Some felt doubt 
about he identity of the troublemaker and the intention. Some even criticized it as 
nonsensical speech that was presented by a person who had no courage to confront 
his/her failure. Some proved that there was no cheating as they had attended the 
audition and agreed with the final judgment of 20 applicants. Some indicated that 
such doubts were unfair to Now.com the 20 candidates. Under the circumstances, the 
LIFT General Manager came out to clarify on questions one by one in order to 
reconcile the dispute. 
‘To question 1, it was not appropriate to comment here as the idea was just 
heard from others.' 
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‘To question 2, the candidates, who had better performance in audition, 
would be invited to talked to us as we would like to elucidate the event clearly. 
However, many applicants we had not discussed would also win the first 
audition and vice versa.’ 
‘To question 3, two adjudicators of judgment panel were highly 
experienced in music industry and artist management in Hong Kong, who were 
our current production division in-charge and music division in-charge 
respectively in Now.com. The assessments for the candidates in the first 
audition were based on several aspects such as dressing, manner, style and 
performance.' 
‘To question 4, there was no staff applicant in such audition, the candidate 
#181 was not the applicant of the audition, but was our staff who would like to 
intersperse the audition with her performance and present us the song before she 
left the office soon. Besides, we had not shown undue favor to Netvigator-user 
applicants as some of 20 winners in the first audition were not the users at all.' 
‘To question 5, the assessment on candidates was mainly based on 
adjudication of judge panel and the comments from two corporations were just 
for reference. As being the artist managers of the final four candidates, members 
of corporations were welcome to share the comments on the forum since they 
were responsible for the promotion strategies, lyrics composing and artist 
managing through the LIFT. The problem you had might be due to the 
misunderstanding of the instruction in LIFT. ’ 
‘To question 6, the final four candidates would be provided with intensive 
training courses and they had to devote the time to our event. It was difficult to 
define the worthy of our event with different interpretations of candidates; 
however, we had never shown our encouragement to play hooky.' 
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'Hope the above answers could solve your problem, thank you.. 
As the above posting illustrates, the questioner was still unsatisfied with the 
response and further made very negative evaluations of the organizer of the audition, 
judge panels and 20 winners. 
‘The audition was very cheap and amateur. The 20 applicants were chosen 
without sense, as their performances were unacceptable, and I guessed that they 
were just randomly selected. I was wondered how they could be artists? It was 
the most ridiculous thing if I regarded the audition as a dream-making place for 
them 
Many members were very angry at the questioner's feedback and further 
showed their censure on the forum. However, the LIFT Security also kindly urged 
them towards reconciliation by reminding those users that the LIFT General Manager 
had already made a clear announcement on the forum. Finally, many users no longer 
argued with this troublemaker. 
In this sense, commercial control acted in the role of inter-mediator of the 
virtual music community. Without the intervention from Now.com, those virtual 
conflicts may have obstructed the ongoing communication between virtual members, 
and destroyed the management and operation within the virtual music communities. 
Positive outcomes emerged out of these difficulties as the virtual group solidified 
over the threat. 
Various kinds of interposition were embodied in the virtual community during 
different stages of LIFT. Whether commercial control was detrimental to the 
formation of the virtual community and operation of its simulated corporation in 
LIFT as a whole will be discussed in the next chapter. 
Notes 
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Chapter 6 
Commercial Intervention in Virtual Music Community 
LIFT was one of the projects organized by Now.com in the summer of 2005 to 
create a virtual music community and publicize the company with a view to 
enlarging its scope of net users. Now.com estimated that around 10,000 net users?] 
participated in LIFT. The two virtual music communities established had to achieve 
their goals with a limited budget. The commercial aspects of this project had the 
potential to interfere with the formation and operation of the simulated corporation 
and the autonomy of artist management in the virtual music community. Commercial 
control truly existed in the early stages of the event, for instance, financial concerns 
led to the arrangement of real core groups and to changing of the program details. 
However, this early activity had the effect of accelerating the formation of the virtual 
music community. 
6.1 The Arrangement of Real Core Groups in LIFT 
Based upon commercial considerations two groups of people including students 
of CUHK and youngsters from Breakthrough were first invited to participate as real 
core groups. In addition, these two groups aimed to publicize the LIFT event and 
promote its organization by enlisting the participation of other youngsters. It did not 
really matter if these real core groups participated in LIFT since the commercial 
purpose of Now.com was already achieved through its exposure and the publicity 
gained. 
6.1.1 The Invitation of CUHK Real Core Group 
In early May 2005, CUHK students were invited to attend a meeting to 
introduce the LIFT program. The three-month event was advertised as a kind of 
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reality show that conducted artist management such as running a company, recruiting 
shareholders and members, image making, promotion and so forth. Each company 
was responsible to manage an artist and the most successful company and the best 
artist would win. We could recruit helpers virtually, and help promote our clients. 
During the first meeting Now.com seemed to put effort into organizing real programs 
and broadening the scope of the participants to promote its company. This was based 
upon a perceived lack of exposure in the media market. 
After the first meeting with Now.com, the core group of 12 people, mainly the 
CUHK students and few local university students, was formed in mid May 2005. As 
preparation for the third meeting with Now.com we had several meetings and online 
discussions with our group. Besides confirming our participation in the project, we 
developed our corporation structures, for instance company names, the divisions and 
styles of the company, and the personalities of artists whom we decided to support. 
At the second meeting with Now.com on 26 May, the briefing session on the 
LIFT program was very detailed. It was decided that two core groups would join in 
the event and each corporation would manage two artists. Moreover, the project 
coordinator of Now.com suggested that we decided such things as the title and 
division of our company, the slogan, style, theme, strategies and so forth. In addition, 
the temporary virtual accounts were distributed to familiarize us with the Now.com 
platform, for instance, logins to ‘Avatar’ to see how to buy avatar items; to 'Hompy' 
to see how to post entries and upload pictures in the 'Forum'. The services of 
Now.com including five platforms were introduced. However, as one of the Internet 
providers in Hong Kong, Now.com had highlighted the regulations for membership 
in LIFT. Whether participants were Netvigator users or not they were provided with 
Now.com virtual accounts throughout the project. Before the commencement of LIFT, 
the CUHK real core group was provided with ten Now.com virtual accounts project. 
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The participants in this project were exclusively limited to Now.com users, even 
though we had non-Netvigator-users-members-friends who were interested in joining 
this program and willing to support our corporation. However, we could try to 
persuade them to register as Netvigator-users-members first if they really wanted to 
take part in the LIFT event. Now.com staff constantly emphasized in the meetings 
that our corporation would be offered additional support once we had attained the 
required corporation size of standardized participants determined by Now.com, and 
in other words, we had become the project promoters, as the commercial 
considerations and marketing strategy were obvious. 
During the third meeting with Now.com on 1 June, we presented our 
corporation structures and strategies; however, we were told that the members in our 
core group might also include some long-term Now.com users. Furthermore, what 
we had already decided within our group, including company names, divisions and 
styles of the company, could not be the final decision, and we had to share those 
ideas with virtual members and reach virtual opinions. This was challenged by some 
of members in the CUHK core group however the project coordinators indicated that 
they had high expectation for the Internet force and desired us to mobilize the virtual 
groups through the project. In this sense, we were not the leading group in the project. 
On the contrary, we took roles to complement virtual members who would not prefer 
to attend real activities through LIFT. Now.com had to satisfy the desire of their net 
users, especially for the long-term users, who would have no interest in the event if 
they were totally managed by a real core group. 
Now.com staff pointed out more than once that membership was one of the 
main prerequisites for the LIFT program; we had to report them before if we had 
partners who were interested in joining the event. As a whole, apart securing some 
people to be the pioneers in LIFT, the launch of the program and its invitation to the 
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real core groups were one of the promotions for the company. 
Finally, in early June, Now.com virtual accounts were released for the project. 
Each account had 30 avatar tokens per month for dressing up the avatar. Two of us 
were provided with Netvigator broadband services to screen videos since the 
progress of the event would be produced in video-format. During a week before the 
launch we had started surfing on the forum and communicating with other users by 
using Now.com virtual accounts. In addition, we had to build up relationships before 
the launch of the program on 9 June. However, within this period, we had to play 
roles as normal users and chatted with others and were forbidden to talk about the 
program until it was launched officially. 
As one of invitees of the assigned real core groups, I had the responsibility of 
spreading information and persuading people to join the event and our corporation as 
part of my personal network of social connections. Under my invitation, some of my 
friends and their connections, who were already net users of Netvigator, registered to 
be Now.com users, took part in LIFT and were affiliated with our simulated 
corporation. Those people who were non-users helped me to deliver messages 
within their own social networks. As such, these types of participants were mostly 
common members in LIFT and kept silent on the forum. To a large extent however 
the increase in Now.com users and in our corporation size was achieved under the 
direction of the real core group. 
6.1.2 The Withdrawal of Real Core Groups 
During two weeks after the launch of LIFT, the director's board as well as core 
members were selected from members on the forum. As there were a number of 
deviations from the original LIFT plan, many members of the CUHK core group 
became less active on the forum even though they were highly encouraged to 
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participate. As such, three of us were chosen as core members in the first round 
selection whereas the remaining five were net users of Now.com. This discouraged 
participation in LIFT even though the second round of core member selection would 
be organized a few weeks later. According to their reaction, they thought that the 
event was wholly different from how it was described in the past. Given this 
circumstance, one of three soon quit LIFT owing to personal problems; another one 
gave up core identity and left the program since her CUHK classmates had already 
eliminated from the first round of core member selection. 
Regarding the Breakthrough Group who was also invited to be a real core group 
of another corporation in LIFT, there was no participation of this group as they 
refused to join the event at the very beginning stage, i.e. the third meeting with 
Now.com. According to the informant, Now.com and the Breakthrough coordinator 
did not reach a compromise on their corporate relationship. As there was no 
black-and-white partnership between Now.com and Breakthrough, Now.com did not 
permit Breakthrough to have a high profile during LIFT but they strongly insisted on 
creating its company title and logo design, for example, the company title of 
'Breakthrough XXX’ and the representation of the Breakthrough logo design.^^ 
Ultimately, the coordinator of Breakthrough decided to quit the game and claimed 
that students were no longer working on behalf of Breakthrough even though they 
joined the game. Students from the Breakthrough group withdrew their participation 
in LIFT. Thereafter, the composition of another corporation was wholly formed by 
net users of Now.com. 
Since that time, I was the only one from CUHK group and under the 
arrangement of Now.com, who entered and stayed with the LIFT program throughout. 
In other words, there were no more assigned real core groups, either from the CUHK 
group or from the Breakthrough group. 
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To conclude, the commercial considerations were clearly expressed in the 
arrangement of the real core group in LIFT, the continuously changing plan of the 
leading position of the real core group and other virtual members and the disapproval 
of Breakthrough's presentation and its strategies. 
6.2 Exclusive Participation 
As one of the Internet providers in Hong Kong, LIFT was a net-user oriented 
event, which as organized by Now.com. LIFT was regarded as one of the main 
summer projects and had a high cost budget aimed enlarging the scope of net users. It 
meant all participants registering within the virtual music community were net-users 
of Now.com. In this sense, this event served the net users of Now.com since the LIFT 
program could be regarded as a kind of extra activity planning by Now.com. 
6.2.1 Virtual Artist Managers as well as Net Users 
The qualification of participants for artist managers in the event was highly 
controlled. Now.com had highlighted the regulation of membership in LIFT. Based 
on its commercial concerns, the assigned real core groups were provided with 
Now.com virtual accounts through the project if they were not originally net users of 
Now.com. The participants and its recruitment in this project were exclusively 
limited to Now.com users, as the non-net users, who were interested in joining this 
program and supporting our corporation, could not act as the artist managers in LIFT, 
and they had no opportunity to propose ideas regarding artist management in LIFT. 
Those people could be invited to be helpers of some assigned tasks if necessary; or 
they would be persuaded to subscribe. 
Before the commencement of LIFT, the CUHK real core group was provided 
with ten Now.com virtual accounts project. 
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6.2.2 Virtual Artists as well as Net Users 
The advertisement of LIFT and artists recruitment was covered in the web pages 
of Netvigator, Now.com and its forum. The personal networks of the real core group 
were the promotion medium to disseminate the conscription of artists in LIFT and to 
disseminate information about the auditions. There were two auditions for recruiting 
artists in LIFT; 20 winners were chosen from the first audition and the final four won 
in the second audition were regarded as artists in LIFT. Two virtual music 
communities throughout the event managed these. According to Now.com, the 
adjudication of the first audition was the current staff from the production division 
in-charge and music division in-charge of Now.com. These staff members were 
highly experienced in the music industry and in artist management in Hong Kong. 
The panel of the second audition was staffed by the professional partnership of LIFT, 
which included the young mentors of Silly Things, the music director of Green 
Coffee and a well-known image director in Hong Kong. 
The four teenagers including two boys and two girls were eventually selected 
based on assessment of their song presentation, dressing, manner, style and the 
performance in the interviews with several judge panels. However, the final four 
candidates were coincidentally Netvigator users, which created a sense of unfairness 
regarding the final judgment. Now.com indicated that they had not shown undue 
favor to Netvigator-user applicants as some of 20 winners in the first audition were 
not net users at all. 
There was no manifest evidence showing that the identity of Netvigator users 
was one of essential criteria for choosing artists in LIFT, but there was an extra space 
for Netvigator users-candidates in the application form, i.e. Netvigator net pass and 
Hompy link. According to an informant, there was no direct relationship between a 
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candidate's background and being chosen in audition. On one hand, budget concerns 
existed and Now.com could economize the cost as it was unnecessary to provide 
artists with extra technical support including virtual accounts and Internet line 
installations, and with the guidelines and practice for major platforms in LIFT such 
as 'MEDIA', ‘AVATAR,, ‘HOMPY’ and 'FORUM'. On the other hand, Now.com 
could show off to the public as well as its competitors that it was not only a virtual 
service provider, but also an actual event organizer and its users could enjoy the 
virtual services and the real game simultaneously. As such, it could bring Netvigator 
and Now.com positive promotional effects. In other words, the identity of Netvigator 
users probably enhanced the probability of succeeding in the audition. Hence, the 
background and virtual membership of candidates were aptly interlaced with the 
selection criteria for final artists selections for LIFT. 
6.3 The Autonomy of Involvement in Virtual Music Community 
The virtual music community was established under the commercial 
organization of Now.com. The artist managers in LIFT and the autonomy of the 
virtual community was highly restricted in some sense, especially during the early 
period of the event. For example, the commercial force limited involvement in the 
judgment panel, song composing, promotional work and in the role of the 
participants and their interactions. Many engagements were eventually cancelled or 
replaced due to commercial concerns. During the core meetings held by the virtual 
music community itself, apart from discussing the structure and promotional 
strategies of our corporation, we shared the restraints of promoting and managing our 
artists. 
6.3.1 The Involvement in Judge Panel 
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Originally, a few representatives from the two virtual music communities were 
to sit together with other professional partnerships to judge the second audition. The 
members of two corporations had to discuss the styles and character of the two artists 
they decided to manage before the audition so as to prepare for criteria for the second 
audition. However, owing to its organizational arrangements the involvement of 
artist managers in the judge panels was suddenly cancelled. This was because 
Now.com could easily manage the program only if it used professional adjudication. 
Given this, virtual members could make comments and discuss but had no direct 
influence on the adjudication. In other words, Now.com expropriated the 
involvement of the virtual music community in artist selection under the guise of 
organizational considerations. 
6.3.2 The Involvement in Promotion Work for the Artists 
The virtual music community had difficulties in establishing a closer 
relationship with artists as Now.com had higher control of them. For instance, 
another corporation, Brainwave had organized a meeting for both core members and 
their two artists. After meeting, the core group invited their artists to have further 
gathering in order to build up the relationship and communication outside of virtual 
spaces. However, the LIFT General Manager was unwilling for the artists to do so as 
she thought such participation was superfluous and unnecessary to enhance the 
popularity of artists. She would only permit them to attend the function if 
accompanied by Brainwave Security. 
Moreover, there were also restrictions on promotion works for artists. In Loud 
Music, we had already conducted interviews and photo taking sessions for the artists, 
however, those promotional photos and video series could not placed outside 
Now.com and could not be released to the public. The artists in LIFT were regarded 
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as the property of Now.com and the video segments would be produced and put out 
as a subscription series in MEDIA, in other words, those video series were 
considered to be profitable investments in the eyes of the media provider, and as such, 
it was not highly recommended to make videos on artists for our promotion. 
In addition, we were urged to attach the logo of Now.com on our promotion 
materials; however, all our publication and promotion works with the affixed 
Now.com logo had to get approval from Now.com first. Furthermore, we had 
conducted a promotion for our artists with a local shopping mall, APM in Kwun 
Tong75, but we were forbidden to post on the forum for sharing because of the 
problem of commercial contradictions between the two commercial organizations as 
those video slips and photos consisted of another commercial organization's logo and 
business establishment. 
One of the initial attractions of LIFT had been that participants as artist 
managers could try to compose songs and lyrics for their artists that would then be 
recorded in their album. However, the opportunity to compose songs rescinded by 
Now.com, and the professional group Green Coffee and its music director drafted the 
songs instead. The virtual music communities were assigned songs and they were 
just responsible for composing the lyrics. This rearrangement was probably based on 
economics since the album was intended to go public and a guarantee of quality was 
required. 
As such, Now.com limited our work, but our core group had a better 
understanding of the nature of this media provider. According to some core members, 
LIFT was the first event of its kind launched in Hong Kong and Now.com had no 
experience in organizing it. They depended on their professional partnerships that 
provided them with advice and instruction. Because of its partnership and 
sponsorship with Silly Things and Green Coffee, adjustments to the program 
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occurred frequently. Nevertheless, with reference to our informant who was the 
division in-charge of Design Group Division of the simulated corporation, he 
indicated that the autonomy and creativity of the design tasks were rather high as 
there was no restriction on concepts, content, expression and even no banning of 
their design o u t p u t s S i n c e then the autonomy of the promotion works for the 
virtual music community rested entirely with the virtual headquarters and virtual 
workshops, i.e. Hompy. The new design tasks such as the Hompy banner, cursor, cute 
portrayal of two artists, corporation's mascot and newsletter to members were 
eclectic ways for promotion in the Hompy. 
6.3.3 The Role /Duties of Virtual Music Community 
The nature of the participation converted the role of artists' managers into 
fandom managers. The virtual communities and the core groups in LIFT almost 
functioned as fan club members and fan club committees. Many upholders supported 
their favorite idols in different ways such as designing icons, creating homepages, 
attending events, and watching video series, downloading songs and so forth. 
Besides, the LIFT program was launched during the summer holiday and targeted 
youths. With the intelligence, creativity and availability of participants and the 
essence of the artist management scheme, youths would be handily mobilized as 
groups of supporters to participate in different activities in LIFT. In other words, 
the nature of the participants in LIFT and their endeavors had already been 
considered by the commercial organization. 
As the Internet media provider in Hong Kong, one of the profits for Now.com 
comes from the revenue from media programs broadcasting on its channel. Apart 
from broadcasting ocal TV programs with authorized rights, many full videos or 
video clips on certain events organized or in co-operation with Now.com were 
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produced and placed on the MEDIA platform. As such, LIFT was considered a major 
event to be produced in video format for access by net users' subscription. There 
were ten video series in LIFT, which was produced by Now.com as 
ten-to-twenty-minute video clips on MEDIA. My VIP status allowed me to watch all 
video clips about LIFT whereas other members who had not subscribed to the 
MEDIA scheme could not. In the video series the role of fandom clearly appeared. 
‘Episode One: Lift to Journey' was the record of four artists before their image 
transformation. Various groups of local experts gave artists advice in terms of 
physiognomic comments, image instruction, self-cultivation and singing techniques. 
'Episode Two: Singing Lessons 一 training of Voice Remixing' ^^  recorded the 
training lessons and lectures by local singers and famous tutors such as Vicky Fung, 
Bliss and Kuchi. 'Episode Three: Dancing Lessons' noted the artists who were 
instructed by local famous dancer-singer, and arranged to have training in the studio. 
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'Episode Four: Image Transformation Section' was a track of a week in which, the 
artists were given image and beauty advice on dressing, hair styling and make-up by 
the image director. During the transforming process, the artists' managers played a 
role in taking care of the artists, such as meal arrangements, carrying belongings and 
dealing with logistics tasks. The clip also recorded that the artists were provided with 
cultural training at the Mackie Study in Causeway Bay. ‘Episode Five: Game 
Show,79recorded a simulated game show held at the beach. It originated from a very 
popular ‘Super, TV game show for artists in Hong Kong. Apart from making fun of 
the four youngsters, its aim was to see who would have courage and character to deal 
with challenges. The artists' managers were invited to join the game as they were 
also challenged to be brave enough to handle and assist their artists. Moreover, this 
series also noted more culture and music training. 
‘Episode Six: Eloquence Training' ^^  was some clips from the eloquence 
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training course. They were assigned to take four-lessons in eloquence which was 
organized by the Hong Kong Performing Artists Guild, and the lecturer was Eric 
Tsang, the famous emcee and host of many grand shows in Hong Kong. It also 
enrolled the experience of Bliss, a local artist in a recording studio. Episode Seven 
had two clips, which were ‘Challenge of I Love U Boyz’ and ‘Cat Store Show'. In 
the first segment, the artists with and their managers were allotted interviews to I 
Love U Boyz. In addition, four artists played a radio drama with I Love U Boyz 
and they practiced promotions of their songs as well. Training in cultural issues 
showed the artists performing role-play exercises. In the second part of the video, it 
recorded the performance of the artists at the Cat Store Show. Some members from 
the two virtual communities also attended the events. 'Episode eight: Sharing with 
Yan Ng，，was a video segment of tips given by Yan Ng, a local artist, in dealing with 
the public and the media. 'Episode nine: Street Show and Last Lesson at Eloquence 
Training’ recorded the street show in Causeway Bay and Mongkok. They performed 
solos and chorused with each other, and endeavored to distribute their leaflets for 
promotion. The street show lured many passersby, and some of our members 
including members from artist management division and other working members 
attended the show with supporting plaques and cheering. It then showed the final 
training course in eloquence during which they acted as emcees. They presented a 
disk record with an expression of thanks to the tutor, Eric Tsang . ‘Ep i sode ten: 
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Finale — Wrap up for LIFT’ was a touching series among artist management 
groups and the four artists. During the meeting members from different divisions 
shared impressions of LIFT, for example, the memories of member recruiting, virtual 
communication with others, lyrics composition, CD cover designing and so forth. 
The artists also expressed their appreciation for the effort and support of their 
managers. Meanwhile, the artists also evaluated each other. 
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Referring to the video clips, virtual artists' managers' involvement was limited 
as they were mostly the training records of the four artists. The participation of the 
artist management group was involved in six out of ten training segments and other 
activities. Among those six segments, three of them involved two working members 
of the artist management division from each corporation as they acted as baby-sitters 
for the artists. Now.com or other professional groups regulated the duties and 
instructions; in other words, no autonomous management of their artists existed. 
Although the other three segments welcomed all members to attend the events, they 
simply functioned as fans and event promoters. 
Manipulating various kinds of participation helped to enhance the publicity for 
Now.com, which implied the larger goals of the LIFT program. In other words, the 
involvement of participants in the virtual music community was twisted; artist 
managers were taking the roles of fans. 
6.3.4 The Interaction on the Forum 
The interaction in the virtual music community was illustrated in a previous 
chapter. Tasks were completed using virtual discussion together with a few real core 
meetings. Meanwhile, virtual arguments and other difficulties sometimes occurred 
during their interaction on the forum, thus, occasioning the involvement of Now.com 
which played the role of mediator. However, the intervention of Now.com 
intermittently expressed a form of commercial control, which was particularly 
evident regarding the post-audition dinner arrangements. 
The post-audition dinner was arranged after the final four artists were chosen in 
the second audition. Before the dinner, there was an important incident. As the leader 
of our core group and the corporation, I posted the information and sent out 
invitations on the forum for those who were interested in joining the dinner as there 
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• 83 were some vacancies left. The invitation targeted not only our core members, but 
also the members who were active on the forum and wished to be core members 
afterwards. Some members quickly replied on the post and showed their willingness. 
However, the LIFT General Manager, i.e. the staff of Now.com, suddenly locked^"^ 
the post within two hours and marked the post title with a blanket ‘I need to contact 
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Little Rice Girl first’. In addition, the LIFT General Manager gave me a call to 
explain the reason for locking the post. She thought that miscommunications and 
confusion would result if the post was open without discussion with other core 
members. In addition, she feared that there might be difficulties in arranging the seats 
for dinner. 
Finally, Meng-zhu , one of the core members and long term active user of 
Now.com, had been invited by the LIFT General Manager to act as leader to assist 
me as well as our corporation. Under her network of convening members and 
knowledge about the forum, our corporation ran systematically. Moreover, she called 
out three virtual friends as well as our corporation members to be present at the 
post-audition dinner. Among those three, they were also long-term users of Now.com 
and members who actively participated in the 2004 detective game. One of them 
applied for artist recruiting in the first audition; one labeled himself as reserved 
assistant of Meng-zhu under their social network, and another just entitled himself as 
‘Powerful Project Planner' (he would also become a core member in the second 
round of core member selection). Meng-zhu, and I were the CEOs in our corporation 
throughout the project; however, she seemed to be real leader of our corporation 
because of the access to information about LIFT and the closer relationship with the 
LIFT General Manager, i.e. the staff of Now.com. 
This evidence showed that intercommunication skills exercised through 
personal networks was the catalyst for all tasks in LIFT even though they might be 
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derived from a small coterie in the virtual community. As quoted from the LIFT 
General Manager, the execution of running a corporation started from a small group 
of people no matter if the industry was either real or virtual. ^^  Furthermore, 
according to the LIFT Security, a core group was needed since the project was rather 
complicated and people might have lost interest before they knew clearly about the 
whole event. As well it was difficult to draw the involvement of new people.^^ Thus, 
this manipulation may be regarded as a positive arrangement for LIFT. 
6.4 Turning Point: Negotiation between the Organization and Virtual Music 
Community 
Different forms of constraint existed which acted to lower the autonomy of the 
virtual music community. It also resulted in less creative work from participants and 
as a result, LIFT of Now.com was affected. Negotiations between Now.com and the 
virtual music community had been carried out since the middle stage of LIFT. On 
one hand, Now.com desired publicity for its brand through the participation of its net 
users89 and the enlargement of its users by initiating new participants in LIFT. On 
the other hand, participants sought and gained recognition and pleasure via the 
arrangement of the event by Now.com. As such, the over control of participants was 
a barrier to the formation and operation of the virtual music community and was 
unfavorable for achieving the goals set. Since the late middle stage of LIFT, 
Now.com started devolving the autonomy of the operation and promotion of the 
corporation. In other words, it could be regarded as a concession from Now.com to 
virtual music community. 
Under restrictions on various kinds of fields in LIFT by Now.com, the virtual 
music community had way to combat changing schedules for artist managers since 
they had a little autonomy over the events. There was a very small amount of 
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critique and complaint to the project coordinators and commercial organization, and 
many participants just used their energy to promote their artists the best way they 
could. Within their limitations, they endeavored to utilize the Hompy function, 
designed the Hompy banner, cursor and portrayal of two artists. They also designed 
the corporation's mascot for its promotion in Hompy and had undertaken a series of 
advertisements in Hompy, which helped them in gaining momentum. 
After successive restrictions and the regulation of artist management groups in 
LIFT, the publicity for the artists suffered since we had no intention to conduct 
creative promotion work for them. However, during the late middle stage of LIFT, 
apart from the autonomy of operating our virtual headquarters within Hompy, the 
whole question of the flexibility of promotions was addressed during the core 
meeting with the LIFT God and the LIFT General Manager. The CD albums for the 
artists was ready for release.卯 Publicity for the artists could work outside Now.com. 
For example, our artist management groups were given approval to consult with 
other organizations and channels to arrange functions and shows for the artists. It did 
not matter if they were for commercial, social or educational purposes. Moreover, 
members in the artist management group, who had experience in music and 
composing could draft for their artists. Those songs were not recorded in their album, 
but they could be used for virtual promulgation and mini concerts afterwards. 
Now.com encouraged the virtual music community to think outside of LIFT. As 
there was no real commercial organization and professional group, the process of 
building up the artists became more natural and akin to the local success story of 
Kelly-Jackie. 
The songs and its ring tone versions for the four artists were available for free 
downloading on web the site of Now.com for both Netvigator users and 
non-Netvigator users. Meanwhile, the virtual music community helped to promote 
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the songs through other forums, for example, the link of Information on Games 
Forum: Songs, MTV Sharing Zone: www.168fun.com and of Cool Forum: Music 
Zone: www.cool-hk.com. It was helpful to promote the artists and their songs as 
many people in those forums shared their appreciation of the performances. 
Ultimately, given commercial considerations, the CD album for the four artists 
was not released. However, the songs^' and ring tones remained available for free 
downloading. The downloading index for the songs not only demonstrated the 
popularity of the artists, but also the frequency of surfing the web where the highest 
downloading index was over 16,000 times and the lowest was around 7,000. The 
virtual music community truly managed some proposals for their artists as for 
example I arranged two campus radio interviews for two artists at the Chinese 
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University of Hong Kong in September 2005. ( Figure 17). 
Figure 17: Advertisement of Campus Radio Interviews for Artists of Loud 
Music 
香港中文大學校園電台錄播節目：九月錄播節目：大大聲聲Loud到黎 
第一集：Crystal @ Loud Music 
第二集：Candy @ Loud Music 
二鑊鑣fi 儀藥驚A l t , . 
‘IJydMilsic 人— -^Caruiv K - 74dj 
&PBf mCandy Aim，ft節助 
自 芒 t e i m � ‘ 亦 麵 • 一 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 脑 歡 
As well we had organized a photo-taking session^^ for an online photo album. 
The details such as photographers, cosmetologists, hair stylists, venue and costumes 
were arranged by our own group. Furthermore, some members who were the 
committees of certain societies of schools and youth centers, or volunteers of social 
welfare organizations, invited two artists to be guests at particular activities such as 
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a n a n n u a l p e r f o r m a n c e e v e n t s f o r s c h o o l a n d a c o n c e r t f o r a c e n t e r f o r t h e a g e d . 
To s u m u p , t h e n e g o t i a t i o n s a b o u t ar t i s t m a n a g e m e n t b e t w e e n N o w . c o m a n d t h e 
v i r t u a l m u s i c c o m m u n i t y w a s c a r r i e d o u t b e g i n n i n g w i t h t h e m i d d l e s t a g e s o f t he 
L I F T p r o g r a m . T h i s r e p r e s e n t e d a c o m p r e h e n s i v e d e v e l o p m e n t f o r t h e v i r t ua l m u s i c 
c o m m u n i t y a n d it p r o v e d t h a t v i r t ua l m e m b e r s c o u l d h a n d l e t h e o p e r a t i o n a n d 
m a n a g e m e n t o f a s i m u l a t e d c o r p o r a t i o n a n d d o so w i t h l e s s a d m i n i s t r a t i o n b y 
N o w . c o m . In o t h e r w o r d s , t h e h i g h e r a u t o n o m y in m a n a g i n g t h e c o r p o r a t i o n t ru ly 
r e s i d e d w i t h i n t h e v i r t u a l c o m m u n i t y e v e n t h o u g h m a n y n e g o t i a t i o n s w e r e b a s e d o n 
c o m m e r c i a l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s f o r N o w . c o m . G e n e r a l l y , t h e c o m m e r c i a l f o r c e o p e r a t e d 
t o a d v a n c e t h e f o r m a t i o n a n d o p e r a t i o n o f t h e m u s i c c o m m u n i t y in c y b e r s p a c e . 
Notes 
73 According to Now.com, they admitted the over estimation of participation in LIFT as there were 
around five thousands five hundred net users registered as participants as a whole. 
74 Oral Interview with security of Brainwave in LIFT, Ching Yeung Sai, 10 November 2005. 
75 It is one of many new shopping malls in Kowloon, which attracts lots of people to shop. 
76 Oral Interview with Now.com user, Francis, 16 October 2005. 
77 See Appendix 17. 
78 See Appendix 18 and 19. 
79 See Appendix 20. 
80 See Appendix 21. 
81 See Appendix 22. 
82 See Appendix 23. 
83 Each corporation was given 10 to 12 seats for the post-audition dinner. However, the attendants 
including five core members and five non-core but active members went to the event. 
84 Once the post was locked, no message or reply could be left. Such authority was limited to 
Now.com.hk and the post opener. 
85 Little Rice Girl was my virtual identity on the forum through the project. 
86 Meng-zhu, the virtual identity of Now.com, had registered as one of the members of our 
corporation, and she applied for artist recruitment by audition. She was entitled as 'chieftain' in her 
private chat room in Now.com and very active in online detective game last year. Because of her 
activeness and virtual status on the forum of Now.com, she was invited to take a role in being chief 
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executive officer of our core group as well as our corporation after the locking post incident. 
87 Oral Interview with Now.com staff, Jane and Sai Tsai, 10 October 2005. 
88 Oral Interview with security of Loud Music in LIFT, Siu Ming, 11 October 2005. 
89 See Appendix 24. 
90 According to the project coordinator of LIFT, 1,000 CD albums with 250 pieces of each pattern of 
four artists would be sold at price HK$30 to HK$40 each at a CD retailing store in Causeway. 
91 Refer to CD-rom (Song—Candy—After Passion In Love and Song—Crystal—Let It Go). 
92 See Appendix 25. 
93 See Appendix 26. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion and Discussion 
7.1 Conclusion and Discussion 
Referring to Research Question 1, the cultural characteristics of the virtual 
music community emerged from usage patterns and the language used in cyberspace 
by the participants of LIFT. There was no particular online pattern for the 
participants in LIFT. They acted like employees working in the office; most of them 
participated enthusiastically since regarded the event as their summer job. In addition, 
the active period was 24 hours a day since most active users were students who on 
their summer vacations. 
In the virtual music community in LIFT, the cyber-language used for online 
discussion was interesting and unique. In some sense written conversation became a 
performing art. (Rheingod, 1993: 61) Invented terms were hard to decode by 
outsiders and newbies alike. They belonged to a distinct culture that created a sense 
of community. However, cyber-language communication can and did lead to 
misunderstandings and arguments. 
To answer Research Question 2, the design of the scheme in LIFT was shaped 
to as prerequisite for LIFTERS to co-create a sense of community. Indeed, there were 
two virtual music communities created and the membership in a particular 
corporation produced a strong sense of community and solidarity. The two 
independent virtual offices for the affiliated members helped to maintain their sense 
of community since they could only enter into a specific platform with their 
registered virtual identities. In this sense, each corporation belonged to one 
community - as evidenced by virtual advertisement promotions and virtual 
arguments between the corporations. 
The culture of cyber-language created a sense of community that was clearly 
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expressed through their interactions. According to data collected in my ethnographic 
study on LIFT, the forum as well as virtual offices of the corporation formed the 
virtual arena for this community. Online interaction within the forum was the major 
communication for all participants in LIFT, but MSN meetings either collectively or 
individually were held with core members as well. Offline interaction mostly referred 
to functions organized by Now.com, such as auditions, artist management talks, mini 
shows and street show where participants could enjoy the effort they put in and 
exchange opinions about the shows, artists' performance and promotion effects 
face-to-face. Community emerged through online and offline interactions for 
example in the production of the company name, logo, lyrics creations, CD album 
covers and virtual advertisements. However, an important aspect of this interaction 
was that it relied heavily on the premise that the participants be self motivated - this 
in spite of act that there was no monetary reward for participation. 
For Research Question 3 regarding the relationship between the virtual 
community and the commercial organization there were economic constraints and 
organizational interventions as a result, particularly in the early stages of the program. 
The establishment of a real core group and various interventions with virtual 
members were almost certainly commercially driven. However, these kinds of 
interference were mostly limited to the primary stages of LIFT and did not lead to the 
disruption of the virtual community. In fact, these interventions may have had a 
positive influence on the formation and operation of the simulated corporation since 
it tended to act as mediator in a number of debilitating disputes. It became the final 
arbiter for various misunderstandings and miscommunications and this role helped to 
construct the solidarity and collective identity of the virtual community. 
The virtual community in LIFT had no strong resistance to this commercial 
force and few of them had ever even voiced negative opinions or criticized Now.com. 
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On one hand, Now.com desired brand publicity the enlargement of its user base by 
initiating new participants in LIFT. On the other hand, participants sought and gained 
recognition and pleasure via the arrangements of the event itself. In this context the 
over control of participants represented a barrier to the formation and operation of 
the virtual music community and its goals. This inter-relationship resulted in 
negotiations about artist management between the virtual community and 
commercial organization. During the late middle stage of LIFT, Now.com started 
devolving the autonomy of operations, and the virtual music community found itself 
able to manage more of the promotional work for the corporation and the artists. 
Previous studies have illustrated the relationship between commercial force, 
public sphere and the virtual community. Commercial force effects openness for 
discussion and accessibility to the forum and thus access to the public sphere. In this 
sense，the free and independent interaction of the virtual community formed under 
the control of a commercial setting might find itself subordinated in a number of 
important ways related to the freedom and openness of cyber public sphere and to the 
varieties of power control as they relate to financial transactions. 
In contrast to a spontaneous type of virtual community forming in cyberspace, 
the virtual music community in LIFT represented a cyber discussion group on 
popular culture issues. It had a cultural dimension which is used to describe areas 
other than the political as a kind literary public sphere. Within the community, 
cultural commodities were created, exchanged and consumed, which produced 
in-group cohesion and communion, and helped to advance and consolidate the 
formation of the virtual community. Through communication on the forum, the 
virtual community produced life contexts, which included practices of consumption, 
mass cultural reception and interpretation. (Bolin, 2000:58-59) In addition, this 
cultural space was conceived of as having a multiplicity of public spheres, which 
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based on collective identities and common interests in cyberspace is a place where a 
plurality of constituent voices takes place within the cultural public space. (Fernback, 
1997:39) 
LIFT represents the case, in which the commercial force did not overly 
influence the cyber public sphere, and the formation and interaction among the 
participants of virtual group were not threatened by large-scale economic enterprises. 
The participants could discuss freely and independently common interests in artist 
management regardless of the content and critique of the event, project coordinators 
and the organization. For example, a discussion about the issue of injustice during 
the audition appeared on the forum. By contrast, the virtual community was 
powerless to overturn the decision to cancel the CD album by Now.com. 
Overall then this is considered a successful case where the autonomy of the 
participants within the public sphere of the virtual community was maintained 
despite the commercial forces present. In this sense, the study of the virtual music 
community in LIFT is an example of a special case of the relationship between 
commercialization and the generation of public sphere within a virtual community. 
The relationship between virtual community and commercial organization in my 
study provides another dimension lying between the autonomy of the virtual 
community and the commercial intervention. Rheingold (1993: 64) elevated the 
freedom speech in cyberspace, in which one of the great problems with the 
atmosphere of free expression tolerated on the cyberspace was the fragility of virtual 
communities and their susceptibility to disruption. However, he mentioned the 
absence of roughly quantified systematic observations on virtual community values. 
Owing to the construction of a virtual community, he suggested the only alternative 
of imposing restrictions on freedom of expression, which developed norms, folklore, 
ways of acceptable behavior that were widely modeled, taught and valued, gave the 
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participants of the cyberspace clear ideas what they could and could not do within 
the community. The investigation on the relationship between virtual music 
community and commercial force in my study speaks to this question raised by 
Rheingold; the intervention in the virtual music community in LIFT could be 
regarded as the cues providing for the participants to construct and to advance the 
formation of a virtual community. Furthermore, the virtual music community in LIFT 
was given several discussion channels such as cyber communicative platforms, 
relevant virtual infrastructure and access to real meetings, including message boards, 
chat rooms, avatar, Hompy, media and certain real activities by the commercial 
sponsor. In other words, because of the existence of this commercial force, the virtual 
music community was provided with a wide range of interaction platforms where 
participants were able to share and discuss issues freely. 
This study implies the possibility of the co-existence of commercialization and 
autonomy in discussion and interaction with the virtual community. In this sense, 
commercialization might help to create the virtual community as well as the cyber 
public sphere. However, commercialization can still influence the spontaneous type 
of virtual communities that could result in greater control over discussion, formation 
and operations. With the rapid development of the Internet and formation of virtual 
communities in cyberspace, there is a tendency towards establishing special types of 
virtual communities forming under commercial setting. 
Regarding continuity of the virtual community under commercial force, the 
virtual music community remained in cyberspace for short period after Now.com 
withdrew its involvement. This virtual community was not starting to disintegrate 
and had a sense of solidarity and self-motivation, and survived in a new form under 
other platforms of Now.com. Some of participants moved their discussion into their 
personal blog of Now.com, i.e. their personal Hompy. In a new form of expression, 
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the communicative platform for interaction among the participants was transformed 
from forum into blog, in particular, the Hompy of two artists^"^, which became the 
communicative centre for the virtual music community. 
On one hand, two artists, shared their recent experiences and invited their artist 
managers and fans to come to their singing shows and numerous functions. On the 
other hand, those artist managers and fans either left messages to support their artists 
or asked for the details; and some of them even shared the opinions of their 
performance into the artists' Hompy. As such, the continuity of virtual music 
community remained in cyberspace. Indeed, based on the nature of artist 
management of the of virtual music community, it had shifted as the leading role of 
participants was converted from artist managers into artists. This community might 
be described as a group of virtual fans community. Thus, the virtual music 
community took on a new form. 
The theoretical significance of the research lies in the relationship between 
virtual music community and commercial organization. It signifies the possibility in 
which commercial force is not simply the suppression of the emergence of a virtual 
community and its interaction but instead is likely to encourage the formation and 
operation of the virtual community as well as their interaction. The virtual 
community forming under commercial setting also shows the possibility of the 
co-existence of commercialization and constitution of special kind of public sphere 
in cyberspace. 
Apart from virtual artists and online music commonly appearing on the Internet 
from mainland China and other cities, LIFT can be regarded as a forerunner of the 
stimulated virtual artist management company. Virtual community is not just a 
cyberspace of sharing and interaction; with the rapid development of 
computer-mediated technologies, it may become big business. In the future these 
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kinds of businesses, like virtual artist management, may appear in a more systematic 
and organized manner as a form of newly e-business group or as a new division in 
the music industry and multimedia companies. The virtual music community formed 
shows evidence in support of the emergence of special type of popular virtual 
communities - especially in the field of online games. In the world of online games, 
numerous virtual games communities are being established under multi-media and 
computed-mediated companies. In these spaces, all players have equal, free and 
independent discussions about games' strategies and other casual talks. 
7.2 Limitation and Further Research 
There were two virtual music communities established in the artist-making 
scheme. However, within certain limits, I was able to investigate only one of the 
simulated corporations, i.e. the virtual community of Loud Music via public forum of 
LIFT and private forum of Loud Music to analyze the interaction within the group 
and within the organization. However, with different characteristics such as social 
structures, styles and virtual capital, and similar elements including activeness and 
creativities in two virtual music groups in LIFT, comparisons would be possible. 
Furthermore, based on the equal and free expression between two communities, 
those factors may lead one to establish differences in the formation of the virtual 
community and distinct influences on their relationships within commercial 
organization. It would also help to illustrate the potential of collaboration and 
coordination within two virtual communities. This may establish another kind of 
relationship with the organization given the possible chemical effects derived by 
interactions between the two communities. This would also give us a better picture of 
the formation and operation of a virtual community. 
In my study, the interaction between outsiders and virtual community and 
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between outsiders and the commercial organization was examined. In the case of 
LIFT, it was a membership exclusive event; Now.com users could join the game as 
participation of artist managers and took part in discussions within the community. 
However, people without the membership could still enjoy free and equal online 
discussion and expression with the virtual community and organization by acting as a 
'visitor'. Furthermore, net-users who did not want to expose their virtual identities, 
could independently express themselves on the forum by using the identity of 
‘visitor,. These groups of people were regarded as outsiders although very few 
participants belonged to that group in LIFT. Indeed, in further studies, it would be 
possible to examine this kind of group for possible suppression, negotiation or 
resistance to the virtual community. It also has consequences for the study of indirect 
impacts. 
Regarding the structure of the virtual music community in LIFT, there was a 
hierarchy that differentiated core members and common members within the virtual 
community. With over 2,000 members registered in each simulated corporation, only 
between twenty and 100 members actively participated in the event. They were 
probably not so aware of and therefore did not take the structure seriously. This 
allowed them to operate on a free-entry-free-exit basis with little or no perceived 
regulations to follow. Moreover, although the existence of differentiated roles existed 
within the virtual community it did not reduce free and independent expression. 
Accomplishments depended on degree of activeness and participation in the event. 
Indeed, the virtual community truly developed under the tutelage of this commercial 
control. The degree to which negative impacts may be operating in this kind of 
setting awaits the results of future research. 
7.3 Epilogue 
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LIFT was launched in early June and finished in early October 2005. Now.com 
gave no further support or guidance afterwards although they did however allow 
three platforms including a public forum and two private forums for simulated 
corporations in LIFT to operate until mid December. The virtual community arranged 
several functions for artists through their ongoing discussion on the forum. For 
instance, some members of Loud Music invited their artists to be performance guests 
at such things as annual performance events at school. Besides, some of them moved 
their discussion into their personal Hompy of Now.com. In a new form of expression, 
the communicative platform for interaction among the participants was transformed 
from forum into blog, in particular, the Hompy of two artists, which became the 
communicative centre for the virtual music community. 
After the termination of the platforms in December 2005, the virtual music 
community remained in cyberspace using other computer-mediated spaces such as 
MSN and ICQ, and even real life experiences. They continued online activities and 
sometimes arranged different kinds of real gatherings such as karaoke, dinner, 
photography and so forth. The sense of community and membership was rooted in 
the actions of the users and cyberspace was not only a social world onto itself, but 
also a part of the real world where participants shared with others and developed 
their social connections. (Bruhn, 2005: 214) The virtual community survived and 
maintained its connections and relationship within some of the members. In some 
sense, the virtual music community in LIFT has regenerated and transformed itself 
into a new form of virtual community. 
Notes 
94 Candy ' s Hompy, ht tp : / /hompv.netvigator .com/main/page/candv]016; Crystal ' s Hompy, 
ht tp: /7hompv.netvigator .com/main/page/carson0609 
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X 譬 《 1 • 暴 。 孕 ： 众 、 I 
T ： n M p H H H i d 
圓 _ Pi 1 ^ • fe 1 E 
u , k • 、 為 a 1 i 
S k i n ‘而riow.comhk汽撰•：或 m 是 梦 ： i 狐 … ^ 基 
出 i S 好 的 1 0 位 ‘ 幫 你 吊 高 螺 資 ， 仲 Z - # « 
會 同 你 分 錢 ！ 到 转 就 揚 名 立 m 、 財 . ^ , 
源浪滾、人昆人愛......不過®简概係、作品好 f s的1位‘含被安拼之、口 4、‘到D e v i l r o b o t s f本繁 
作 晃 - 之 旅 净 成 歸 來 之 時 > 唔好咱識人呀？作品招葛將會係9月8日截LL ’ 你都快啲 _工％ ？ 
戌经父ET多餘釋牟•？憑？ntib • M.J：. • nc从• corn 
I 14。 
Appendix 3 
Milk "No. 212, 11 August 2005 
3. Hompy in Now.com.hk 
i^y/iMst^  n fe.h r a � " t 
% m 詹 = 
i I f > ) K^ ) H UA^ 1 « M I ^ 1 f 
‘ ^ n B I ) H fi) f h HfHi Kr' f h >Mr t 、！- r t ^ ^ >- f ^n W^ ^f^k 、％ I V ^ S 
n r !令必 J "i M n , V * ;f Pf ( 1 $ I nt e nr 3i �八"V , ‘ 
r ^ ^ 1(<i T i ^ ？^  ^ >! > 旧 f i I f* r H^V > I 么 
I 敌 ‘ 华 巧 K I M ‘ M ' � i 
I 鰣\ ,参 Z S v 
MM- '有纖好玩•？ I I g V^ I j 
我 地 一 於 遲 動 解 • ‘ ” 人氣之謎！ • • • T y fe • 
, . 4 
I.. 穿、es_er 赛 會 
P h o t o l l o w m ' a l 丨 敷 ， I 一 … … 一 、 
： _ fSrn^mm ^^耀 
：； HOVS!-y i J ‘ ) ” � ‘ t-s. “ / fn “ z 稀 慨 银 解 絮 炒 > 匆 h 众 , '^'V'^ ^v^m 
\ 艮 * 仲广-^^VP、》【《>；> , V I . 秘 > 辦 , 參 料 喊 、 - 紋 
： nn ； ？ • ' > 4 ， 、 … O ! ! ® ^ ^ ^ t e ^^mAm . 
‘‘‘> ni"“‘ ”树； f. f i'l •‘ iAi ^ ^ ^ X• • i 
^ W m A v a t a r _ _ : � 屬 极 』 、 ， : : ： , 」 
« 1,1 u 卜 ^^  Ti's A. / ^ -':/'” i rn^J^' "‘ 
一 w ： 瞧 ） 、 
i E m o t i O M n s — “ 一 、 一 息凑、备 梦 滋 歉 
： … 二 二 崎 — — 一 “ , m m k \ 
P 探 . M m ； 縫 麵 鳥 现 辭 ^ 
- ； ’’ t m m m m f i i m m ^ A \ 
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Appendix 4 
4. Leaflet about the Program of LIFT, done by Now.com 
I / 1 
I'l 囊 靈 像 肩 » 嫌 _ 入 嫩 儷 蜀 m 下 丨 
r _ 1 �霸人*醫身纛膽纖讜_行_ I 每 像 建 邏 響 容 包 括 \ 4 ‘ 
:. Yi^亭_靈_•穆•驪V � … 辞 * - ： 
： v ^ 、：：管，，,/ , … ， _ i — 
� 丨 一 J 
I ‘ S 缀 顧 問 圖 励 你 擺 昇 旗 下 藝 人 聲 色 藝 1 
I 4 俄 竊 ” ‘ I ！ 
I 翁） 〜 ” 丨 0丨" — ^ I 
J ( 7 L i ！ 
-
• 飄 • • 職 r u r ^ / , , � , " " / � / " i j i f f f 
I , 4 ~ Jf % 0 Ma0 m m m fAm m m w % 
•修巧影窗前 • ^ 镛顧人蓼務街 ‘ m m m m i & m m m m m 
— m 究纖•跨 n 熟 ! ‘ m 力IT鏞縧驄縱入會 IWfssajLY rrn^mmw^m * ^ 
S U B 豫 分 夢 麟 耱 凝 镯 醚 潘 孅 办 、 , 、 : 、 、 、 二 . ‘ 
一 ‘ i a r a M n i n i 、 ' 、 • 
柚ilia**地賺黼練‘棚钃饑麵鏟像騎•捕 
• f r ^ ^ i s ^ i ^ ： ! ^ ^ - ’ , , - 毫 
• 
； l i M i — S I T 播 「 纖 
— S M ^ U l O l i . 
… • ’ : 一 . J 
X J n JO iubjSojj aq; ；noqc ；uauiaspjaApy y g 





6.2 Advertisement about the Program of LIFT 
m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m m m m a m m m m ^ 
S ^ ^ K i W i l B l t l 
' • 翁 職 新 人 ； 由 稷 纖 、 ' 邏 興 嗎 
滅 薩 話 攀 礙 躲 下 新 入 聲 色 藝 • ‘ 
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Appendix 7 
Milk-No. 218,22 September 2005 
7. Training Tutors for Four Artists in LIFT 
i 
\ 妨辦）〜錢略 _ 工 钱 豫 - _ _ 
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Appendix 8 
MV^No. 206, 30 June 2005 
8. Clip from the First Audition Hold in Neway Karaoke Box at Causeway Bay 
！ I f f �\�‘�<i�t�s^A 
1 ’ 瞻 纏 • i ^ . c o m . h k 全 
“ f 感 I � ) _ 編 麗 隳 丨 丢 ， . 
mAmmmmm ！ , ‘ 
h^im-B'l 离资滋妙、k'VWKVZ 香 4 入�T •；调 lift 满 V ,, , HA I 
路设理辩攀i7T公辩，?g^H 稱躲辄丨U呼fs嫩f资碑辨 i 努 / — 
^ 你•-fifs'�,�他紅们摊A 了‘ * f^mf j U i 
r i i ^ v v • 嫩 … • … • 芝 / 摘 紅 ‘ 
丨 ， 理 
曰 1 : _ 涵 6 • 本 ： ： 
、” . 紅？鬨或厚個 
衾 i ^ K 雄 一 ^ ^ E 爲 U 自 快 有 係 電 好 iiil 
： * L I F ^ ^ i ^ ^ 涵 i t … " … … " ‘ • j 
： I k發 t. f 象 fSftlY辩n m • I 
I 谏你加入經理群‘傲糊縱理人！ ： 
： 睡環个網路•激!；义辟！！丨bK«‘'跃棵拔场.中V馆々啊傳將i两E!f作(例“)讲--�S•^银 樣尸银―衫纽 ： 
* 二’ < i\)n\ .n fi^^^^w t^t * 
I 興押概又’请即…似 f t 參如 _ j^mrn^ -'Mwrnv , ^ ；^)^^ | ？V't. f^^^Sy J J i^t % ： 
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Appendix 9 
9. Handbill Distributed in the First Audition, done by Virtual Music 









Loud Music is Your Only C h o i c e � 
% m 
k a r lHrf mam 
關 I 
Be prouda be loud, play it now 
For more Info: 
http://nowxom.hk/llft 
http://hompy.netvigaforxom/main/page/simcorpa 
n “1^ lift 




Milk-No. 207, 7 July 2005 
10.1 The Four Finalists Chosen from the Second Audition 
\ — 1 
\ • P ^ W I 
— 滚觀盈f二 \ 
… 漏 y \ 
靠 , : 、、 
J ' " ! ； ' 
響 s 赛 寶 y k " 
： ： 
I做個經理人捧起新人！ 
lourf M«S8C BR&INvyave f-- h �“> hi^  Inon^ ^ ^ H *•一 UfPx 
減 、 _ ’，_-.重二：L卯彻 / I 撫 卿 “ … " + 作 _ 、 
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10.3 The Four Finalists and their Profiles in LIFT 
. 漏 二 ： 彳 
I V^ l … f ： H I 
1 t i ： … … 〃 ， U ’• • 面 
S , … ； 二 _ 
、、‘！ “ … ： 二：：:“ 
力 I j - … ” ' ,：‘ ^ ^ ‘ J ; / : ‘ 
！ 纖 _ 
； . 从 r一—於'，y … 。 ： “ I 二二 
— ， 卞 步 ， ， " ^ ^ ^ ^ • • ， 、 , ？ I 
- .. •彻叙“.“..”银^ ^^ ^^ 气^>ini“—‘•丨丨l^ ti, _丨„ . „ - , 一 ^ 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 
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Appendix 11 
Milk-No. 209,21 July 2005 
11. Clip from Artist Management Talk 
lift" ‘. ：  uixAmnA 
L I F T輞鐡經理群針劃《兩閜經理 , 
群公司，嗨上星期二晚參加敏大畲 ft ； ,; f 
為炬《_備曙經理人耀座。而謂_ • 
兼資深經理人林珊曜同 L e s l i e 
A y ‘ 以不_翼霣個獬，徽饞好驄 
傅一纖纏理群，更福 _孅樂隱 _ 
_，一慕慕蕾日顯條，鮮為人知的 
mmmmmmm’通通呈現眼前-
P... 1 if"" ^ 網路經理群計劃 
想知絕多關於四位簕人概密戴培細又毅者惣玩昨弒餘經璦人？ ©上o«w.c:om,hk/«f t ！ 
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Appendix 12 
Mi!kNo.210, 28 July 2005 
12.1 Clip from Artist Management Talk 
text:截女記者組飽design:樑森 ’ …、 




,n #1 • ， \ 
……—UVAmP.'Jm^M 由班锻[UL哨染路力、；；备A日4�紫，S新人 > 別以為是 
鬧籠 ‘ 0情是非常； I認鼻、a前更礙辦了一個經理人講座’邀諧了3位現役經埋人;Leslie Au�林珊珊 
及神秘人，大談傲經理人的苦與樊。出席者能否因此學識做經理人是未知之數但至少會學識很多傲人處世的道理’ 
無他•經埋人seH的是人(arfel:)-強項办:f人(peop)e network) ‘ 2：所譖：唔識做人‘點出嚷榜� 
��&_ Irf t 冰 r . 丨 ： 卜 • I� /^ ^^ ri?��霸 BMA R��,(,"i5 -niiui Snwu•形[Jnitecl 
% ^ ^ ^ Pruf!ie- * ,：' -J： r D.i ；iM • Pjofife; • "985^1, \ 
O 織 」.'喝 . zH • 巧;^ hho 忍’巧丨检, 
^ 0 ^ • 广 丨 。 l i 
纏 ^ ^ 
. ^ g ® ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ ' ^ " ' 、？芬炉 I h 7 一 ， 
• ？ I i""； � 「） I r t h ‘ • ^ br!IS‘ " ip < 'k 
‘-< 、；1 I ",;—',-],?� '�I ( Ow \ 10' BR/'SN" ；.v'C -iV'U -i.i-f ^ 
r - : -i- - • “-&1 'tij f h 1 ^ i ^ 终 ^ / I f I 溢I iiff^ fiA-??. H 
I M. .<•'»...丄-’ / I /”！ n / " . , . ,, . I I t . 1 
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12.2 Clip from Artist Management Talk 
—1.....：....r• , 、 . ^ ： 广 二 ： 广 
暴 M “ ：： ' 二 
「；)纖.::::. Immmm 
, . & B H A l H w s i w 
Loud Mumc �^mmmm^ y'^^^v^rm 
M r 夢 w 
• - - � A m o M d f ^ « f c …水懲总“ ！xtmrnr' > ' 1 , , 
, 1 , f t.., ‘ ’ - . . I ' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ “‘ ^ 
想為香港樂墙作點貢獻 > 請加•A成為網窗签理人，為新人作曲、瑱詞、揀形象、 
做唱碟、攪宣傳…今日就登上 h < “ /報名啦。 now.ccMTLhkR在•上行寬_ 
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I Appendix 13 
j MilkNo. 214, 25 August 2005 
j 13. Performances of Four Artists in Mini Show at Cat Store 
考 削 k: 
J ‘ 
lift ��> . ？ �Nmi 
: % , � t p 睛 麵 卿 ， ， • 
: I _ 眷 鎮 t t i t e c 輪 * _ I 
^ ^ • 藝 露 g : 窗 攀 霸 有 暴 觀 • 醒 • • 暴 籠 懷 � 3 _ s 
^ ^ 释 到 J 
ft'b. M l W m m m l � § …厂-�發,冯 
, . 隱, 
‘ 姻“ 'V ”'' 
f ^ ^^^^^ I , % 勿、•仏， '^"T&S ‘ a 
� 鍵 ， , 
� m^^ WM r * ^ ^ * ^ I < rJv-j t'H/''^- JAr.or-.^  
W f hu. HM'^MJ ^ w c f c . . 数 
I y � r 广- "令z 5〜'"I 黯/JJVt極誉穩修癱;||:_鱺窗鸞翁 
I „卞妙t耗！丨！ 4俗pm •i丨i/ %、梦[呢卜.5 !vp» J 嵌對一w&HA.wrt协比；發i"m «'今；;又知、密�？穷明秘 
‘ I 從紙竹'> it^ if r» | ! ,n 披探用冬片輝疯兹後秘換 
I 麥 � 絮 ‘ 一 / S A 
； ！二二二:……‘…I 誇 
： ( 國 丨 i f ^ 




MilkNo. 215，1 September 2005 
14. Performances of Four Artists in Street Show 
隨 ^ ^ ^ 
志像饌練無敵司儀合-掛牌傲司饑 I 
/‘、：》VI二P资i^"!；霸 1； ^， ^為 ^•力‘ ^ ‘ � … J “ » f 
l O 〜 變 炉 � ^ ^ ^ P ‘ ‘ > 、卜 .-r ‘ - ‘ Juit , r；' M 
Mt 
I _ _ i i U f r f 網路經理群又有新進展！艾粒画雜挑 
麗 参 》 … 〜 : r r , I ：；：；：二冗rt::— 戰參賽者，即上niediamwccmhk' I � . . . . . . . . — : : Q : … 一 f人培_星縱，蕃 
I 养 ， 一 、 ， � - ^ ^ 遍 , 4 . 1 � 緑 
I 戀 徵 新 歌 新 _ 新 詷 玀 遨 高 手 出 招 
I �,M’； r … .、、，；….‘‘ f � “ \ 
i ‘ K ；‘ 'OS- … ’"‘ 厂” S I 
… … … � ' � … < ’ I ^ ^ i s n o r a l 
- - 屬 I 
6 5 n n • I 














































^ 人當這我暑冬不裡覺許如底只一修再放处相共感以 F丄£名唱詞得愛共望得愛夜驟也就到都某算謂願 P等前底可 ^ ^
 U歌主塡記被曾期記熱寒才*
 到就無寧耶再從到怎 
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Appendix 16 
16. Lyric of Crystal's Song, drafted by Members of Virtual Music Community 
in LIFT 
歌名.方夂手 


































Milk'No. 208, 14 July 2005 
17. Clip from Training Sessions of Four Artists 
！iff … H 
I iouD now.com.hk Lift 偏i 
網裙辉理群言十書I 
" 彳 l A i ^ 纖 T I � 
《《 t〜、 四位新人已經蜒生， n o m e o m J i k — S 綱民戚立_ _ 
. i _纖經理群公司，L o u d muslcMBRMHwrnvB，已經 
_始利用__的烕力，以擁紅他們季上新人、爭敢金 
^ 牌維薦信及分花紅為終極目標！ 
。 . i k � 妙 首 先 ， 公 司 必 須 擁 有 充 裕 的 人 力 去 完 威 使 命 ， 而 毎 _ 
^ 公•成翼B諭千人•③^多人，騙分工？以下就係兩鬭 
叛 公司的主要工作犟位及統_人： 
… ！ f4 
&二 
恝加又經理群捧紅樂壊新人，成者想II貼四位物人(nLrft up旅掳即a上now com hk/trft 
1 5 9 
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Appendix 18 
M / " N o . 210, 28 July 2005 
18. Clip from Image-making of Four Artists 
國f錢‘ € 1 .A _ _ 驊 _ ‘涉移 
m &:|：、\纟_1*新人新膨象率先隱丨 i* ' ’ i> 
龜 龜 ! 7,14 7】•改•形象 I 叙 L : � 處 ^ 
1 勒b) h •妨-^ f ^^  h t Kuiv ^ F V ^ ^ M i S ^ t ^； T i l l hvvd� ‘ h i^ Miii �j inmvf" u 妆 i K q • ^^r ‘ 4 ' F ^ l S Kg 
• : 翻 _ ! 二 二 : ‘、。； i�； - •丨 f ； ： , 
t ^ m P ^ 7.12 7,22 新 _ _ 胃 
":f m j f /爹 广” I � ^ < r 
\ : t^ ‘ 5 ‘ r L yA � ^ �n ,名TV rn 、；‘ 
> a* ^^  . - 'mf'py 彩格4s； i sKMk 
•— 丨 � ET齒新歜截下： 
？丄�.r^trH^km^mf^ r s � , … 、 , 外 ^ -
C m 叙 w ^ m I y 想知更多繊於ra位新人喊密藥絡細艾戚者想玩呼斌傲經 
二 ‘ ^ 、 ‘ ^ Z 御 ；理人？即上"OW.�mJ俄驗 
,"fi Hf-U j ^^  r-' - -!o,’y 人 ； 1 
i I � 
j 1 6 0 
i 
Appendix 19 
Milk No. 211,4 August 2005 
19. Clip from the Process of Image-making of Four Artists 
,i,l , , , I / 
r i •‘• ’ ？ ： “ 
a纖iiML * • �趣 
� � : : i I ： ‘ 械 J -
“ y ~ > . I - , - < - , ‘ 厂 “ 、 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
“ … ” ’ 一 “—八 人 ( ‘ . h I：' k 
: • ， ， ‘ . 1 f . M i t 
. m w . c w r U i K 只 在 教 J : 行 孩 滅 •M ： 





M//众 No. 211, 4 August 2005 
20. Clip from the Game Show for Four Artists 
lif N I M ... 
1 ,:4令 I 豪 
. n c o v E R M s t BM 光！ 
> 7月24CV! a 嚼 片 _ 囊 由 像 T f , r « , � 
帘 i 迎群公 : : i l < f � r 3經；赞求勤棵丨 ^ 1 I ‘ r t ^ ^  ‘ 
跃求.具 
今期目IM主候選設計先： ， — 一 、 
• 謹 靈 _ 
条 不 爐 又 襟 駭 -
• 7月29B獎�1激戮沙灘驗，人性大縣！露 @ , 
粒 � F . 「添紛璃^豹^I .媒冲薩激從K淺'I卜>：礙注粉％'德辦释奸'声-'先 
w S m ri … 
[ • 塵 漏 
V > � " i ； V ；々^•广 
„ , .,、、 . . 想知萊多躲於西位新人口日人'戈密築又坡+者想玩 
- k ““ -V-""'.' ‘ i^ F試资經理人？ 龙發' 
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Appendix 21 
Milk No. 213, 18 August 2005 
21. Clip from Training Sessions of Four Artists 
I 
% I I I I 农 w 闷々 ：一 
• : , … ( 、 . 瑜 . « f i i 偏 , 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 臂 巧 臓 
- ^ 纖 m ‘請钜雄上模擬電轻 
I ^ 闋 球 做 ！ 
, ，鏽B艾粒賒敏舫簡新人 
r 条,二=二 
. ' “ 。 : : i 广 劇 考 驗 滴 技 * 
, m M i ‘ m m m . ‘ 躺 權 
二 … — ； … 響 1 
： 智 
/、'、: '% \:冬• … t錄'•于卜，搏•^龄详、势‘ 1«:/,卞餘丨⑷総,1，#•！姊秘、，is'/n;扑,H/f >>介权 
‘“： ‘ ‘ 為 / ： t ； ® w U；If ff; S ftJ r-1 in： - /f livK ;tl 递,力。丨丨M8!應碑 r _ ‘ ^ ^ I— 
： f ^ ^ / ‘ ' 赞 激 袭 ！ ： ； 二 W \ ‘游入終於•齒b嘅o 
: f W ff fv ^ 想 考 9 , ‘ -“I丨.丨丨泰-u綱fjfWWVAVfc咨潮I +•嗽SFWNCHILO第 
i l S ' ^ I S V " ' ' 眺 己眼光‘上 1 .4 ''''i 碎降萍g港‘令，场及此‘loud 
、，“ “ ‘ now com »H</I»t 躲躲心水 U “ > p R I MUSir 劣都不 出饭自家ONLlfsiP 
, f ^ \ _ ^ 议繁勝出啦 > P LOJ / 、,通 MAOA7Nr •仲功郎试 hh.蹄 
； 7 • 包 • • ‘ 、 




Milk No. 212, 11 August 2005 
i 
囊 if 會 c r ^ 
: \ • ' 、 • _ 纏 堪 ； 禱 • 翻 
• f A f i 志 偉 為 師 踏 上 演 藝 人 之 路 
'I ^ I j f "“： ^ , r h % - ± � " � < ) 
J … ！- r ^ H ^ ^ f c t ^ L JAS H �Al^N]"! 喚確 fj拟以 
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23. Wrap up Session for Four Artists 
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Appendix 24 
24. Young Post South China Morning Post，4 October 2005 
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MilkNo. 219, 29 September 2005 
25. Advertisement of Campus Radio Interviews 
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Appendix 26 
MilkNo. 217, 15 September 2005 
26. Photo-taking Section of Artists, Arranged by Virtual Music Community of 
Loud Music 
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